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Series Program

June 4 The Public Ministry of the Word Russ Kennedy
June 11 The Personal Ministry of the Word Greg Cook
June 18 Spiritual Development and Education Chad Bresson
June 25 Evangelism: To the Neighborhoods Dan Turner
July 2 Missions: To the Nations Dan Turner
July 16 Ministry to Youth Devon Berry
July 23 Spiritual Formation and Education Dale Evans
July 30 Flocks: Shepherds and Sheep Russ Kennedy
August 6 Worship and Music Russ Kennedy
September 3 Finances and Stewardship Russ Kennedy
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Practical Ministry at the ChapelPractical Ministry at the Chapel

The Chapel PulpitThe Chapel Pulpit

Colossians 1:21Colossians 1:21--2:72:7

The Chapel Pulpit
Colossians 1:21-2:7

Pastor Russ Kennedy
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Practical Ministry at the Chapel

IntroductionIntroduction
Our Concerns for Preaching todayOur Concerns for Preaching today

In the Men who preachIn the Men who preach
In the Message of preachingIn the Message of preaching
In the Means of preachingIn the Means of preaching

Our Commitments in the Chapel PulpitOur Commitments in the Chapel Pulpit
In the Men we CallIn the Men we Call
In the Message we PreachIn the Message we Preach
In the Means we UseIn the Means we Use

Introduction
Our Concerns of Preaching today

• In the Men who preach
Pastors who are not biblically qualified for office.
Pastors who have become professionals (Piper’s Gentlemen, We Are Not Professionals).
Pastors who are preaching without the requisite teaching abilities or gifts.

• In the Message of preaching
The gospel has largely been abandoned for substitutes.
The gospel has largely been adulterated with errors.

• In the Means of preaching
Many preachers today are doing entertainment than exposition.
Many expositors today are doing exegesis (parsing the grammar) than exposition (explaining the flow of the 
text).

Our Commitments to  the Chapel Pulpit
• In the Men we Call

We will call men who are trained for the eldership through practical serving in the church.
We will call men who are tested for biblical qualifications.
We will invite men as guest speakers who are trusted and tested.

• In the Message we Preach
We will preach Christ as central to all that it means to be a Christian.
We will preach the Gospel holding fast to all that it means.
We will preach the Bible from cover to cover.

• In the Means we Use
Proclamation - We will preach with an authority derived from God and the Word.
Purity - We will preach the truth with clarity in language, conviction in tone and a call to respond.
Passion – We will preach in way that convinces and convicts because we believe what we say.
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Practical Ministry at the Chapel

The Perspective for our PreachingThe Perspective for our Preaching
The Redemptive AimThe Redemptive Aim (1:21(1:21--22)22)

A Reconciled PeopleA Reconciled People
A Righteous PeopleA Righteous People

The Great  ResponsibilityThe Great  Responsibility (1:23a)(1:23a)
Steadfast in the FaithSteadfast in the Faith
Anchored to the GospelAnchored to the Gospel

The Apostolic ModelThe Apostolic Model (1:23b(1:23b--24)24)
By Worldwide ProclamationBy Worldwide Proclamation
In Humble ServitudeIn Humble Servitude
In Personal SufferingIn Personal Suffering
With Faithful StewardshipWith Faithful Stewardship

The Perspective for our Preaching
The Redemptive Aim (1:21-22)

• A Reconciled People
God’s redemptive work aims to bring His people back into relationship with Himself.

• A Righteous People
God’s redemptive work aims to make His people holy in character and conduct.

The Great  Responsibility (1:23a)
The redemptive work is accomplished if and when God’s people are:

• Steadfast in the Faith
Through the exhortation and warning to continue comes the enabling grace to continue. 
The emphasis here is not on the act of believing, but on the content of what is believed – it is the faith.

• Anchored to the Gospel
When God’s people are steadfast in the faith they will be anchored to the truth that is the gospel.
When God’s people are anchored to the gospel, then their hope is secure and sure.
The grave danger when we are not steadfast in the faith and thus do not have the true gospel, is that we will 
then begin to lose our hope and confidence in the saving work of our Redeemer and Ruler.
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The Perspective for our Preaching (Notes)The Perspective for our Preaching (Notes)
The Redemptive AimThe Redemptive Aim (1:21(1:21--22)22)

A Reconciled PeopleA Reconciled People
A Righteous PeopleA Righteous People

The Great  ResponsibilityThe Great  Responsibility (1:23a)(1:23a)
Steadfastness in the FaithSteadfastness in the Faith
Anchored to the GospelAnchored to the Gospel

The Apostolic ModelThe Apostolic Model (1:23b(1:23b--24)24)
By Worldwide ProclamationBy Worldwide Proclamation
In Humble ServitudeIn Humble Servitude
In Personal SufferingIn Personal Suffering
With Faithful StewardshipWith Faithful Stewardship

The Perspective for our Preaching (cont.)

The Apostolic Model (1:23b-25)
Since this is Paul’s concern, notice his commitment which shapes and serves us. 

• By Worldwide Proclamation
The gospel truth that will convert and transform people will be and has  been preached throughout the world.

• In Humble Servitude
Paul has been brought by His King into the service of proclaiming the gospel. It is an honor and privilege to 
be the gospel slave of God.

• In Personal Suffering
The ministry of the gospel involves suffering and hardship, not ease, wealth and status.

• With Faithful Stewardship
The ministry of the gospel is a stewardship – we have been entrusted with the truth, what are we doing with 
it?
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The Program for our PreachingThe Program for our Preaching
The Shared MissionThe Shared Mission (1:25)(1:25)

As Serving the LordAs Serving the Lord
To Proclaim the WordTo Proclaim the Word

The Strategic MessageThe Strategic Message (1:26(1:26--27)27)
The Unfolding of Redemptive HistoryThe Unfolding of Redemptive History
The Glory of ChristThe Glory of Christ’’s Centralitys Centrality

The Strategic MethodThe Strategic Method (1:28)(1:28)
Preaching Christ AuthoritativelyPreaching Christ Authoritatively
Engaging Believers Practically (warn/instruct wisely)Engaging Believers Practically (warn/instruct wisely)
Targeting BelieversTargeting Believers’’ MaturityMaturity

The Program for our Preaching
The Shared Mission (1:25)

• As Serving the Lord
We are serving the Lord and His agenda. God has determined what and how He will bring to completion the 
redemptive work in His people.

• To Proclaim the Word
Not just to confirm categories, but to “make the Word fully known”. We preach the maximum amount of truth 
to the maximum number of people.

The Significant Message (1:26-27)
Two key elements make up the core of the program for preaching.

• The Unfolding of Redemptive History (v.26)
The whole message of the Bible from beginning to end as a redemptive theology about a Redeeming God who 
redeems His people over time and history.

• The Glory of Christ’s Centrality (v.27)
At the center of the Bible and thus our preaching, ought to be the Lord Jesus. Who is the Bible about? The 
Lord.

The Strategic Method (1:28)
So, how will this be done? What is the strategic method?

• Preaching Christ Authoritatively
As a herald proclaiming the King’s love for His Son and His people, Christ is preached.

• Engaging Believers Practically
People are warned and instructed wisely. Who is Jesus, what does it mean and how must we then believe, 
desire, act and feel. It is pointed and practical. 

• Targeting Believers’ Maturity
The aim is not merely information, but maturity. Maturity is achieved with truth is believed in such a way that 
it is acted on. 
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The Pattern for our PreachingThe Pattern for our Preaching
In the Toil of MinistryIn the Toil of Ministry (1:29)(1:29)

We are at WorkWe are at Work
God is at Work God is at Work 

In the Concerns in MinistryIn the Concerns in Ministry (2:1)(2:1)
In the Objectives for MinistryIn the Objectives for Ministry(2:2(2:2--3)3)

Encouragement in HeartsEncouragement in Hearts
Unity in LoveUnity in Love
Confidence in TruthConfidence in Truth

In the Challenge to MinistryIn the Challenge to Ministry (2:4) (2:4) 

The Pattern for our Preaching
In the Toil of Ministry (1:29)

• We are at Work
The ministry is hard work at which we toil mightily

• God is at Work
We work hard because God is at work in us enabling our labors.

In the Concerns in Ministry (2:1)
Concern for the ones being preached to is expressed in terms of inward struggle.

In the Objectives for Ministry (2:2-3)
• Encouragement in Hearts

Saints sitting under a biblical ministry aiming to mature them will have encouraged hearts.
• Unity in Love

Through preaching, the building up of the faith, the body of truth commonly held, brings true unity in love. 
Error divides, truth unites as it instills love for God and others.

• Confidence in Truth
This is having a confidence that what is known and understood is true. Christ-centered preaching aims to give 
confidence in the gospel.

In the Challenge to Ministry(2:4) 
Preaching should be so clear, concise and convicting that it prepares people to resist plausible arguments to 
the contrary.
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Mission and VisionMission and Vision
MissionMission

The Chapel Pulpit will systematically declare the The Chapel Pulpit will systematically declare the 
whole counsel of God through the Bible saturated, whole counsel of God through the Bible saturated, 
Christ centered, Spirit enabled, Scripturally Christ centered, Spirit enabled, Scripturally 
expositional preaching by godly men aimed at expositional preaching by godly men aimed at 
bringing people to maturity in Christ. bringing people to maturity in Christ. 

VisionVision
Our vision is to work out both the large picture and Our vision is to work out both the large picture and 
the immediate texts in Holy Spirit enabled the immediate texts in Holy Spirit enabled 
exposition and application in the public and private exposition and application in the public and private 
ministry of the Word of God.ministry of the Word of God.

Mission and Vision
Mission

• The Chapel Pulpit will systematically declare the whole counsel of God through the Bible saturated, Christ 
centered, Spirit enabled, Scripturally expositional preaching by godly men aimed at bringing people to maturity 
in Christ. 

Vision
• Our vision is to work out both the large picture and the immediate texts in Holy Spirit enabled exposition and 

application in the public and private ministry of the Word of God.
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Objectives and GoalsObjectives and Goals
Content Content –– Getting it RightGetting it Right

Truth Truth –– Holding the LineHolding the Line
Themes Themes –– Listening to the SymphonyListening to the Symphony
Texts Texts –– Following Melodic LinesFollowing Melodic Lines
TelosTelos –– Submitting to IntentSubmitting to Intent
Trajectory Trajectory –– Pointing to ChristPointing to Christ
Type Type –– Observing the LiteratureObserving the Literature
Terrain Terrain –– Mapping the ContoursMapping the Contours
Texture Texture –– Feeling the AffectionsFeeling the Affections
Tone Tone –– Speaking in its VoiceSpeaking in its Voice
Travel Travel –– Getting from Then to NowGetting from Then to Now

Objectives and Goals (1)
Content - Getting it Right

• Truth – Holding the Line
We will stay in the line of Scripture, not adding to nor taking away. We will strive to be true to what the text 
says and intends

• Themes – Listening to the Symphony
We will speak in harmony with the large themes of the Scripture recognizing that God gave us a book in the 
shape and form that it is in. Our emphasis will be on the developing of a Canonical Theology.

• Texts – Following Melodic Lines
We will sing the song the text does. We will take larger sections so that we can follow the thoughts of the 
author. We will avoid micromanaging the text. We do paragraph by paragraph exposition.

• Telos – Submitting to Intent
We use the text the way the author intended. We will strive to bow to the text’s agenda and not impose our 
own or use the text to serve our agenda.

• Trajectory – Pointing to Christ
We will see Christ through the text as the author and text intend. We will guard against “Jesus under every 
bush” while savoring His glory everywhere it is.

• Type – Observing the Literature
We will preach the literature of the Bible as it is. Our preaching will be different when we are in different 
types of Scripture: narrative, poetry, prophesy, epistles, doctrinal. We affirm that the form of the message as 
well as the content of the message are inspired. 

• Terrain – Mapping the Contours
In our preaching we will follow the text’s own structures. In studying and preaching, we will have our terrain 
following systems tuned high. 

• Texture – Feeling the Affections
We will aim to resonate with the text. We will not preach in a dry, distanced academic tone. We will say what 
we are saying with the affections and emotions in the text itself.

• Tone – Speaking in its Voice
We will talk like the text does. We will be story-like in narratives. We will be authoritative where there are 
imperatives. We will talk in the voice the Scripture is.

• Travel – Getting from Then to Now
We will aim to get our travel instructions from the text itself. We aim to help bring the text to you and you to 
the text.
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Objectives and GoalsObjectives and Goals
Content Content –– Getting it RightGetting it Right
Communication Communication –– Getting it AcrossGetting it Across

Authority Authority –– Speaking for GodSpeaking for God
Humility Humility –– Depending on the SpiritDepending on the Spirit
Charity Charity –– Loving the ListenerLoving the Listener
Clarity Clarity –– Making it Clear Making it Clear 
Accessibility Accessibility –– Keeping it SimpleKeeping it Simple
ConnectabilityConnectability –– Rising from the TextRising from the Text
Visibility Visibility –– Seeing through IllustrationSeeing through Illustration
Practicality Practicality –– Applying its SenseApplying its Sense

Objectives and Goals (2)
Content – Getting it Right
Communication – Getting it Across

• Authority – Speaking for God
We aim to speak with the authority of God. We are not having a conversation, making suggestions, giving 
optional counsel – preaching is the one way declaration of Word and Spirit.

• Humility – Depending on the Spirit
We will humble ourselves under our Redeemer and Ruler so that our authority is not arrogance. We will bow 
with joy to God and His Word so that we are utterly dependent on the Spirit for the power in our preaching 
and for our listeners.

• Charity – Loving the Listener
We will preach as Shepherds to the sheep, loving you with all we are. We will then bring the Scriptures with 
life and love so that even the hard medicines are balms in Gilead.

• Clarity – Making it Clear
We will preach in a way and with words that make the text clear. Our eloquence is the beauty of Christ, the 
truth of the Word, the grandness of the gospel described. We intend for what is in the Bible to become clear in 
your hearts. 

• Accessibility – Keeping it Simple
We will preach in a way that makes the text simpler, not more complicated. We aim to take the difficult and 
obscure because of culture and distance and open the door so that you will be able to understand it.

• Connectability – Rising from the Text
We will preach so that what we say is obvious from the text we are preaching. We will pull no exegetical 
rabbits out of the original language hat. We will preach in such a way that you will be able to see how we got 
and learn how to get it for yourself.

• Visibility – Seeing through Illustration
We will use illustrations to illustrate. We will use them to help incarnate texts, to make them living and alive. 
We will do what the incarnation has done: the Word, the Lord Jesus, has become flesh,

• Practicality – Applying its Sense
We will aim to apply the text. We will not shift the meaning or the purpose of the text through application. 
The text is its own application. It was meant in its original giving to teach and transform the hearer and reader. 
Our application will be right from the text itself.
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Objectives and GoalsObjectives and Goals
Content Content –– Getting it RightGetting it Right
Communication Communication –– Getting it AcrossGetting it Across
Connection Connection –– Getting it ThroughGetting it Through

Instruction and IncarnationInstruction and Incarnation
Truth and DoingTruth and Doing
Principle and PracticePrinciple and Practice
Faith and LoveFaith and Love
Wisdom and WalkWisdom and Walk

Objectives and Goals (3)
Content – Getting it Right
Communication – Getting it Across
Connection – Getting it Through

We aim to pierce the heart though our preaching to bring transformation in our beliefs and desires, our actions 
and affections. In doing so, these series of couplets express our desire to bring the message of the Scriptures in 
the midst of the mess.

• Instruction and Incarnation
Teaching that has flesh and blood in it.

• Truth and Doing
Doctrine that has action from it.

• Principle and Practice
Principles that have practice aim..

• Faith and Love
All that matters is love working by faith.

• Wisdom and Walk
Marrying the Word to life that has feet to it.
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Agenda and DevelopmentAgenda and Development
Explain Explain –– Teaching through the whole BibleTeaching through the whole Bible

Extended PlanningExtended Planning
Expected FlexibilityExpected Flexibility

Enable Enable –– Teaching capable menTeaching capable men
Public InstructionPublic Instruction
Personal InteractionPersonal Interaction

Engage Engage –– Thinking about issues deeplyThinking about issues deeply
Reading widelyReading widely
Responding wiselyResponding wisely

Entrust Entrust –– Transferring to the next generationTransferring to the next generation
Growing individuallyGrowing individually
Giving intentionallyGiving intentionally

Agenda and Development
Explain – Teaching through the whole Bible

• Extended Planning
Thinking long term trajectories

• Expected Flexibility
Responding to immediate needs and issues

Enable – Teaching capable men
• Public Instruction

Classes, preaching and modeling
• Personal Interaction

Discipleship, challenging, practice
Engage – Thinking about issues deeply

• Reading widely
Where are the doctrinal and practical issues coming from and what will they be?

• Responding wisely
Interacting with issues in a careful, Biblical, and measured way.

Entrust – Transferring to the next generation
• Growing individually

An environment for the next generation to reach maturity
• Giving intentionally

Handing over the responsibilities with design and intent.
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Practical ImplementationPractical Implementation
FocusFocus

AM AM –– Primarily Exposition through BooksPrimarily Exposition through Books
PM PM –– Primarily Exposition of TopicsPrimarily Exposition of Topics

PlanningPlanning
General 5 Year Pulpit AgendaGeneral 5 Year Pulpit Agenda
Particular 6 month Pulpit PlanParticular 6 month Pulpit Plan
Scheduled Quarterly Pulpit AssignmentsScheduled Quarterly Pulpit Assignments
Sabbatical PlanningSabbatical Planning

 AM PM 
Week Title Text Speaker Title Text Speaker 

9/3 Stewardship:  
Its Meaning in Scripture 

Topical Kennedy The Means of Christian 
Community 

1 Corinthians 12:12-26 Schindler 

9/10 Stewardship: 
Our Ministry in the Body 

1 Corinthians 14 Kennedy The Marks of Christian Community Romans 12:1-21 Schindler 

9/17 Stewardship:  
Our Money before the Lord 

 Cook The Measure of Christian 
Community 

1 John 3:11-4:21 Schindler 

9/24 Stewardship:  
Our Message to the World 

 Turner The Mandate of Christian 
Community 

Ephesians 4:1-16 Schindler 

10/1       
10/8       
10/15 Colossians Colossians Turner    
10/22       
10/29       
11/5 Christ, our Righteousness 1 Cor. 1:18-31 Evans The Christian as a Saint   
11/12 Christ, the Son of God Romans 1:1-17 Berry The Christian as a Son   
11/19 Christ, the Servant of God  Cook The Christian as a Servant   
11/26 Christ, the Mighty Warrior  Evans The Christian as a Soldier   
12/3 Christ our Shepherd John 10 Bresson The Christian as a Sheep   
12/10 Christ our Emmanuel John 1:1-18 Bresson The Christian as a (Living) Stone   
12/17 Advent Cantata   Cookies and Carols   
12/24 Christ our King Acts 2:14-41 Kennedy <<No Service>>   
 

Practical Implementation (1)
Focus

• AM – Primarily Exposition through Books
• PM – Primarily Exposition by Topics

Planning
• General 5 Year Pulpit Agenda

AM - Genesis -> Galatians -> Daniel -> Matthew ->Thessalonians -> Revelation
• Particular 6 month Pulpit Plan

Texts and Titles in sequence
Special Service Scheduling

• Scheduled Quarterly Pulpit Assignments
Sample of the Service Planning Sheet <Pop Up Sheet>
Sample of the Pulpit Planning Sheet <Pop Up Sheet>

• Sabbatical Planning
Current plan <Pop Up Sheet>
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Practical ImplementationPractical Implementation
SchedulingScheduling

Fulfilling ResponsibilityFulfilling Responsibility
Every 18 months, each elder will:Every 18 months, each elder will:

Contribute one Series Contribute one Series –– Book or Portion Book or Portion 
Contribute one Sermon Contribute one Sermon –– Topic or IssuesTopic or Issues

Designing SeriesDesigning Series
IndividualIndividual
CollaborativeCollaborative
AdministrativeAdministrative

Assigning TextsAssigning Texts
GivenGiven
TakenTaken

Practical Implementation (2)
Scheduling
Scheduling

• Fulfilling Responsibility
Every 18 months, each elder will:

•Contribute one Series – Book or Portion
•Contribute one Sermon – Topic or Issues

• Designing Series
•Individual

Each elder proposes their series and plan the theme, purpose and outline 
•Collaborative

An elder proposes and manages the series, planning the theme, purpose and outline.
•Administrative

Pastor Russ proposes and manages the series, planning the theme, purpose and outline.
• Assigning Texts

•Given
Assigned by aptitude, background, skill or experience

•Taken
Voluntary – “Who wants it?” “I will take it…”
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Practical ImplementationPractical Implementation
TrainingTraining

Observing Chapel PreachingObserving Chapel Preaching
Getting it RightGetting it Right
Getting it AcrossGetting it Across

Instruction in ElderInstruction in Elder’’s Meetingss Meetings
Text a MonthText a Month
Lucas LessonsLucas Lessons

Critique by OthersCritique by Others
Primarily by Preaching ElderPrimarily by Preaching Elder

Growth through DevelopmentGrowth through Development
Workshop on ExpositionWorkshop on Exposition

Practical Implementation (3)
Training

• Observing Chapel Preaching
Getting it Right
Getting it Across

• Instruction in Elder’s Meetings
Text a Month
Lucas Lessons

• Critique by Others
Primarily by Preaching Elder

• Growth through Development
Workshop on Exposition
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ConclusionConclusion
Exalts ChristExalts Christ
Exposits ScriptureExposits Scripture
Enables ministryEnables ministry
Encourages believersEncourages believers
Evangelizes the lostEvangelizes the lost

Conclusion
The Chapel pulpit will be filled with preaching that:

Exalts Christ
Exposits Scripture
Enables ministry
Encourages believers
Evangelizes the lost
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Practical Ministry at the ChapelPractical Ministry at the Chapel

Crisis Discipleship at the ChapelCrisis Discipleship at the Chapel

2 Timothy 2:242 Timothy 2:24--2626
Greg CookGreg Cook

Crisis Discipleship at the Chapel
2 Timothy 2:24-26 and Hebrews 3:12-14

Pastor Greg Cook
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IntroductionIntroduction
Believing that peopleBelieving that people’’s fundamental problems s fundamental problems 
are their broken relationships with God, we are their broken relationships with God, we 
counsel so as to bring them into proper counsel so as to bring them into proper 
relationship with God and with others, helping relationship with God and with others, helping 
them handle the issues of life so as to be them handle the issues of life so as to be 
pleasing to God.pleasing to God.
Believing that the Bible is GodBelieving that the Bible is God’’s revelation and s revelation and 
that it is a sufficient guide for faith and life, we that it is a sufficient guide for faith and life, we 
counsel based on and with the Scriptures. The counsel based on and with the Scriptures. The 
Bible gives us GodBible gives us God’’s interpretation of our lives s interpretation of our lives 
and how we can be pleasing to Him.and how we can be pleasing to Him.

Ministry – Introduction
• Believing that we live in the world, created and interpreted by God and now fallen, we counsel so as to bring 

people to love God and love neighbor through believing obedience.
• Believing that the Bible is God’s revelation and that it is a sufficient guide for faith and life, we counsel based on 

and with the Scriptures. The Bible gives us God’s interpretation of our lives and how we can be pleasing to Him.
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IntroductionIntroduction
Believing that we live in the world, created and Believing that we live in the world, created and 
interpreted by God and now fallen, we counsel interpreted by God and now fallen, we counsel 
so as to bring people to love God and love so as to bring people to love God and love 
neighbor through believing obedience.neighbor through believing obedience.

Ministry – Introduction (continued)
• Believing that people’s fundamental problems are their broken relationships with God, we counsel so as to bring 

them into proper relationship with God and with others, helping them handle the issues of life so as to be 
pleasing to God.
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Biblical FoundationsBiblical Foundations
2 Timothy 2:242 Timothy 2:24--2626

Dangers from his adversaries (v.23)Dangers from his adversaries (v.23)
Humbleness in this attitude (v.24a)Humbleness in this attitude (v.24a)
Characteristics of this approach (v.24bCharacteristics of this approach (v.24b--25a)25a)

Not quarrelsomeNot quarrelsome
Kind to allKind to all
Able to teachAble to teach
Patient when wrongedPatient when wronged
Gentle correctionGentle correction

Expectations in his actions (v.25bExpectations in his actions (v.25b--26)26)
Repentance causes them to acknowledge the truthRepentance causes them to acknowledge the truth
Repentance cause them to come to their sensesRepentance cause them to come to their senses

Biblical Foundations
• 2 Timothy 2:24-26

•Dangers from his adversaries (v.23)
•Humbleness in this attitude (v.24a)
•Characteristics of this approach (v.24b-25a)

•Not quarrelsome
•Kind to all
•Able to teach
•Patient when wronged
•Gentle correction

•Expectations in his actions (v.25b-26)
•Repentance causes them to acknowledge the truth
•Repentance cause them to come to their senses
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MissionMission
Mission:  To be an instrument of seeing and Mission:  To be an instrument of seeing and 
change in the lives of those struggling with change in the lives of those struggling with 
issues of life so as to restore their relationship issues of life so as to restore their relationship 
to God and to one another. to God and to one another. 

Mission and Purpose
Mission:

• To be an instrument of seeing and change in the lives of those struggling with issues of life so as to restore their 
relationship to God and to one another. 
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Objectives and GoalsObjectives and Goals
Believing that people live out how they think and what Believing that people live out how they think and what 
they want, we focus our counsel on both the outward they want, we focus our counsel on both the outward 
and the inward, on the behavior and the heart.and the inward, on the behavior and the heart.
Believing that peopleBelieving that people’’s situations of life expose how s situations of life expose how 
they think and what they want, we work to understand they think and what they want, we work to understand 
peoplepeople’’s situations through extensive and intensive s situations through extensive and intensive 
examination of both the outward and inward aspects examination of both the outward and inward aspects 
of a personof a person’’s life.s life.
Believing that true life change comes through Believing that true life change comes through 
repentance in the heart, we seek to bring about heart repentance in the heart, we seek to bring about heart 
change through the Word and Spirit of God in counsel.change through the Word and Spirit of God in counsel.
Believing that patterns and themes of sin must be Believing that patterns and themes of sin must be 
changed and reinforced through godly discipline, we changed and reinforced through godly discipline, we 
work to implement practical steps of action that make work to implement practical steps of action that make 
putting off sin and putting on righteousness a reality. putting off sin and putting on righteousness a reality. 

Objectives and Goals
• Believing that people live out how they think and what they want, we focus our counsel on both the outward and 

the inward, on the behavior and the heart. 
• Believing that people’s situations of life expose how they think and what they want, we work to understand 

people’s situations through extensive and intensive examination of both the outward and inward aspects of a 
person’s life.

• Believing that true life change comes through repentance in the heart, we seek to bring about heart change 
through the Word and Spirit of God in counsel.

• Believing that patterns and themes of sin must be changed and reinforced through godly discipline, we work to 
implement practical steps of action that make putting off sin and putting on righteousness a reality. 
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Agenda and DevelopmentAgenda and Development
Believing that the church is the central place of Believing that the church is the central place of 
GodGod’’s work, we counsel as a ministry of a local s work, we counsel as a ministry of a local 
church. Our counseling is under the direction of church. Our counseling is under the direction of 
and is a ministry of Clearcreek Chapel.and is a ministry of Clearcreek Chapel.
Believing that people need help, we counsel Believing that people need help, we counsel 
people from other churches or who are not people from other churches or who are not 
churched who are willing to commit to certain churched who are willing to commit to certain 
expectations.expectations.

Agenda and Development
Believing that the church is the central place of God’s work, we counsel as a ministry of a local church. Our 
counseling is under the direction of and is a ministry of Clearcreek Chapel.
Believing that people need help, we counsel people from other churches or who are not churched who are 
willing to commit to certain expectations.

• Believing that we have a responsibility and an opportunity to help others to increase in their ability to counsel, 
we conduct formal training classes.
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How do we do it?How do we do it?
PersonnelPersonnel

Greg CookGreg Cook
Dan TurnerDan Turner
Russ KennedyRuss Kennedy
Esther KennedyEsther Kennedy
Barbara CraftBarbara Craft
Linda Rogers / Dave HildebrandLinda Rogers / Dave Hildebrand
Others who are sitting in as observersOthers who are sitting in as observers

How do we do it?
Personnel

• Greg Cook
• Dan Turner
• Russ Kennedy
• Esther Kennedy
• Barbara Craft
• Linda Rogers / Dave Hildebrand
• Others who are sitting in as observers
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How do we do it?How do we do it?
SchedulingScheduling

The person who is in need must call for an The person who is in need must call for an 
appointment.appointment.
Done on Mondays, unless an emergency situation.Done on Mondays, unless an emergency situation.

Explanation giving about requirements.Explanation giving about requirements.
Packet is sent, if there is enough time.Packet is sent, if there is enough time.

How do we do it?
Scheduling

• The person who is in need must call for an appointment.
• Done on Mondays, unless an emergency situation.

Explanation giving about requirements.
Packet is sent, if there is enough time.

• Next several pages represent the contents of that packet
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Typical SessionTypical Session
Asking questions. Listening well.Asking questions. Listening well.
Responding from the Scriptures according to Responding from the Scriptures according to 
the need.the need.
Growth and change activities (homework)Growth and change activities (homework)

Typical Session

Asking questions. Listening well.
Responding from the Scriptures according to the need.
Growth and change activities (homework)
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Formal TrainingFormal Training
Spring classesSpring classes

Level OneLevel One
This course is the basic course in Biblical counseling. It This course is the basic course in Biblical counseling. It 
will introduce you to the philosophy and practice of will introduce you to the philosophy and practice of 
Nouthetic Counseling. Nouthetic Counseling. 

Level TwoLevel Two
This course is an advanced course designed to give This course is an advanced course designed to give 
further infurther in--depth instruction and application of the depth instruction and application of the 
principles taught in Level One. principles taught in Level One. 

MasterMaster’’s Missions Mission
Training on the RoadTraining on the Road

Formal Training
• Level One

This course is the basic course in Biblical counseling. It will introduce you to the philosophy and practice of 
Nouthetic Counseling. 

• Level Two
This course is an advanced course designed to give further in-depth instruction and application of the 
principles taught in Level One. 

• Employee Assistance Program
We provide life changing counsel to assist employers and HR departments who have people struggling with 
addictions. We provide group based Care and Recovery classes. A facilitating counselor on the staff conducts 
the sessions with personal or video material by well-respected instructors.
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Other Ministry OpportunitiesOther Ministry Opportunities
Employee Assistance ProgramEmployee Assistance Program

We provide life changing counsel to assist We provide life changing counsel to assist 
employers and HR departments who have people employers and HR departments who have people 
struggling with addictions. We provide group based struggling with addictions. We provide group based 
Care and Recovery classes. A facilitating counselor Care and Recovery classes. A facilitating counselor 
on the staff conducts the sessions with personal or on the staff conducts the sessions with personal or 
video material by wellvideo material by well--respected instructors.respected instructors.

Other Ministry Opportunities
Employee Assistance Program

• We provide life changing counsel to assist employers and HR departments who have people struggling with 
addictions. We provide group based Care and Recovery classes. A facilitating counselor on the staff conducts 
the sessions with personal or video material by well-respected instructors.
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Future MinistriesFuture Ministries
Instruments of Change curriculumInstruments of Change curriculum
Level ThreeLevel Three
Counseling NewsletterCounseling Newsletter

Future Ministries
• Instruments of Change curriculum
• Level Three
• Counseling Newsletter
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ConclusionsConclusions
God has made us to be counsel receivers and God has made us to be counsel receivers and 
in need of counsel.in need of counsel.
We believe that He is the only One Who has We believe that He is the only One Who has 
the answers.the answers.
We desire to have our Personal Ministry of the We desire to have our Personal Ministry of the 
Word:Word:

To be done for His Glory;To be done for His Glory;
Using His methods and resources;Using His methods and resources;
By all who call upon His Name. By all who call upon His Name. 

Conclusions
God has made us to be counsel receivers and in need of counsel.
We believe that He is the only One Who has the answers.
We desire to have our Personal Ministry of the Word:

• To be done for His Glory;
• Using His methods and resources;
• By all who call upon His Name. 
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Spiritual EducationSpiritual Education

Wise for SalvationWise for Salvation
2 Timothy 3:142 Timothy 3:14--1717

Spiritual Education
Wise for Salvation

2 Timothy 3:14-17

Pastor Chad Bresson
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Tis the season for denominational conventions.  The summer months are usually that time of year when 
denominations large and small meet to conduct business, share stories, network ministries, play politics, and 
fight over doctrine.  I was just at such a convention in Greensboro, North Carolina, participating with 
Cedarville University, my employer at the Southern Baptist Convention.  The saving grace for me, other than 
getting to meet interesting people and fellowshipping with those who are of like mind, was that I was there as 
a journalist and an observer, not as a participant in the convention itself.  I was able to witness a debate 
between two Southern Baptist seminary presidents, Dr. Al Mohler, Jr. and Dr. Paige Patterson, hold a 
discussion or quasi-debate over the five points of Calvinism and evangelism.  During that debate Dr. Mohler, 
who proclaimed himself a five point Calvinist, made the observation that he was glad that their debate was 
over the doctrines of grace and not issues that, not so long ago in the Southern Baptist Convention, may have 
been up for grabs, such as homosexuality and women pastors.

But one look at the dockets on many of the conventions this summer that is precisely the case.  Meeting in 
Grand Rapids this week one of the oldest Reformed Denominations in the United States, the Christian 
Reformed Church, decide that it would drop the word “male” from the qualifications of elder, opening the 
way for all ordained offices in the CRC to be made available to women in 2007.  At this same convention, 
which the CRC calls a “Synod”, the Christian Reformed Church decided to retain Question and Answer 80 of 
the Heidelberg Catechism, but to place brackets around the part that denounces the Roman Catholic mass as a 
"condemnable idolatry".  In an overture to the Roman Catholic church, the CRC further explained that these 
paragraphs do not reflect the official teaching or practice of today's Roman Catholic church and are not 
confessionally binding on members of the CRC.

America’s oldest Presbyterian denomination, the liberal Presbyterian Church USA held open hearings this 
week at their convention in Birmingham, Alabama on what they call “the Trinity Paper”.  This paper 
according to one of its female authors, quote: “denounces oppressive paradigms that may be upheld by the 
idea of a God that is exclusively male.” It goes on to say that “Christian tradition has relied almost 
exclusively on male images of God, to the point where women and men have asked the church to recover 
more expansive images which both honor our tradition and more fully reflect the God of Genesis, whose own 
image is both male and female”.
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And as some of you know, the liberal Episcopal Church USA has been meeting this week up in Columbus.  
Today, they were expected to vote on a new leader for their denomination.  The continuing controversy in the 
EC-USA has been the decision in 2003 to ordain an openly homosexual bishop.  Many of those conservative 
Episcopalian churches that had not already left the EC-USA felt compelled to do so.  The larger Anglican 
Communion or Church of England stands at a point of major fracture for the first time in hundreds of years.  
This week, just a few days before his tenure as Presiding Bishop of the Episcopal Church was due to end, 
Frank Griswold showed up on the Larry King Show on CNN and declared that the Church since the time of 
Pentecost has been continually receiving new truth from God to the present day.  Griswold told King that God 
quote: “has been revealing to human investigators within the Church truths concerning the identity, character, 
will and purposes of Deity for humankind.” Unquote.  In other words, God has given new revelation to the 
church that homosexuality is acceptable.  Griswold is using one heresy, that God’s revelation continues, to 
justify another heresy, abominable, sinful behavior (and thoughts) are not sin or violations of God’s holiness.

These are just three examples.  I could cite many more. These are merely representative of what is “out there”
identifying itself as Christian and being anything but.  One might be inclined to believe that what I’ve 
highlighted here are extremes.  Surely none of us would align ourselves with ideas and beliefs that are so 
obviously contrary to Christ, his work on the cross, and God’s will expressed in His inerrant Word.
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IntroductionIntroduction
There was a day in which historic There was a day in which historic 
denominations held to the faith once for all denominations held to the faith once for all 
delivered to the saints.delivered to the saints.
The forefathers of these denominations The forefathers of these denominations 
would be appalledwould be appalled..

It is to our benefit to pay attention to these examples for the following reason: there was a day in which these 
denominations held to the faith once for all delivered to the saints.  There was a day in which these 
denominations believed the gospel.  In fact, were one to take these stories and transport them back 200 or 300 
years to the forefathers of these denominations they, like us, would be appalled.
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IntroductionIntroduction
3 Questions:3 Questions:

What went wrong?What went wrong?
How does *this* happen?How does *this* happen?
How do we keep this from happening to us?How do we keep this from happening to us?

When we consider these examples, we must ask ourselves three questions: 
• 1. what went wrong?  
• 2. how does *this* happen?  
• 3. how do we keep this from happening to us?

And that last question quite rightly assumes, ever so humbly, that it is possible for this to happen to us.  No 
one, even the most godly and learned of saints or elders, is immune.
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Biblical FoundationsBiblical Foundations
PaulPaul’’s Last Will and Testament: 2 Timothy 3s Last Will and Testament: 2 Timothy 3
Paul will soon be gonePaul will soon be gone
Enemies of the gospel lurk on the outside and Enemies of the gospel lurk on the outside and 
on the insideon the inside
How will Timothy respond in the wake of Paul's How will Timothy respond in the wake of Paul's 
departure?departure?

Paul anticipates the kind of falling away from the gospel that is most obvious in the apostate churches we are 
hearing about in the news. Those quotes from the ECUSA would not surprise him. He not only presumes such 
apostasy as he writes his last will and testament to Timothy, that apostasy becomes part of the impetus for 
writing his last will and testament to Timothy.
The three books that we call the pastoral epistles, 1 & 2 Timothy and Titus, flow from the pen of an apostle 
who knows he is leaving the scene.  Paul will soon be gone.  He will join His Savior and the saints of history.  
Allusions are everywhere in these epistles that the enemies of the gospel lurk on the outside and on the inside.  
These enemies threaten to snuff out the life of the churches that Paul had planted with Timothy and Titus and 
John Mark and Apollos and Aquila and Priscilla and other co-laborers.  These churches had been planted with 
spilled blood, much sweat, and many tears.  What will happen to these churches when Paul is no longer there 
to protect them?  What will happen to the gospel when Paul is no longer there to defend it?  And Paul himself 
knows and seemingly concedes that those enemies who hover over the flock as wolves will succeed in 
capturing and killing prey.  And this leads to another obvious question: How will Timothy respond in the 
wake of Paul’s departure?
As we look at this dilemma and Paul’s answer to it let us make one statement that must be made in our 
Clearcreek Chapel context.  All of us affirm that God’s will cannot be thwarted.  That includes God’s plan for 
salvation in Christ.  That includes God’s plan for the church united to Christ.  Inevitably there are sometimes 
some who affirm these things as we do who will wonder why consider the threat at all in our understanding of 
the text.  But I would remind us as we consider Paul’s word and feel his urgency that these eternal edicts that 
we affirm also are accomplished, per his eternal edict, in real time and space.  Paul can affirm the eternal 
purposes in Christ Jesus on one hand, and consider the threat posed by Christ’s enemies on the other.  The 
threat to the gospel is very real.  And the means by which God accomplishes his eternal purposes in preserving 
the gospel is the church.  As we come to the text tonight, we are, in the interest of time, presuming these 
things.
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Biblical FoundationsBiblical Foundations
Paul is in jail.Paul is in jail.
PaulPaul’’s friends have deserted him.s friends have deserted him.
Paul is facing his final hours.Paul is facing his final hours.

Timothy is going to lose his mentor, his friend, Timothy is going to lose his mentor, his friend, 
his confidante, his father in the ministry.his confidante, his father in the ministry.
The life of the church is at stake.The life of the church is at stake.
Timothy is being entrusted with Paul's ministryTimothy is being entrusted with Paul's ministry

• Turn to 2 Timothy 3.  2 Timothy 3 appears in what many consider to be Paul’s last will and testament.  Paul is in 
jail.  His friends have deserted him.  He is facing his final hours where he expects to be poured out like a drink 
offering, he tells Timothy.  In the not too distant future, Timothy is going to lose his mentor, his friend, his 
confidante, his father in the ministry.  There will be no one to lean on for advice.  And so this is it.  Paul is 
concerned about the future of the gospel.  The life of the church is at stake.  Timothy is being entrusted with 
Paul’s ministry so that the gospel will continue to move forward and expand from its resurrection and ascension 
launch-pad.  How will the church keep from falling into grievous error and abandoning the gospel with which it 
has been entrusted?  Is the church and Timothy so reliant on Paul that once Paul is gone it will be open season 
on the sheep for the wolves?
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Biblical FoundationsBiblical Foundations
TimothyTimothy’’s opponents:s opponents:

betray a false profession.betray a false profession.
relish learning activity but never put what they relish learning activity but never put what they 
have learned into practice.have learned into practice.
rather talk than walk.rather talk than walk.
oppose the truthoppose the truth
have no right to call themselves Christianshave no right to call themselves Christians
are unbelieving foolsare unbelieving fools
prey on the weak and the vulnerable. prey on the weak and the vulnerable. 

Here is how Paul continues his last will and testament to Timothy… we begin in 2 Timothy 3:1:
“…in the last days… (don’t let this phrase be a hang up.  Paul is speaking in the present tense to Timothy…
this is an expectation for Timothy in his day)… in the last days there will come times of difficulty. 2 For 
people will be lovers of self, lovers of money, proud, arrogant, abusive, disobedient to their parents, 
ungrateful, unholy, 3 heartless, unappeasable, slanderous, without self-control, brutal, not loving good, 4 
treacherous, reckless, swollen with conceit, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God, 5 having the 
appearance of godliness, but denying its power. Avoid such people. 6 For among them are (notice the present 
tense)… For among those who are lovers of self… among those who have the appearance of godliness, but 
deny its power…are those who creep into households and capture weak women, burdened with sins and led 
astray by various passions, 7 always learning and never able to arrive at a knowledge of the truth. 8 Just as 
Jannes and Jambres opposed Moses, so these men also oppose the truth, men corrupted in mind and 
disqualified regarding the faith. 9 But they will not get very far, for their folly will be plain to all, as was that 
of those two men.
Already there are those who are opposing the gospel, not just from outside of the church, but from within.  
The opponents have the appearance of godliness, but they deny the power of the gospel.  Their behavior 
betrays a false profession.  They relish learning activity but never put what they have learned into practice.  
They’d rather talk than walk.  Not only do they really not know the truth they claim to possess, they oppose 
the truth.  And their actions disqualify them from the faith… these men have no right to call themselves 
Christians… their behavior proves they do not belong to the household of faith.  They are, in fact, imposters 
who have abandoned the gospel and have disqualified themselves from Christianity in their unbelieving folly.
And as if it were not enough… as Paul describes these opponents of the gospel he throws in one other 
characteristic meant to grab Timothy’s attention.  These hypocrites are not content with merely opposing the 
truth.  They have disqualified themselves from the gospel and they will stop at nothing to take others with 
them.  They prey on the weak and the vulnerable.  Like slimeball casanovas they creep into households and 
capture weak women; under the guise of spirituality, these creeps take advantage of women burdened by sin 
and lead them astray with their passions.  And the chilling implication here is that these weren’t just your 
average pew-sitters.  These were leaders… elders quite possibly…fellow church planters with Paul.
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Biblical FoundationsBiblical Foundations
Paul's will and testament: Unlike the unbelieving Paul's will and testament: Unlike the unbelieving 

fools who oppose the gospel, Timothy is to fools who oppose the gospel, Timothy is to 
continue in what he has learned and firmly continue in what he has learned and firmly 
believed.believed.

Scriptures:Scriptures:
are Godare God--breathed. breathed. 
teach what is true about salvation.teach what is true about salvation.
have the ability to provide saving life.have the ability to provide saving life.
provide the means of saving faith in Christprovide the means of saving faith in Christ

Yet, Paul gives hope.  He says there is a limit to the damage inflicted by these adversaries.  He anticipates 
their end.  They will not get very far.  The mask will pulled off.  They will be exposed for who they really are: 
unbelieving fools without salvation.  How will that happen?  What will be the undoing of those who oppose 
the gospel? The answer is given in 2 Tim. 3:10ff:
Here is Paul’s will and testament for Timothy as Paul prepares to move into the pages of history: Unlike the 
unbelieving fools who oppose the gospel, Timothy is to continue in what he has learned and firmly believed 
from the “sacred writings” and then teach (2 Tim. 3:16,17) and preach (2 Tim. 4:1ff) what he has learned and 
firmly believed to others.
10 You, however,… (that word however tells us that Paul is contrasting those who oppose the truth with 
Timothy… You, Timothy, unlike men who have opposed the truth and unlike those who have been 
disqualified regarding the faith…) have followed my teaching, my conduct, my aim in life, my faith, my 
patience, my love, my steadfastness, 11 my persecutions and sufferings that happened to me at Antioch, at 
Iconium, and at Lystra—which persecutions I endured; yet from them all the Lord rescued me. 12 Indeed, all 
who desire to live a godly life in Christ Jesus will be persecuted, 13 while evil people and impostors will go 
on from bad to worse, deceiving and being deceived. 14 But as for you, continue in what you have learned and 
have firmly believed, knowing from whom you learned it 15 and how from childhood you have been 
acquainted with the sacred writings (by the way… these sacred writings for Timothy were primarily the OT…
not exclusively, but primarily…. this was an eye-popping experience for me when I first understood this some 
years back.  This a-ha moment was one of those key moments in which God was burning down what I thought 
I understood about interpreting Scripture)… from childhood you have been acquainted with the sacred 
writings, which are able to make you wise for salvation through faith in Christ Jesus. 16 All Scripture is 
breathed out by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for training in righteousness, 
17 that the man of God may be competent, equipped for every good work.
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Biblical FoundationsBiblical Foundations
Paul's will and testament: Unlike the unbelieving Paul's will and testament: Unlike the unbelieving 

fools who oppose the gospel, Timothy is to fools who oppose the gospel, Timothy is to 
continue in what he has learned and firmly continue in what he has learned and firmly 
believed.believed.

Scriptures:Scriptures:
are Godare God--breathed. breathed. 
teach what is true about salvation.teach what is true about salvation.
have the ability to provide saving life.have the ability to provide saving life.
provide the means of saving faith in Christprovide the means of saving faith in Christ

As we consider how Timothy is to continue Paul’s ministry of teaching the flock and protecting the flock from 
error there are some brief considerations… there are too many to cover this evening, but here are just a few for 
our own purposes.

Timothy will be able to do this because the "sacred writings" that form the substance of what he is to pass 
along to others flow from the very creative life-breath of God. All scripture is God-breathed. This mention of 
breath calls to mind the breath of God that breathed life into Adam. This is the same breath that breathed life 
into Christ in the tomb. This is the same breath that breathed life into the church at Pentecost. This life-breath 
is being applied to the scriptures here in 2 Timothy 3. Since the scriptures come from the very life giving 
breath of God, they have the ability to provide saving life. These scriptures not only teach what is true about 
salvation, they give salvation itself. There is an innate ability of the scriptures, because they flow from the life-
breath of God, to provide life. And it is through the God-breathed scriptures that one is regenerated and comes 
to saving faith in Christ Jesus (a thought that Paul also develops in Romans 10.)
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Biblical FoundationsBiblical Foundations
ScripturesScriptures’’ accomplishments can be grouped by:accomplishments can be grouped by:

DoctrineDoctrine
BehaviorBehavior

Because these sacred writings flow from the very creative life-breath of God they are profitable and 
accomplish the four things mentioned in verse 15, which can be summarized as doctrine (orthodoxy - the 
content of belief that is in accord with the scriptures) and behavior (orthopraxy - practice that is in accord with 
scriptures). Paul's assumption is that right practice is impossible without right doctrine, and both flow from the 
original, creative life-breath of God.
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Biblical FoundationsBiblical Foundations
The fourfold function of Scripture: structureThe fourfold function of Scripture: structure
(a) instructs positively in doctrine(a) instructs positively in doctrine

(b) negatively convicts heresy(b) negatively convicts heresy
(b') negatively corrects improper behavior (b') negatively corrects improper behavior 

(a') positively educates in righteous behavior(a') positively educates in righteous behavior

These four prepositional phrases, are not coincidentally chiastic in structure:
Scripture:

• (a) instructs in doctrine 
• (b) convicts heresy
• (b’) corrects improper behavior 

• (a’) educates in righteous behavior.

2 Timothy 3:16 tells us that Scripture, in giving life, instructs in doctrine and educates in righteous behavior. 
And Scripture also disputes and rebuts heresy and corrects improper behavior. The life-breath of God that is 
mediated by His Son through the Spirit and His Word is profitable "for teaching, for reproof, for correction, 
and for training in righteousness".
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Biblical FoundationsBiblical Foundations
The fourfold function of Scripture: meaningThe fourfold function of Scripture: meaning

Teaching: doctrinal formulationTeaching: doctrinal formulation
Reproof: conviction of false doctrineReproof: conviction of false doctrine
Correction: correcting improper behaviorCorrection: correcting improper behavior
Training: guidelines for righteous conductTraining: guidelines for righteous conduct

What do these terms mean?  When Paul speaks of “teaching”, he is speaking of “doctrinal formulation”.  This 
is not necessarily preaching, although it can include preaching. But this is the teaching and passing along that 
body of belief, what we call “doctrine”, to those who would follow Timothy.

The kind of teaching that is meant to be a rebuttal to Timothy (and Paul’s) opponents is called “reproof.” This 
kind of teaching shows listeners and learners just how those opponents are wrong in their belief system.  It’s 
not enough to teach what we believe.  We must also do the hard work and place ourselves in the hard positions 
sometimes of teaching what we don’t believe.  We must be able to show why unbelieving fools are wrong in 
their doctrine.

And then there’s “correction”.  This is the correcting improper behavior that flows from improper beliefs.  As 
the scriptures show how we must change how we believe about God, Christ, and God’s will for us, it also 
shows us how we must change our behavior and actions.

Finally, there is training in the instruction of guidelines for righteous conduct, a righteous conduct that is 
grounded in a righteousness that has been imputed to us (Eph. 4:24, Phil. 3:9, 2 Tim. 1:9-10). It is through the 
scriptures that we are able to "be" what we "are"; the scriptures train those who have been called to a holy 
calling (2 Tim. 1:9) in holy living. Our conduct is to reflect the purposes of God and His grace that have been 
given to us in Christ (2 Tim. 1:9).
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Biblical FoundationsBiblical Foundations
The fourfold function of Scripture: purposeThe fourfold function of Scripture: purpose

Man of God will be competent, (or proficient) Man of God will be competent, (or proficient) 
equipped for every good work.equipped for every good work.
Those good works are the practical outworking Those good works are the practical outworking 
of our salvation.of our salvation.
The sacred writings are fully sufficient to The sacred writings are fully sufficient to 
provide knowledge of, defense of, and direction provide knowledge of, defense of, and direction 
for our salvation.for our salvation.

Why, then, is important for Timothy and likeminded men to commit their lives to teaching, reproof, 
correction, training via the Scriptures (as well as its proclamation -- 2 Tim. 4:1ff)? Because “in the last days 
there will come times of difficulty. 2For people will be lovers of self, lovers of money, proud, arrogant, 
abusive, disobedient to their parents, ungrateful, unholy, 3 heartless, unappeasable, slanderous, without self-
control, brutal, not loving good, 4 treacherous, reckless, swollen with conceit, lovers of pleasure rather than 
lovers of God, 5 having the appearance of godliness, but denying its power.” (2 Tim. 3:1-5).

Timothy and likeminded men are to “continue in what they have learned and have firmly believed” in order 
that the man of God, and if we take what Paul tells Timothy elsewhere in this letter by implication, in order 
that the people of God may be competent, (or proficient) equipped for every good work. Those good works 
are the practical outworking of our salvation. So after all is said and done, Paul says the Scriptures, the sacred 
writings, are fully sufficient to provide knowledge of, defense of, and direction for our salvation. The same 
reproof and correction that equips the believer against those who deny the gospel is at the same time teaching 
and training that equips the believer to be wise for salvation. As Stott says, "Scripture is the chief means which 
God employ to bring 'the man of God' (or the people of God; crb) to maturity." (John R. W. Stott, "The 
Message of 2 Timothy", p. 103)
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Biblical FoundationsBiblical Foundations
The goal: wise for salvationThe goal: wise for salvation

The end is to make us thoroughly equipped The end is to make us thoroughly equipped 
through teaching, reproof, correction, and through teaching, reproof, correction, and 
training in righteousness via the alltraining in righteousness via the all--sufficient sufficient 
Scriptures so that we can be wise for salvation.  Scriptures so that we can be wise for salvation.  
In the process, opponents will be exposed, the In the process, opponents will be exposed, the 
vulnerable will be spared, and the flock will be vulnerable will be spared, and the flock will be 
saved from ending up as unbelieving fools.saved from ending up as unbelieving fools.

And while much of what we read about these verses emphasizes being “equipped for every good work” as the 
goal of the teaching, reproof, correction, and training, I believe this equipping serves a larger purpose that has 
already been stated in verse 15. The phrase “in order that” points us back to the main point Paul wants 
Timothy to see… it is the main thrust of Paul’s last will and testament. The equipping of the man of God is a 
means to an end. The goal or the end determines the means to that end. When the end is known, the means for 
getting to that end is determined. What is Paul's end here in 2 Timothy? The end is to make us wise for 
salvation in Christ Jesus as we are thoroughly equipped through teaching, reproof, correction, and training in 
righteousness via the all-sufficient, life-breathing Scriptures. In the process, opponents will be exposed, the 
vulnerable will be spared, and the flock will be saved from ending up as unbelieving fools. This is in keeping 
with Peter’s statement that we have everything we need for life and godliness in these sacred writings (2 Peter 
1:3). In the end, it is our salvation that is at stake.
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Adult Bible EducationAdult Bible Education
Mission: By God’s grace and through His Word, 
we will cultivate in the hearts of God’s people a 
passion for the supremacy of God magnified in 
love for Him and manifested in love for one 
another.   

Vision: Our vision is to see minds, affections, 
and wills transformed by the Word of God so that
God is magnified by an obeying faith in every 
sphere of life. 

What does this mean for Clearcreek Chapel?
Of the various ministries that we consider important and dedicate much time and effort, the ministry that 
complements Pastor Russ and the pulpit ministry and secondarily Pastor Greg and his counseling ministry is 
Adult Bible Education.  Mission and vision statements that dovetail off of the church’s mission and vision 
statements guide adult Bible Education:

• Mission: 
By God’s grace and through His Word, we will cultivate in the hearts of God’s people a passion for the 
supremacy of God magnified in love for Him and manifested in love for one another.

• Vision:
Our vision is to see minds, affections, and wills transformed by the Word of God so that God is magnified by 
an obeying faith in every sphere of life.
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Objectives and GoalsObjectives and Goals
••The Pastor for Spiritual Development provides pastoral The Pastor for Spiritual Development provides pastoral 

oversight for Adult Bible Education.oversight for Adult Bible Education.
••Adult Bible Education TeamAdult Bible Education Team
••DeaconDeacon--ManagerManager
••The individuals who serve with the elder and the deaconThe individuals who serve with the elder and the deacon

••insight insight 
••supportsupport
••the teachersthe teachers
••the curriculumthe curriculum

This leadership team includes:This leadership team includes:
Pastor Chad Bresson, Steve Vaughan, who is the diaconal Pastor Chad Bresson, Steve Vaughan, who is the diaconal 
assistant, Mark Schindler, Greg Simmons, Chad Bresson, assistant, Mark Schindler, Greg Simmons, Chad Bresson, 
Curt Shields, and John Ambro. And Pastor Dale EvansCurt Shields, and John Ambro. And Pastor Dale Evans

The Pastor for Spiritual Development provides pastoral oversight for Adult Bible Education.  The Pastor for 
Spiritual Development has also established an Adult Bible Education Team, which is also managed by a 
deacon.  The individuals who serve with the elder and the deacon on the Adult Bible Education Team provide 
insight and support for the program, the teachers and the curriculum for Adult Bible Education.  This 
leadership team includes: Pastor Chad Bresson, Steve Vaughan, who is the diaconal assistant, Mark Schindler, 
Greg Simmons, Curt Shields, John Ambro.  Pastor Dale Evans, who nurtured this group along for the past few 
years, is still considered part of this team as well.  What a joy and a privilege it has been to work with these 
men.  These men spend a lot of time and effort on Adult Bible Education.  They care deeply for the church 
body.  They are committed to the kind of teaching, reproof, correction, and training that is described in 2 Tim. 
3.

The goals and objectives have been outlined in scripture.  Our goal is to help the body be wise for salvation.  
Our objectives toward reaching that goal are to help and assist fellow members and guests of the chapel to be 
thoroughly equipped for every good work in teaching doctrine, reproof, correction, and training in righteous 
living.
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Objectives and GoalsObjectives and Goals
What does "wise for salvation" equipping look like What does "wise for salvation" equipping look like 
at Clearcreek?at Clearcreek?

The 9:15 hourThe 9:15 hour

••Chapel StartersChapel Starters
••The Heart of the ChapelThe Heart of the Chapel
••Searching the ScripturesSearching the Scriptures
••Issues and AnswersIssues and Answers

The elders have determined that the 9:15 hour more than any other, at this stage of our church’s life span, is 
that time in which teaching, reproof, correction, and training via the scriptures that are able to make us wise 
for salvation *happens*.  We call that 9:15 hour and its surrounding ministries “Adult Bible Education”.

There are currently four ways or means by which we study scriptures that are able to make us wise 
for salvation:

•Chapel Starters
•The Heart of the Chapel
•Searching the Scriptures
•Issues and Answers

The purpose of Chapel Starters is to provide guests and regular attenders an overview of what the chapel is 
about.
The purpose of Heart of the Chapel is to explain and teach those doctrines and practices that make Clearcreek 
Chapel *Clearcreek Chapel*! 
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The Heart of the ChapelThe Heart of the Chapel
Perfect Planning: An Overview of the Bible and Perfect Planning: An Overview of the Bible and 
Its MessageIts Message
Hearing with the Heart:  Effective Bible ReadingHearing with the Heart:  Effective Bible Reading
Simply Satisfying:  Desiring God with Heart and Simply Satisfying:  Desiring God with Heart and 
MindMind
Speaking of God:  An Overview of Bible Speaking of God:  An Overview of Bible 
DoctrineDoctrine
Pursuing Peace:  Biblical Conflict Resolution; Pursuing Peace:  Biblical Conflict Resolution; 
Glorious Grace: An Introduction to the Doctrine Glorious Grace: An Introduction to the Doctrine 
of Salvationof Salvation

Perfect Planning: An Overview of the Bible and Its Message; this class provides an explanation of the 
redemptive historical preaching and teaching here at the Chapel.

Hearing with the Heart:  Effective Bible Reading.  This is pretty self-explanatory.  This series helps us 
become better readers of the various literature styles that we find in the scriptures.

Simply Satisfying:  Desiring God with Heart and Mind; this class provides the backdrop for a big word 
coined by John Piper called Christian Hedonism.  You see the implications of Desiring God every week on 
the bulletin and when you visit the website: Savoring the Supremacy of God, Studying the Word of God, 
Shaping the People of God, Spreading the Gospel of God.

Speaking of God:  An Overview of Bible Doctrine.  This is a class that provides a simple systematic 
theology, covering basic doctrines of God, Jesus, the Holy Spirit, salvation, the church, and so forth.

Pursuing Peace:  Biblical Conflict Resolution; One series we dedicate to conflict resolution, primarily 
using the model developed by the Peacemakers.  Pastor Greg is primarily responsible for this class.  This 
class is one of the counseling topics that we have 

Glorious Grace: An Introduction to the Doctrine of Salvation; It is in this series, which leans on Michael 
Horton’s “Putting Amazing Back into Grace”, in which we teach and learn more about the doctrines of grace 
which characterize Clearcreek Chapel.
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Searching the ScripturesSearching the Scriptures
Teach through a bookTeach through a book
ExpositionalExpositional
Bible StudyBible Study

This track is foundational to the Adult Bible Education ministry.  This is the main course.  Historically, here at 
the Chapel, this is the teaching series in which we teach through a book expositionally… in a more 
pronounced way than we do on Sunday mornings.  It is here in Searching the Scriptures that the main means 
for Bible Study here at Clearcreek Chapel.  Miss the 9:15 hour and you’re missing the main component for 
Bible Study here at the Chapel.  Contrary to the way things may have been done in the past or even elsewhere, 
the main course for Bible Study is not on Wednesday night.  It is at 9:15 on Sunday mornings.  Once in a 
while I’ll hear someone say or intimate that they aren’t getting enough Bible study in our flock groups on 
Wednesday.  Our flocks are not the main channel for Bible Study. It is at 9:15 on Sunday mornings.  And 
when I hear that, I also have made a mental note… that person usually, not always, is not around at 9:15 on 
Sunday mornings.  I think we can encourage them in this way:  If your desire is to sink your teeth into the 
scriptures (and our desire as elders and as an Adult Bible Education Team is this), 9:15 is where it happens.
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Issues and AnswersIssues and Answers
Pastor Greg CookPastor Greg Cook
"Changing Hearts, Changing Lives"Changing Hearts, Changing Lives””
"War of Words"War of Words””
"Case for Kids""Case for Kids"

I’ve heard this referred to as the “practical issues series”.  I wince at that moniker since I believe all Scripture 
is inherently practical, but I understand it.  The summer months we have dedicated to the counseling ministry 
here at Clearcreek Chapel.  We turn the video machine over to Pastor Greg and turn him loose.  We are 
currently making our way through “Changing Hearts, Changing Lives”.  In the past we’ve run “War of 
Words”, and “Case for Kids”.  We are committed to continue doing this.  The counseling ministry is an 
integral part of thoroughly equipping God’s people for good works via the scriptures that make us wise for
salvation.
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Agenda and DevelopmentAgenda and Development

1.1. Year round Issues and AnswersYear round Issues and Answers
2.2. Systematic TheologySystematic Theology
3.3. Church HistoryChurch History
4.4. Hermeneutics 101Hermeneutics 101
5.5. Additional Heart of the Chapel seriesAdditional Heart of the Chapel series
6.6. ApologeticsApologetics

What would we do with more classroom space?What would we do with more classroom space?

The facilities have limited what we are able to provide.  Right now, most of you that show up for the 9:15 
hour know full well our spatial limitations.  We hear you in the surveys that we take.  We know that the split 
auditorium for two classes is not the most conducive learning environment, especially when Pastor Dale and 
Pastor Chad are fighting for supremacy to be heard. :-)  The dual classes allow us to maximize the space in 
order to provide both the Heart of the Chapel for those getting their feet wet, and the Searching the Scripture 
series as the foundational or main adult class. And until we have more classroom space, we will continue to 
provide dual classes in the auditorium.  You have been very patient and very helpful with suggestions on how 
to make the best of a difficult situation.

What would we do with more classroom space?
1. Year round Issues and Answers
2. Systematic Theology
3. Church History
4. Hermeneutics 101
5. Additional Heart of the Chapel series: Money, Marriage, Decision-making, Community
6. Apologetics
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ConclusionConclusion
Endure everything for the sake of the elect so Endure everything for the sake of the elect so 
that they also may obtain the salvation that is in that they also may obtain the salvation that is in 
Christ Jesus with eternal glory.Christ Jesus with eternal glory.
We take the word which is not bound and we We take the word which is not bound and we 
teach it, we reprove with it, we correct with it, teach it, we reprove with it, we correct with it, 
we train the elect in righteous behavior.we train the elect in righteous behavior.
We continue in what we have learned and have We continue in what we have learned and have 
firmly believed.firmly believed.
We immerse ourselves in the sacred writings, We immerse ourselves in the sacred writings, 
which are able to make us wise for salvation which are able to make us wise for salvation 
through faith in Christ Jesus.through faith in Christ Jesus.

We have spent the last few quarters in the Searching the Scriptures series looking at the Wisdom literature of 
the Old Testament and Christ as our Wisdom in the New Covenant. The goals and objectives of Adult Bible 
Education run right to the heart of everything that we have studied.  Here in 2 Timothy 3, we have the wise 
man and the foolish man of Matthew chapter 7.  Christ tells us that the wise person is the one who hears 
Christ’s words and keeps them.  Hearing Christ’s words is the doctrinal content.  Keeping Christ’s words is 
the behavior.  Why is it that we as elders, as leaders, as an educational team spend so much time on Adult 
Bible Education?  We intentionally spend time and effort and place priority on the ministry of the Word here 
at the chapel because it is the scriptures that make us wise for salvation.  Not just the beginning of salvation.  
The continuing salvation of being conformed to Christ’s image.  This thought of being wise for salvation 
flows from a thought in 2 timothy 2 and it is here we will close.  My heart nearly melted when I saw the 
connection between chapter 2 and chapter 3.  Starting with verse 8: Remember Jesus Christ, risen from the 
dead, the offspring of David, as preached in my gospel, 9 for which I am suffering, bound with chains as a 
criminal. But the word of God is not bound! 10 Therefore I endure everything for the sake of the elect, that 
they also may obtain the salvation that is in Christ Jesus with eternal glory. 11 The saying is trustworthy, for: 
If we have died with him, we will also live with him; 12 if we endure, we will also reign with him; if we deny 
him, he also will deny us; 13 if we are faithless, he remains faithful— for he cannot deny himself.
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ConclusionConclusion
Endure everything for the sake of the elect so Endure everything for the sake of the elect so 
that they also may obtain the salvation that is in that they also may obtain the salvation that is in 
Christ Jesus with eternal glory.Christ Jesus with eternal glory.
We take the word which is not bound and we We take the word which is not bound and we 
teach it, we reprove with it, we correct with it, teach it, we reprove with it, we correct with it, 
we train the elect in righteous behavior.we train the elect in righteous behavior.
We continue in what we have learned and have We continue in what we have learned and have 
firmly believed.firmly believed.
We immerse ourselves in the sacred writings, We immerse ourselves in the sacred writings, 
which are able to make us wise for salvation which are able to make us wise for salvation 
through faith in Christ Jesus.through faith in Christ Jesus.

The stakes are high.  Paul is showing Timothy what it will take for the Word to be sustained from one 
generation to the next.  Paul is showing Timothy how to keep the wolves at bay.  Paul’s last will and testament 
is for Timothy to do just as Paul has done.  And what has Paul done?  Paul has done and is doing just as Christ 
has done.  Paul endured everything for the sake of the elect so that they also may obtain the salvation that is in 
Christ Jesus with eternal glory.  We take the word which is not bound and we teach it, we reprove with it, we 
correct with it, we train the elect in righteous behavior… in order that the elect may be wise for salvation… in 
order that the elect may obtain the salvation that is in Christ Jesus.  This teaching, reproving, correcting and 
training is a laying down of the life for the elect’s sake… if we have died with Christ, we will also live with 
Christ.  It is in the laying down of our lives in Adult Bible Education that we pass along the creative life-
breath of God in Christ through His Word for the salvation and life of the elect.  How do we keep the gospel 
denying we see around us in these historic denominations from happening to us?  We continue in what we 
have learned and have firmly believed.  We immerse ourselves in the sacred writings, which are able to make 
us wise for salvation through faith in Christ Jesus.
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EvangelismEvangelism

Outreach to the NeighborhoodsOutreach to the Neighborhoods

Evangelism
Outreach to the Neighborhoods

Pastor Dan Turner
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IntroductionIntroduction
A summer seriesA summer series

To explain how we take the Scriptures and turn To explain how we take the Scriptures and turn 
them into ministrythem into ministry
To lay out clearly particular ministries at the ChapelTo lay out clearly particular ministries at the Chapel

TonightTonight’’s teachings teaching
To make plain the ministry of evangelismTo make plain the ministry of evangelism

Introduction
A summer series

• Practical Ministry at the Chapel
Tonight I desire to continue a series started by Pastor Russ on June   titled Practical Ministry at the 
Chapel. This series aims to explain how we take the Scriptures and turn them into practical, hands on 
ministry. Our objectives (whether we are talking about pulpit ministry, biblical counseling, spiritual 
education or tonight’s emphasis evangelism) are 1) to ground the ministry in the Word of God 2) to 
explain how ministry is derived from the Word 3) to show how we work out this ministry by wisdom  4) 
to lay out a particular ministry’s mission, vision, objectives and goals. 

Tonight’s teaching
• Evangelism; outreach to the Neighborhoods

And so, tonight I desire to make plain our ministry of evangelism at the Chapel. My purpose and 
objectives for this teaching are shaped by the series aim but will be tailored to the specifics of reaching 
our neighborhoods with the gospel
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Current ProblemCurrent Problem
In MontanaIn Montana

““If only I doIf only I do……then they willthen they will…”…”
In Ohio In Ohio 

““If only you would haveIf only you would have……then he would havethen he would have…”…”
A look modern evangelismA look modern evangelism

Its developmentIts development
Its distinctivesIts distinctives

To see the contrast to biblical evangelism.To see the contrast to biblical evangelism.
To sense when we are hearing or speaking a modern gospel.To sense when we are hearing or speaking a modern gospel.

• Current Problem

• To begin, I want to set up a problem currently within our culture / church regarding evangelism so as to make 
way for the biblical view of evangelism.  We will look at modern evangelism briefly, observe a paragraph in the 
Bible related to true evangelism and then end our time tonight by outlining the mission, vision, objectives and 
goals of the Chapel’s evangelism along with practical implementation.

• Let’s get started with two examples I encountered earlier in my pastorate that illustrates the problem we face in 
evangelism today. 

• In Montana
“If only I do…then they will…”

• In Ohio 
“If only you would have…then he would have…”

• A look modern evangelism
Its development
Its distinctives

To see the contrast to biblical evangelism.
To sense when we are hearing or speaking a modern gospel.
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Modern EvangelismModern Evangelism
Its developmentIts development

Refer to the article Refer to the article ““The FightThe Fight””
Its distinctivesIts distinctives

Views God as a friend Views God as a friend 
who will help you.who will help you.
Views man as sick and Views man as sick and 
ignorant.ignorant.
Views Christ as a Views Christ as a 
savior from failures.savior from failures.
Views response to Views response to 
Christ as dependent Christ as dependent 
upon self upon self 

Views God as the King Views God as the King 
who will save you.who will save you.
Views man as spiritually Views man as spiritually 
dead and lost.dead and lost.
Views Christ as savior from Views Christ as savior from 
sins and Lord over life.sins and Lord over life.
Views response to Christ Views response to Christ 
as dependent upon God. as dependent upon God. 

Trying to become nice people Trying to become nice people 
who are trying to be nice to people who are trying to be nice to people 

in hopes that these people will be nice to Godin hopes that these people will be nice to God
in order to receive nice things from Godin order to receive nice things from God

Practical Ministry at the Chapel

An overviewAn overview

God-centered

Man-centered

Medieval

Reformation

Renaissance

Antithesis Synthesis Antithesis

Today ? 

Synthesis!

Modern Evangelism
Its development

• Refer to the article “The Fight”. This article was written by me for a class on evangelism last year. The article 
has been edited in order to be more useful for us in evangelism training. If you would like to read it, copies are 
made available in the lobby after service.  

Its distinctives
• For sake of brevity and time, let’s look at the distinctives of modern evangelism by viewing it in contrast with 

the views of the Bible. 

• Views God as a friend who will help you.
• Views man as sick and ignorant.
• Views Christ as a savior from failures.
• Views response to Christ as dependent upon self

In contrast with --

• Views God as the King who will save you.
• Views man as spiritually dead and lost.
• Views Christ as savior from sins and Lord over life.
• Views response to Christ as dependent upon God. 

Practical Ministry at the Chapel

An overviewAn overview

God-centered

Man-centered

Medieval

Reformation

Renaissance

Antithesis Synthesis Antithesis

Today ? 

Synthesis!

Trying to become nice people Trying to become nice people 
who are trying to be nice to people who are trying to be nice to people 
in hopes that these people will be in hopes that these people will be 

nice to Godnice to God
in order to receive nice things in order to receive nice things 

from Godfrom God
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Biblical EvangelismBiblical Evangelism
Colossians 4:2Colossians 4:2--66

What can ordinary Christians do to participate in making What can ordinary Christians do to participate in making 
Christ known to outsiders?Christ known to outsiders?
#1 Speak to God about outsiders#1 Speak to God about outsiders vv.2vv.2--44

SteadfastlySteadfastly v.2v.2
ExpectantlyExpectantly v.3av.3a
SpecificallySpecifically vv.3bvv.3b--44

In other wordsIn other words……
Speak to God faithfully and attentively for me that my Speak to God faithfully and attentively for me that my 

DECLARATIONAL evangelism yields converts.DECLARATIONAL evangelism yields converts.
#2  Speak to outsiders about God#2  Speak to outsiders about God vv.5vv.5--66

Carefully yet courageously    Carefully yet courageously    v.5v.5
Graciously yet savoryGraciously yet savory v.6v.6

In other wordsIn other words……
Speak to outsiders with a balance of tact yet zeal; kindness yetSpeak to outsiders with a balance of tact yet zeal; kindness yet

liveliness that your RELATIONAL evangelism yields converts.liveliness that your RELATIONAL evangelism yields converts.

Biblical Foundations
With the above as a fitting rebuke to some of the silly and rebellious notions of evangelism, we now shift our attention 
to the Bible. Look with me at one paragraph from God’s precious and holy Word. 
Colossians 4:2-6

• What can ordinary Christians do to participate in making Christ known to outsiders? There is a paragraph in the Bible that 
makes clear two things. These activities found in Col,.4:2-6 will provide us with perspective and principles by which we 
can increase in our personal and corporate evangelism efforts. This paragraph functions for the Chapel as our biblical 
foundation for evangelism. 

• #1 Speak to God about outsiders vv.2-4
Steadfastly v.2
Expectantly v.3a
Specifically vv.3b-4

• In other words…
Speak to God faithfully and attentively for me that my DECLARATIONAL evangelism yields converts

• #2  Speak to outsiders about God vv.5-6
Carefully yet courageously    v.5
Graciously yet savory v.6

• In other words…
Speak to outsiders with a balance of tact yet zeal; kindness yet liveliness that your RELATIONAL evangelism yields 
converts. 
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Mission and VisionMission and Vision
Spreading the Gospel of God MinistriesSpreading the Gospel of God Ministries

Its missionIts mission
Through teaching and training to mobilize Clearcreek Through teaching and training to mobilize Clearcreek 
Chapel for creative, courageous, compassionate, ChristChapel for creative, courageous, compassionate, Christ--
reliant outreachreliant outreach

Reaching out to our guests in our church (assimilation)Reaching out to our guests in our church (assimilation)
Reaching out to our neighbors in our communities (evangelism)Reaching out to our neighbors in our communities (evangelism)
Reaching out to our nations in our world (missions)Reaching out to our nations in our world (missions)

Its visionIts vision
Everyone on everyday in everyway making visible the Everyone on everyday in everyway making visible the 
invisible Christinvisible Christ

Mission and Vision

Having briefly outlined a common problem in modern evangelism and having briefly noticed a corrective 
perspective found in the Bible we now will make plain the mission, vision, objectives and goals of 
Clearcreek Chapel’s evangelism ministry.

So let’s begin with a look at SGGM’s mission and vision. The mission of our outreach and assimilation 
ministry at Clearcreek Chapel can be remembered by the 4 Cs.
Spreading the Gospel of God Ministries

• Its mission
Through teaching and training to mobilize Clearcreek Chapel for creative, courageous, compassionate, Christ-
reliant outreach

Reaching out to our guests in our church (assimilation)
Reaching out to our neighbors in our communities (evangelism)
Reaching out to our nations in our world (missions)

SGGM exists to mobilize (i.e. renewing and rallying) Clearcreek Chapel for creative, courageous, 
compassionate, Christ-reliant outreach. This “outreach” is defined in three ways; reaching out to our guests 
within our church (i.e. assimilation) reaching out to our neighbors within our communities (i.e. evangelism) 
and reaching out to our nations in the our world (i.e. missions). 

SGGM strives to help change our hearts so that we all are participating in reaching out to people.  We aim 
to see more and more of us growing in the four Cs; that is, to become more creative in our outreach, to 
become more courageous in our reaching out to people, to become more compassionate to those to whom 
we are reaching out, to become more Christ-reliant when we are reaching out to people.  

When we think about what God can do in and through this ministry, what do we see?  Everyone on 
everyday in everyway making visible the invisible Christ. 

• Its vision
Everyone on everyday in everyway making visible the invisible Christ

This is our vision. This is our mission. This is why SGGM exists. 
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Objectives and GoalsObjectives and Goals
Communicating how we view & do evangelismCommunicating how we view & do evangelism

Pulpit ministry will make clearPulpit ministry will make clear
Literature distribution will make knownLiterature distribution will make known

Cultivating camaraderie in evangelismCultivating camaraderie in evangelism
Providing opportunities to tell current gospel storiesProviding opportunities to tell current gospel stories
Continuing the Christian witness center  Continuing the Christian witness center  

Casting and catching the vision of evangelismCasting and catching the vision of evangelism
•• SGGMSGGM’’ss monthly meetings will resumemonthly meetings will resume
•• SGGMSGGM’’ss training curriculum will continue training curriculum will continue 
Causing our communities to consider our Christ Causing our communities to consider our Christ 

Continuing periodic evangelism through special eventsContinuing periodic evangelism through special events
Becoming more helpful, winsome and strategic in our Becoming more helpful, winsome and strategic in our 
efforts to become more visible in our community. efforts to become more visible in our community. 

Objectives and Goals
We understand that the SGGM’s influence will be contained and short-lived unless it gains sway over the congregation 

as a whole. Therefore, we want to outline now the objectives and goals that are necessary to see an increase in 
church-wide effective evangelism.

• Communicating how we view & do evangelism 
This objective has to do with carefully and clearly teaching and telling each other the gospel.  Clearcreek Chapel will 

remain a place in which solid, biblical and plain truth will be found. This will continue to be so in the area of 
evangelism. Goals to strive after our first objective are as follows.

1. Pulpit ministry will make clear Jesus Christ through expositional preaching of the Bible.
2. Literature will be made available free or at reduced cost for all who desire to learn, live and speak the gospel. 

• Cultivating camaraderie among us in the area of evangelism 
Objective number two has to do with developing stimulating and sustaining conversations and relationships among us 

who want to grow in evangelism. Clearcreek Chapel will remain a place in which eager openness to each other over 
the thrills and chills of evangelism will occur.  Goals to strive after this objective are as follows.

1. Providing opportunities to tell current gospel stories. 
2. Continuing the ordinary Christian witness center in the lobby. 

• Casting and catching the vision of evangelism
Objective number three has to do with practically and personally training those of us who want to grow in evangelism. 

Clearcreek Chapel will remain a place in which plain and practical ways of growing in our faith will take place.  
Goals to move us toward this objective are as follows.

1. SGGM’s monthly meetings will resume.
2. SGGM’s training curriculum will continue. 

Causing the communities to consider Christ through evangelism
Objective four has to do with making Christ and the Chapel more visible in our communities. Clearcreek Chapel will 

remain a place in which prayer, thought, plans and participation in and for our community will happen. 
1. Continuing periodic evangelism through special events
2. Becoming more helpful, winsome and strategic in our efforts to become more visible in our community. 
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Agenda and DevelopmentAgenda and Development
Clear communication in evangelismClear communication in evangelism

Our preaching becoming more and more soulOur preaching becoming more and more soul--searching, searching, 
peoplepeople--caring, Christcaring, Christ--centeredcentered
Our literature becoming more available and helpfulOur literature becoming more available and helpful
Our speech used more for cultivating camaraderie Our speech used more for cultivating camaraderie 

Casting and catching the vision in evangelismCasting and catching the vision in evangelism
11stst Sunday of the month seeing an increase in attendance at Sunday of the month seeing an increase in attendance at 
our SGGM gatheringsour SGGM gatherings
100% congregational involvement in BBR100% congregational involvement in BBR
Developing more awareness and interest in our inDeveloping more awareness and interest in our in--depth, depth, 
correspondence training coursecorrespondence training course

Causing our communities to consider ChristCausing our communities to consider Christ
Seeing more enthusiasm over allSeeing more enthusiasm over all--church outreach eventschurch outreach events
Enjoying community activities, relationships and ways of Enjoying community activities, relationships and ways of 
making our presence knownmaking our presence known

Agenda and Development
Clear communication in evangelism

• Our preaching becoming more and more soul-searching, people-caring, Christ-centered
• Our literature becoming more available and helpful
• Our speech used more for cultivating camaraderie 

Casting and catching the vision in evangelism
• 1st Sunday of the month seeing an increase in attendance at our SGGM gatherings
• 100% congregational involvement in BBR
• Developing more awareness and interest in our in-depth, correspondence training course

Causing our communities to consider Christ
• Seeing more enthusiasm over all-church outreach events.
• Enjoying community activities, relationships and ways of making our presence known
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Practical ImplementationPractical Implementation
MaterialsMaterials

Lobby literature & Chapel BookstoreLobby literature & Chapel Bookstore
The 6 & 8 ResolutionsThe 6 & 8 Resolutions
The 8The 8--week training curriculumweek training curriculum

SchedulingScheduling
Periodic evangelistic messagesPeriodic evangelistic messages
Periodic allPeriodic all--church outreach eventschurch outreach events
11stst Sunday each month; 4Sunday each month; 4--5:30pm 5:30pm SGGMSGGM’’ss gatheringgathering
Most Sundays literature boothMost Sundays literature booth
As needed 8As needed 8--week training courseweek training course

TrainingTraining
SGGMSGGM’’ss monthly gatheringsmonthly gatherings
E.T.S. WorkshopsE.T.S. Workshops
100% congregational involvement in Building and Bridging Relatio100% congregational involvement in Building and Bridging Relationshipsnships
88--week correspondence training courseweek correspondence training course
AllAll--church outreach eventschurch outreach events

Practical Implementation
Let’s wrap up our time tonight by looking at how thoughts and plans become a reality. In other words, look 
with me at some practical implementations of Spreading the Gospel of God Ministries. 

Materials
Lobby literature & Chapel Bookstore
The 6 & 8 Resolutions
The 8-week training curriculum

Scheduling
Periodic evangelistic messages
Periodic all-church outreach events
1st Sunday each month; 4-5:30pm SGGM’s gathering
Most Sundays literature booth
As needed 8-week training course

Training
SGGM’s monthly gatherings
E.T.S. Workshops
100% congregational involvement in Building and Bridging Relationships
8-week correspondence training course
All-church outreach events
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In ConclusionIn Conclusion
As Colossians 4:2As Colossians 4:2--6 says6 says……

Let us increase in our talk to 
God about outsiders and let 

us increase in our talk to 
outsiders about God.

In Conclusion
As Colossians 4:2-6 says…

Let us increase in our talk to God about outsiders and let us increase in our talk to outsiders about God.

This will require prayer.
This will require repentance.
This will require changing in attitudes, actions and activities.
This will require all of us providing help and hope for change.
This will require teamwork in developing creative, courageous, compassionate, Christ-reliant 
evangelism.

Let’s team up to  transform lives with His truth!  And all this to the praise of His glory
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Missions: To the NationsMissions: To the Nations

Acts 1:8Acts 1:8

Missions: To the Nations
Acts 1:8

Pastor Dan Turner
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IntroductionIntroduction
A summer seriesA summer series

To explain how we take the Scriptures and turn To explain how we take the Scriptures and turn 
them into ministrythem into ministry
To lay out clearly practical implementations at the To lay out clearly practical implementations at the 
ChapelChapel

TonightTonight’’s teachings teaching
To make plain the ministry of missionsTo make plain the ministry of missions

Introduction
A summer series

• Practical Ministry at the Chapel
Tonight I will continue our series titled Practical Ministry at Clearcreek Chapel. As a reminder, what we 

aim to do in this series is to explain how we take the Scriptures and turn them into the ministry we do 
here at the Chapel. My assignment tonight has to do with the ministry of missions.  

Tonight’s teaching
• To make plain the ministry of missions
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Biblical FoundationsBiblical Foundations
Acts 1:8 as a pattern for missionsActs 1:8 as a pattern for missions

Biblical basis Biblical basis –– why send and support why send and support 
missionariesmissionaries
Biblical criteria Biblical criteria –– how to choose missionaries to how to choose missionaries to 
send and supportsend and support

• Biblical Foundations

• Acts 1:8 will be the text for this evening.  This verse (and the book of Acts as a whole), provides a pattern (i.e. 
paradigm, blueprint) for missions at Clearcreek Chapel. Acts 1:8 will function for us as this pattern and this 
pattern will provide for us two things.

• Biblical basis for missions – why send and support missionaries
• Biblical criteria for missionaries – how to choose missionaries to send and support

• This blueprint for missions can be seen clearly as we take a moment and look at its three aspects of missions. 
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3 Aspects of missions3 Aspects of missions
Its Essence:  What is its task? Its Essence:  What is its task? 

Its Extent:  How far must this mission Its Extent:  How far must this mission 
stretch? stretch? 

Its Empowerment: How can this seemingly Its Empowerment: How can this seemingly 
impossible task be accomplished?impossible task be accomplished?

3 Aspects of missions

Its Essence:  What is its task? 

Its Extent:  How far must this mission stretch? 

Its Empowerment: How can this seemingly impossible task be accomplished?
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Its Essence: What is the task?Its Essence: What is the task?
““You will be My witnessesYou will be My witnesses

Content Content –– Missionaries know the basics of the Missionaries know the basics of the 
gospel.gospel.
Call Call –– Missionaries call people to repentance and Missionaries call people to repentance and 
belief in the person and work of Jesus Christ. belief in the person and work of Jesus Christ. 
Cost Cost –– Missionaries choose to win the lost at any Missionaries choose to win the lost at any 
cost.cost.

Its Essence: What is its task?

“You will be my witnesses”
The essence of the mission for the Church is found in Jesus’ words, “you will be my witnesses”. This 
theme of being Christ’s witness is found around 40 times in the book of Acts.  It is my conviction that the 
book of Acts develops no less than three categories in which we can organize information on what 
witnessing is.  These three categories help us to recognize who should be supported or sent as 
missionaries from Clearcreek Chapel.   The first category is content.  

•CONTENT – Missionaries know the basics of the gospel.
• We notice in passages talking about witnessing from Luke’s writings that with the 1st century followers of 

Christ there was a settled understanding of what they were to testify about. Objective propositional truth 
mattered to these disciples. And it matters to our 21st century missionaries. We send and support only those who 
manifestly embrace the true gospel (Our missionaries must be in essential agreement with The Truths We 
Treasure).   

•CALL – Missionaries call people to repentance and belief in the person and work of Jesus Christ.
• The second category we find in what it takes to be a witness of the Christ can be summarized in one word: 

CALL. Our missionaries are people who call people to repentance and belief in the person and work of Jesus 
Christ.   They must follow the pattern of Paul who when talking with Agrippa said, “I would to God that not 
only you but also all who hear me [would be persuaded to be a Christian] as I am” (Acts 26:28-29)  We send and 
support missionaries who understand what is good about the good news.  It’s not just being forgiven. The gospel 
is good because it brings people free of guilt to God who is great (1Pet.3:18)! When missionaries understand the 
gospel like this, they delight to tell others to believe like this.  
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Its Essence: What is its task?

“You will be my witnesses”

•CONTENT – Missionaries know the basics of the gospel.
•CALL – Missionaries call people to repentance and belief in the person and work of Jesus Christ.
•COST – Missionaries choose to win the lost and any cost.

• Lastly, to be a missionary you not only need to know and believe the content of the gospel; you not only need to 
call others to believe the gospel, you need to be willing to pay the price. 

• As I was tracing this pattern of Luke’s message by noticing what it means to be a witness of Christ, I could not 
escape the repetition of suffering. As people believed in and bowed to Christ they began calling out to others to 
do the same. And this led to the predicted persecution.  Missionaries must be people who choose to win the lost 
at any cost. Our missionaries are to echo the voices of the past missionaries; missionaries like…

• Lottie Moon who said, “Surely there is no greater joy than saving souls”
• Of Amy Carmichael “Her life was the most fragrant, the most joyfully sacrificial that I ever knew”. 
• Hudson Tayor & David Livingstone at the end of their lives said, “I never made a sacrifice”. 

• Giving up the lesser things in order to enjoy the greater things is what our missionaries believe. 
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Its Extent: How far must it go?Its Extent: How far must it go?

““In Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria In Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria 
and and to the end of the earthto the end of the earth””

Its Extent: How far must this mission stretch?

“In Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria and to the end of the earth”

The second aspect of missions that we notice in Acts 1:8 has to do with extent.  Where are our 
missionaries to be this type of witness?  The verse says, “In Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria and 
to the end of the earth”.   Christ’s missionaries know the basics of the gospel, are being changed into the 
image of Christ by this gospel and know that declaring it is costly.  They long to see all people groups have 
a biblical local church. They want the gospel to be where it has not been (cf. Rom.15). The risen and 
exalted Christ moves His witnesses to the end of the earth. This geographic scope of the mission is clear. 
But how can this possibly happen? What do missionaries need? This leads us to the third and final aspect 
of missions.
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Its Empowerment: How can this occur? Its Empowerment: How can this occur? 
““You will receive power when the Holy Spirit You will receive power when the Holy Spirit 
comes upon youcomes upon you””

Its Empowerment: How can this occur? 

“You will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes upon you”

The demand to be a missionary in the way we’ve seen in the book of Acts is unattainable apart from the 
last element to the mission outlined in Acts 1:8.    Notice the phrase “receive power when the Holy Spirit 
comes upon you”. This empowerment of the Spirit from the risen Christ is essential to the mission. From the 
book of Acts we could say that being a missionary empowered by the Spirit is being so full of the Spirit that 
they overflow with joy and peace in hard times and in hard places, have victory over cowardly living and are 
bold for witnessing (2:4,13; 13:52; 4:31; 7:54-60).  

This is what we look for and this is what we pray for in our missionaries sent or supported at Clearcreek 
Chapel. 
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Mission and PurposeMission and Purpose
MissionMission

To make disciples and multiply churches among all To make disciples and multiply churches among all 
people groupspeople groups

PurposePurpose
To see the nations be glad and God be glorifiedTo see the nations be glad and God be glorified
To see the lost rescued and the Christ reveredTo see the lost rescued and the Christ revered
To see all the elect saved and the LORD honoredTo see all the elect saved and the LORD honored

Mission and Purpose

In light of Acts 1:8 and the biblical teaching on missions, let’s look now at how this teaching shapes and steers our missions at 
Clearcreek Chapel.

Mission
To start let’s answer the question: What has God called Clearcreek Chapel to accomplish in relation to missions. Our answer to this 

question is To make disciples and multiply churches among all people groups. This is the mission of CC 
missions’ ministry.

The reason why we are to engage ourselves in the mission is plain. 

Purpose
• To see the nations be glad and God be glorified
• To see the lost rescued and the Christ revered
• To see all the elect saved and the LORD honored

To labor at upholding and accomplishing the mission is to have a heart for the lost and a hunger for God’s reputation.  

How we are to help accomplish the mission in order that the purpose will be realized is set out for us in our objectives and goals.  
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Objectives and GoalsObjectives and Goals

To establish and support the mission committeeTo establish and support the mission committee
By providing elder oversightBy providing elder oversight
By finding and appointing qualified membersBy finding and appointing qualified members
By clarifying concrete dutiesBy clarifying concrete duties
By heartily carrying out the dutiesBy heartily carrying out the duties
By meeting together prayerfully and regularlyBy meeting together prayerfully and regularly

To be, send or support representatives of CC To be, send or support representatives of CC 
that will be motivated by the mission.that will be motivated by the mission.

By fostering or finding qualified missionariesBy fostering or finding qualified missionaries
By sending or supporting these emissaries in a By sending or supporting these emissaries in a 
manner worthy of Godmanner worthy of God

Objectives and Goals

Our objectives and goals for our missions ministry are shaped by the mission which is shaped by the 
scriptures. 

Objective #1:  To establish and support the mission committee (The Missions’ Team)
• By providing elder oversight
• By finding and appointing qualified members
• By clarifying concrete duties
• By heartily carrying out the duties
• By meeting together prayerfully and regularly

Objective #2:  To be, send or support representatives of CC that will be motivated by the mission 
(The missionary/agency)

• By fostering or finding qualified missionaries
• By sending or supporting these emissaries in a way manner worthy of God.
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Agenda and DevelopmentAgenda and Development
In April of 2005 revising the Missions PolicyIn April of 2005 revising the Missions Policy

To clarify roles and responsibilitiesTo clarify roles and responsibilities
To provide better aid to our missionariesTo provide better aid to our missionaries
To assist in casting the vision of missions for CCTo assist in casting the vision of missions for CC

In March of 2006 revisiting the missions In March of 2006 revisiting the missions 
ministriesministries

To see how missionaries are representing usTo see how missionaries are representing us
To unpack implications of our missionTo unpack implications of our mission
To help the congregation (To help the congregation (re)engagere)engage in missionsin missions

Agenda and Development
In April of 2005 revising the Missions Policy

• To clarify roles and responsibilities
• To provide better aid to our missionaries
• To assist in casting the vision of missions for CC

In March of 2006 revisiting the missions ministries
• To see how missionaries are representing us
• To unpack implications of our mission
• To help the congregation (re)engage in missions
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Practical ImplementationPractical Implementation
MaterialsMaterials

Lobby literature & Chapel BookstoreLobby literature & Chapel Bookstore
The Persecuted Church SundayThe Persecuted Church Sunday
The 16The 16--week training curriculumweek training curriculum

88--week evangelism trainingweek evangelism training
88--week missions trainingweek missions training

SchedulingScheduling
MidMid--January Sunday School teachingJanuary Sunday School teaching
33rdrd Sunday each monthSunday each month
Periodic speakersPeriodic speakers

TrainingTraining
Committing to the missionCommitting to the mission
Using Using CCCC’’ss web site web site 
Becoming a member of the MissionsBecoming a member of the Missions’’ TeamTeam
Participating in shortParticipating in short--term missionsterm missions

Practical Implementation
Materials

• Lobby literature & Chapel Bookstore
• The Persecuted Church Sunday
• The 16-week training curriculum

8-week evangelism training
8-week missions training

Scheduling
• Mid-January Sunday School teaching
• 3rd Sunday each month
• Periodic speakers

Training
• Committing to the mission
• Using CC’s web site 
• Becoming a member of the Missions’ Team
• Participating in short-term missions
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ConclusionConclusion
Great and amazing are your deeds, Great and amazing are your deeds, 

O Lord God the Almighty!O Lord God the Almighty!

Just and true are your ways, Just and true are your ways, 

O King of the nations!O King of the nations!

Who will not fear, O Lord, and glorify your name?Who will not fear, O Lord, and glorify your name?

For you alone are holy. For you alone are holy. 

All nations will come and worship youAll nations will come and worship you,,

for your righteous acts have been revealed.for your righteous acts have been revealed.

(Revelation 15:3b-4)

Conclusion

Let us with one voice and one accord recite the words on the screen. These inspired words capture 
what missions is all about.

Great and amazing are your deeds, 
O Lord God the Almighty!

Just and true are your ways, 
O King of the nations!

Who will not fear, O Lord, and glorify your name?
For you alone are holy. . 

All nations will come and worship youAll nations will come and worship you,,
for your righteous acts have been revealed.

(Revelation 15:3b-4)

For us to witness missions ministry at CC increase in order to realize the mission…
This will require teamwork in developing a world vision and heart hunger.
This will require all of us providing help and hope for change.
This will require changing in values, attitudes, actions and activities.
This will require repentance.
This will require prayer.
This will require doctrine-induced, Spirit-enabled awaking to Christ’s global cause.
Let’s team up to  make disciples and multiply churches among all people groups 

And all this to the praise of His glory
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Clearcreek Chapel Youth Clearcreek Chapel Youth 
MinistryMinistry
Deuteronomy 6:1Deuteronomy 6:1--1515

Clearcreek Chapel Youth Ministry
Deuteronomy 6:1-15

Pastor Devon Berry
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Introduction
Purpose: The aim of this series will be to explain how we take the Scriptures and turn 

them into the ministry we do here at the Chapel.

Objectives: 
1. To ground the ministry in the Word of God
2. To explain how the ministries we do are derived from the Word
3. To show how we work out doing ministry by wisdom
4. To give each ministry an opportunity to lay out its mission, vision, objectives and goals.

So far…
Russ – pulpit ministry
Greg – counseling & discipleship ministry
Chad – Adult Bible education
Dan – Evangelism
Dan – Missions
Devon – Youth

– I am growing in my understanding…

Transition
Before we tackle this question, let’s first discuss some myths about youth ministry (true or 

false?).
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Myths About Youth Myths About Youth MinsitryMinsitry

There is a biblical mandate for There is a biblical mandate for ““youthyouth””
ministryministry
Youth are fundamentally different than Youth are fundamentally different than 
adults in that different methods are adults in that different methods are 
required to bring them to Godrequired to bring them to God
All church kids are regenerateAll church kids are regenerate

1. There is a biblical mandate for “youth” ministry
1. No clear statement in the bible mandating the existence of a youth program, group, or ministry
2. Not in the manner we typically think of it…
3. Largely silent on the church’s responsibility toward youth as a unique group

2. Youth are fundamentally different than adults in that different methods are required to bring 
them to God (vs. exaltation, edification, evangelism)
1. No biblical support for this type of thinking
2. Same means of grace apply to all people: preaching and teaching of the Word, God’s people adorning the 

Word, Holy Spirit, etc.
3. To accomplish God’s ends for youth, a “special” type of ministry or grace is not needed other than what the 

Scriptures have provided. Youth ministry does not have to:
1. Be formatted like MTV…a market-specific sensory amusement park
2. Podcast: ultra-convenient with 1000s of choices on demand, fits in your pocket
3. NCAA: Envisioned as a mock competition in which we are competing for recognition  through 

accomplishment (bible memory, attendance of certain meetings, etc.)
4. First-player video game: my experience is all about me, my abilities, my prowess, my fun
5. Private lessons, values education, exposure experiences, social skill building, etc. where it is all about 

improving me and making me the best possible person I can be, for me! Therapeutic experience where my 
good is the focus.

3. All church kids are regenerate
1. Being in a garage does not make you a car…
2. Youth groups are composed, generally, of the children of believers, not necessarily believers themselves 

(salvation is not hereditary)
3. Growing up Christian – Graustein (false assurance, un-amazing grace, slow slip into worldliness)
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Myths about Youth MinistryMyths about Youth Ministry

A youth program is the primary source of A youth program is the primary source of 
spiritual influence in a teenagerspiritual influence in a teenager’’s life.s life.
A good church will have a good youth A good church will have a good youth 
programprogram
A youth program should function as an A youth program should function as an 
““alternativealternative”” for kids so they can avoid for kids so they can avoid 
secular culturesecular culture

A youth program is the primary source of spiritual influence in a teenager’s life.
1. In 1-3 hours per week?
2. Bible does not present this picture (reference above)
3. No one manages the sources of influence in a child’s life to a greater degree than the parent (even after 

all these 1000s of years, the Bible still accurately pinpoints the individuals with the most influence and 
therefore the most responsibility…kids still have parents…and parents are still raising kids…) 
delegation does not release you from accountability (vs. responsibility). (RN illustration)

A good church will have a good youth program
1. No scriptural evidence for this.
2. A good church will faithfully be adhering to the NT model of church which may or may not include 

youth-specific ministry. So when you are looking for a church…make sure you are looking for what the 
NT directs you to…

3. “Youth” programs are more than likely a spin-off of a socially (marketers, researchers, demographers, 
etc.) created demographic. Not inherently wrong, nor inherently right – but must think carefully.

A youth program should function as an “alternative” for kids so they can avoid secular culture
1. No. The clear NT pattern for believers is that they will be in the world, though not of it.
2. Part of parenting then, becomes the wise exposure of my child to the world that they might learn to 

manage in a manner that brings pleasure to God. Preparation is key.
Transition
Talked about what a Youth Ministry is not…in fact, it may even sound like we should “can” the youth 

ministry right now! Before we do that, lets briefly consider several thoughts from the Word on the issue 
of training youth who are brought into proximity to God by godly parents or other sources of influence…

Youth Ministry Is Important (but must occur in concert with biblical thinking…)
Children operate from their hearts and are naturally foolish (Proverbs 20:11, 22:15, 23:13 (father to son))
Children require discipline & training (Proverbs 22:6, 29:15, Ephesians 6:4)

Vignettes
1. Clearcreek Youth remain in need of further discipline, training, heart change (bowling alley)
2. Clearcreek Youth do evidence God’s grace in their lives (bible gift…)

Question: How, then,  is a church to be involved with youth in a manner that is consistent with biblical 
principles and evidences the manifestations of biblical wisdom
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Biblical FoundationsBiblical FoundationsBiblical Foundations

Deuteronomy 6:1Deuteronomy 6:1--1515
A redemptive mandate flowing from a sacred A redemptive mandate flowing from a sacred 
identity (vv. 1identity (vv. 1--6) 6) sustained in family life throughsustained in family life through……
A redemptive method marked by diligence in the A redemptive method marked by diligence in the 
mundane (vv. 6mundane (vv. 6--9) 9) that athat a……
A redemptive memory might be formed among the A redemptive memory might be formed among the 
community of believers and their offspring (vv. 10community of believers and their offspring (vv. 10--
15)15)

Preface: Much that could be said here, touching only on one aspect of this passage…
Context: Israel is getting ready to take the promise land, Moses will die soon. Deuteronomy is a series of messages 

reemphasizing to the people certain aspects of the Law. On the brink of a whole new era, all of the old generation 
has died. In chapter 6, as throughout much of these sermons, Moses seeks to remind the people WHO they are 
and, therefore, HOW they are to live.

A redemptive mandate flowing from a sacred identity (vv. 1-6) sustained in family life through…
1. The Israelites are a redeemed people who are experiencing the promises of God and are to be marked by their 

fear of the one, true, and living God.
2. This identity is to be expressed in a newly possessed land among foreigners and it is to be perpetuated across 

generations so that the glory of a witness to God on Earth might be maintained (also reminded of God’s economy, 
blessings for obedience, curses for sin)

3. The character of God’s people is summed up in one command (v.4-5), the summary of the Law and the Prophets, 
and the greatest command Christ tells us.

4. This is not the rigid legalism characterized by behavior that the Pharisees turned it into (or that parents can 
mistakenly turn it into), this command is to be on your hearts…orienting the very core of who you are…does your 
kid see that?

A redemptive method marked by diligence in the mundane (vv. 6-9) that a…
1. Immediately after giving the “greatest command” that captures the essence of what God requires of Israel, he tells 

the nation how the identity of God’s people is to be passed on “to you and your son and your son’s son” (v.2).
2. In respect to God’s Word and living as people who are self-conscious of their redemption,(the first greatest 

commandement “on your heart” will look like…parents teaching their children…):
1. God’s promises, truths, requirements, warnings (whole counsel of the Word)
2. From hearts to hearts (heart as target) (on your heart, v.6, to a heart that must love God with its entirety, v.5)
3. Diligently (consistently and with effort and hard work – but not exasperating or embittering)
4. In all of life – your child should be convinced of your personal seriousness about keeping the greatest commandment. 

Does your child hear & see your godliness? Are you calling them to their redeemer or to morality, healthy living, 
balanced life, steps to success, etc.
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db1 note further passages in Dt: 6:20-25

cannot save own children, but can raise them in the admonition of the Lord (they grow up with a biblical
knowledge of God, themselves, and God's plan.

see also following passages: Ephesians 6:4, Psalm 78, Proverbs 19:18, 22:6, 29:17, 2 Timothy 3:15
berrydo, 7/13/2006
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Biblical FoundationsBiblical FoundationsBiblical Foundations

Deuteronomy 6:1Deuteronomy 6:1--1515
A redemptive mandate flowing from a sacred A redemptive mandate flowing from a sacred 
identity (vv. 1identity (vv. 1--6) 6) sustained in family life throughsustained in family life through……
A redemptive method marked by diligence in the A redemptive method marked by diligence in the 
mundane (vv. 6mundane (vv. 6--9) 9) that athat a……
A redemptive memory might be formed among the A redemptive memory might be formed among the 
community of believers and their offspring (vv. 10community of believers and their offspring (vv. 10--
15)15)

A redemptive memory might be formed among the community of believers and their offspring (vv. 
10-15)

1. As you are faithful to live and teach godliness before your child, and experience the goodness of a 
promise keeping God, your children will be shown the faithful and redeeming God who keeps his 
promises to His people…speak this way with your children that you might not forget that you live in the 
sovereign God’s world

2. The goal is not the “product,” a well-adjusted kid, rather the goal is to live before your youth in a manner 
that faithfully “shows & tells” them about the Redeemer who loves his own and keeps his promises (Dt
7:6ff), and who opposes and ultimately destroys those who are not his own (following).

3. This looks like verse 6:20 [read]. Live in a manner that produces THAT question in your children’s 
hearts…that you may revel in the response of 6:21-25 that you would be priveleged to give to your child 
[read]

4. Do not lose sight of the vision God has given us for training our children…SHOW them the Redeemer

Transition
So, how does all this apply to youth ministry? So far everything you’ve said has to do with parenting?
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db2 note further passages in Dt: 6:20-25

cannot save own children, but can raise them in the admonition of the Lord (they grow up with a biblical
knowledge of God, themselves, and God's plan.

see also following passages: Ephesians 6:4, Psalm 78, Proverbs 19:18, 22:6, 29:17, 2 Timothy 3:15
berrydo, 7/13/2006
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Biblical FunctionBiblical Function

What then, is the role of Clearcreek ChapelWhat then, is the role of Clearcreek Chapel’’s s 
Youth Ministry (Youth Ministry (ccymccym))

It is a ministry to parents first, then youth,It is a ministry to parents first, then youth,
that will employ biblical methodologiesthat will employ biblical methodologies
to accomplish biblical endsto accomplish biblical ends
while wisely remembering to consider those we while wisely remembering to consider those we 
minister directly to, especially in terms of minister directly to, especially in terms of 
development or life stage.development or life stage.

It is a ministry to parents first, then youth
1. We must help you (not you helping us do your job, as the responsibility rests squarely on you)
that will employ biblical methodologies
1. Pointing believers and unbelievers to the Redeemer
2. By formally and informally telling them of his redeeming work for us (gospel)
3. By warning them of the dangers of rebellion
4. By emphasizing that salvation is not genetic (inherited)
to accomplish biblical ends
1. That they might “not forget” that is, remember the God of their parents
2. Be a witness of God’s power, sovereignty, love, wrath, promise-keeping, etc. (all found in following 

chapters of Dt)
3. Give God even more glory by teaching their children the things you taught them, that a witness might 

always be left on Earth. (NOT about becoming really nice kids…)
while wisely remembering to consider those we minister directly to, especially in terms of 

development or life stage.
1. Meeting the youth in the normative context of life (vv. 7-9)

1. Youth are not adults
2. Youth “issues” and “concerns” will present differently (although the same as adults at heart)
3. Youth are inherently foolish (come alongside the simple)
4. Youth thrive in the context of relationship (parents teach…)

Transition
How does this shape the youth group then?
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Biblical FunctionBiblical Function

What then, is the role of Clearcreek ChapelWhat then, is the role of Clearcreek Chapel’’s s 
Youth Ministry (Youth Ministry (ccymccym)?)?

MissionMission
By GodBy God’’s grace and through His Word, we will cultivate in s grace and through His Word, we will cultivate in 
the hearts of the youth of Clearcreek Chapel a passion forthe hearts of the youth of Clearcreek Chapel a passion for
the supremacy of God that will become a love for Him the supremacy of God that will become a love for Him 
seen in love for one another. seen in love for one another. 

What then, is the role of Clearcreek Chapel’s Youth Ministry (ccym)?
• Mission

By God’s grace and through His Word, we will cultivate in the hearts of the youth of Clearcreek Chapel a 
passion for the supremacy of God that will become a love for Him seen in love for one another. 
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Biblical Forming of Biblical Forming of ccymccym

Vision: Vision: ccymccym supports and reinforces the principles inherent to the supports and reinforces the principles inherent to the 
biblical training of a child by working in concert with parentsbiblical training of a child by working in concert with parents’’ efforts to efforts to 
raise their children in the fear of the Lord. Youth are encouragraise their children in the fear of the Lord. Youth are encouraged and ed and 
exhorted to develop along several transitional planes: from follexhorted to develop along several transitional planes: from folly to y to 
wisdom; from simple teachings of the Bible to more complex teachwisdom; from simple teachings of the Bible to more complex teachings ings 
of the Bible; from spiritual immaturity to spiritual maturity; fof the Bible; from spiritual immaturity to spiritual maturity; from childhood rom childhood 
to adulthood; and in some cases from unsaved to saved. We do thito adulthood; and in some cases from unsaved to saved. We do this by s by 

InstructionInstruction
InspirationInspiration
InfluenceInfluence
Hebrews 5:11Hebrews 5:11--14, Proverbs 814, Proverbs 8--9, Ephesians 1, 1 Timothy 4:69, Ephesians 1, 1 Timothy 4:6--16, 2 16, 2 
Timothy 3:10Timothy 3:10--1717

Vision: ccym supports and reinforces the principles inherent to the biblical training of a child by working in concert with parents’ efforts to raise their children in the fear of the 
Lord. Youth are encouraged and exhorted to develop along several transitional planes: from folly to wisdom; from simple teachings of the Bible to more complex teachings of the 
Bible; from spiritual immaturity to spiritual maturity; from childhood to adulthood; and in some cases from unsaved to saved. We do this by 

• Instruction
• Inspiration
• Influence

• Hebrews 5:11-14, Proverbs 8-9, Ephesians 1, 1 Timothy 4:6-16, 2 Timothy 3:10-17
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Biblical Forming of Biblical Forming of ccymccym**
Instructing: Instructing: the youth in understanding the lifethe youth in understanding the life--orienting truths and orienting truths and 
principles found in the whole of Scripture principles found in the whole of Scripture by formally and informally by formally and informally 
communicating the Scriptures through various approachescommunicating the Scriptures through various approaches. . 

Inspiring: Inspiring: the youth to know and glorify the triune God as holy, the youth to know and glorify the triune God as holy, 
sovereign, and allsovereign, and all--satisfying satisfying by consistently setting forth a high view of all by consistently setting forth a high view of all 
that God is for us in Christ and challenging the youth to know tthat God is for us in Christ and challenging the youth to know the God they he God they 
serveserve. . 

Influencing: Influencing: the youth to grow in wisdom for righteous living the youth to grow in wisdom for righteous living by by 
forming purposeful relationships with the youth that allow for Cforming purposeful relationships with the youth that allow for Christhrist--like like 
influence in the context of friendshipinfluence in the context of friendship

*Because of the likelihood that ccym is comprised of 
both believers and unbelievers, the gospel is a 

continuous focus throughout each of these methods

Instructing: the youth in understanding the life-orienting truths and principles found in the whole of Scripture by formally and informally 
communicating the Scriptures through various approaches. 

Inspiring: the youth to know and glorify the triune God as holy, sovereign, and all-satisfying by consistently setting forth a high view of all that God is 
for us in Christ and challenging the youth to know the God they serve. 

Influencing: the youth to grow in wisdom for righteous living by forming purposeful relationships with the youth that allow for Christ-like influence in 
the context of friendship

Shaping Texts
Hebrews 5:11-14 tells us that believers are subject to being “dull of hearing” (v.11), or hearing without faith 
or the moral fruit of faith. This problem manifests itself in the failure to believe in an obeying way because of 
dullness, slowness, and hardness in the heart. It is characterized by a lack of sharing, mastering, and 
experience with God’s Word (v.12, 13). Because of the great danger of being dull of hearing (Luke 8:18), 
there is an imperative to prevent and treat this spiritual development problem. The remedy is to continue 
feeding on milk while training, through constant practice, to discern moral good from evil (v.14) that we 
might live obediently. Exercise with the rich, nutritional and precious milk of God’s gospel produces a 
spiritual mind that is able to discern between good and evil. It is that mind that can go on in maturity to 
digest the meatier things of the Word.

Proverbs 8-9 describes a scene in which the way of wisdom is contrasted with the way of folly.  The author 
clearly and consistently calls the foolish, the simple, the young, and the wise (1:4-5, 8,9) to not only choose 
wisdom, but to cherish it (8:10, 34-35). Just as emphatically, the reader is warned of the consequences of 
folly (8:36, 9:18). The author first and foremost is calling us to the Wisdom of God, Christ (Col. 2:3; I Cor
1:24). The author is also calling us to learn wisdom, that is, to live skillfully manifesting God’s character and 
will in one’s everyday life, making godly decisions, and being so oriented to God that one’s life choices 
always please Him. The primary method utilized by the authors of Proverbs is to describe what the wise 
and the foolish person are like – to give us illustrations and examples of the principles of wisdom. A 
consistent consideration, application, and demonstration of wisdom not only develops foolish, simple, or 
youthful people into wise people, but it calls them to Christ, who is their Savior and the manifestation of 
God’s wisdom.
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Biblical Forming of Biblical Forming of ccymccym**
Instructing: Instructing: the youth in understanding the lifethe youth in understanding the life--orienting truths and orienting truths and 
principles found in the whole of Scripture principles found in the whole of Scripture by formally and informally by formally and informally 
communicating the Scriptures through various approachescommunicating the Scriptures through various approaches. . 

Inspiring: Inspiring: the youth to know and glorify the triune God as holy, the youth to know and glorify the triune God as holy, 
sovereign, and allsovereign, and all--satisfying satisfying by consistently setting forth a high view of all by consistently setting forth a high view of all 
that God is for us in Christ and challenging the youth to know tthat God is for us in Christ and challenging the youth to know the God they he God they 
serveserve. . 

Influencing: Influencing: the youth to grow in wisdom for righteous living the youth to grow in wisdom for righteous living by by 
forming purposeful relationships with the youth that allow for Cforming purposeful relationships with the youth that allow for Christhrist--like like 
influence in the context of friendshipinfluence in the context of friendship

*Because of the likelihood that ccym is comprised of 
both believers and unbelievers, the gospel is a 

continuous focus throughout each of these methods

Shaping Texts
Ephesians 1-2 explains in bold statements who God is (our redeemer), who we are (people dead in sin 
and children of wrath), what God has done through Christ (saved us), and, as a result, who we are “in 
Christ.” It not only causes us to marvel at the plan of redemption but it serves as a foundation for 
establishing a clear understanding of our position and identity in Christ. Such fundamental truths are 
essential for young believers to treasure and believe in an obeying way. As a ministry, we pray as Paul did 
(vv. 17-19a), “that the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may give you [the youth] a spirit of 
wisdom and of revelation in the knowledge of him, having the eyes of your hearts enlightened, that you may 
know what is the hope to which he has called you, what are the riches of his glorious inheritance in the 
saints, and what is the immeasurable greatness of his power toward us who believe…” As we pray, we 
work to see the youth inspired by the spiritual reality set forth in Ephesians 1.
I Timothy 4:6-16 draws the various ministry approaches utilized by the youth ministry together in the 
context of Paul giving instruction to Timothy on how to minister to those around him. In vv. 6-9 Paul inspires
Timothy by reminding him of the past truths he has come to know and follow, to not become preoccupied 
with worldly things of the present but rather with godliness, and to set his focus and energies on his future 
hope, the living God. In vv. 11-16 Paul instructs Timothy to teach those believers to whom he ministers. It is 
established clearly here and throughout Scripture that the formal teaching of the Word is of utmost 
importance (2 Timothy 3:14-17, Romans 10:5-17). The implication being that believers who are taught the 
Word, grow in understanding and practical holiness. Finally, in vv. 11-16, Paul exhorts Timothy to neither 
underestimate nor undermine his influence, particularly the influence that is wielded through example. 
Similarly, in the context of relationship, the youth ministry team will have opportunity to influence the youth 
through their example in speech, conduct, love, faith, and purity. 
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Practical ImplementationPractical Implementation

MaterialsMaterials
Curriculum is composed of four threads woven into a 6Curriculum is composed of four threads woven into a 6--year plan year plan 
(doctrine, redemptive history, bible exegesis, book study (doctrine, redemptive history, bible exegesis, book study –– topical)topical)
FlyersFlyers
Website (Website (www.clearcreekchapel.orgwww.clearcreekchapel.org))

CalendarCalendar
CurriculumCurriculum
Letters to ParentsLetters to Parents
NewslettersNewsletters

NewsletterNewsletter
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Practical ImplementationPractical Implementation

MaterialsMaterials
Curriculum is composed of four threads woven into a 6Curriculum is composed of four threads woven into a 6--year plan year plan 
(doctrine, redemptive history, bible exegesis, book study (doctrine, redemptive history, bible exegesis, book study –– topical)topical)
FlyersFlyers
Website (Website (www.clearcreekchapel.orgwww.clearcreekchapel.org))

CalendarCalendar
CurriculumCurriculum
Letters to ParentsLetters to Parents
NewslettersNewsletters

NewsletterNewsletter

Materials
• Curriculum is composed of four threads woven into a 6-year plan (doctrine, redemptive history, bible 

exegesis, book study – topical)
• Flyers
• Website (www.clearcreekchapel.org)

Calendar
Curriculum
Letters to Parents
Newsletters

• Newsletter
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Practical ImplementationPractical Implementation

SchedulingScheduling
Sunday AM teaching (9:15Sunday AM teaching (9:15--10:15)10:15)
Sunday PMSunday PM

Academic Year: 1 Academic Year: 1 ““extended Sundayextended Sunday””/month (4:15/month (4:15--7:30)7:30)
Summer: preparation and implementation of Summer: preparation and implementation of ““summer projectsummer project””

Every other month 1 Every other month 1 InIn--homehome eventevent
Every other month Every other month ServiceService or or ActivityActivity eventevent

Team:Team: ZemmersZemmers, Coopers, K. , Coopers, K. StaskoStasko, , BerrysBerrys

Scheduling
• Sunday AM teaching (9:15-10:15)
• Sunday PM

Academic Year: 1 “extended Sunday”/month (4:15-7:30)
Summer: preparation and implementation of “summer project”

• Every other month 1 In-home event
• Every other month Service or Activity event

Team: Zemmers, Coopers, K. Stasko, Berrys
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Future DirectionsFuture Directions

Increase number of teachers by 1Increase number of teachers by 1--22
Split middle and high Split middle and high schoolersschoolers during Sunday AM during Sunday AM 
teachingteaching
Continue curriculum development into years 3Continue curriculum development into years 3--66
Continue to increase emphasis on the teaching Continue to increase emphasis on the teaching 
aspects of the youth ministryaspects of the youth ministry

Future Directions
• Increase number of teachers by 1-2
• Split middle and high schoolers during Sunday AM teaching
• Continue curriculum development into years 3-6
• Continue to increase emphasis on the teaching aspects of the youth ministry
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Spiritual FormationSpiritual Formation
Deuteronomy 4:1Deuteronomy 4:1--1414
Deuteronomy 6:1Deuteronomy 6:1--2525
Psalm 78Psalm 78
Titus 2:1Titus 2:1--99

Spiritual Formation
Deuteronomy 4:1-14
Deuteronomy 6:1-25

Psalm 78
Titus 2:1-9

Pastor Dale Evans
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Scriptural FoundationScriptural Foundation
IntroductionIntroduction
Deuteronomy 4:1Deuteronomy 4:1--1414

Read (vs. 1Read (vs. 1--4)4)
Respond (vs. 5Respond (vs. 5--8)8)
Rehearse (vs. 9Rehearse (vs. 9--14)14)

Deuteronomy 6:1Deuteronomy 6:1--2525
Continually and Comprehensively (esp. vs. 6,7)Continually and Comprehensively (esp. vs. 6,7)

Psalm 78Psalm 78
Commitment (vs. 7,8)Commitment (vs. 7,8)

Titus 2:1Titus 2:1--99
Community (vs. 2,3,4,6)Community (vs. 2,3,4,6)

Scriptural Foundation
Introduction

As we read the Biblical Narrative, the characters for the most part enter the action a “adults.” They think, act, make 
decisions and are accountable as independent agents.  We are told very little about the details of the process in which 
they are taught.  We know very little about language acquisition, skills development, trade instruction or moral 
patterning.
When we arrive at the book of Deuteronomy, which is essentially a collection of sermons delivered by Moses to the 
Israelites as they ready themselves to cross the Jordan River and enter the Promised Land, we are given a glimpse into 
how learning took place and is “viewed” in the Bible.

Deuteronomy 4:1-14
• Read (vs. 1-4)

In verse 1 we read, “listen to the statutes and the rules that I am teaching you.” In verse 2 we see “keep the 
commandments of the Lord God.” Moses, here speaking for God tells us we must listen and learn what God has to 
say to us.  We must hear, or in our context, read the words carefully to and be able to do them.

• Respond (vs. 5-8)
But as we move along we find that the process of obeying will require an element of interpretation  and application. 
Verse 6 says it will be our “wisdom and knowledge.” We will need to respond to what we read.  The material 
presented will require thought and reflection perhaps even growth to best follow it.  It won’t be in a “look it up in 
the index” format.

• Rehearse (vs. 9-14)
But as we go on in the passage there is a warning not to forget these words and concepts.  To make it easier to 
comply as adults, we are told to learn it as children.  This is presented as somewhat of a safeguard to learning.  
“Make them known to your children and your children’s children.” Even in a text like this read this on two levels, 
first for our immediate children and grandchildren, but he is addressing a new nation and he speaks of the children 
now entering in covenant.  Don’t limit this application to the one’s sitting beside your or assume that because you 
are not personally a parent this text is not directed toward you.

Deuteronomy 6:1-25
• Continually and Comprehensively (esp. vs. 6,7)

In our next text we find the idea of “teach diligently.” We are told that this at least involves a 
Psalm 78

• Commitment (vs. 7,8)
Titus 2:1-9

• Community (vs. 2,3,4,6)
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VisionVision
Vision Vision 

Savoring the Supremacy of God Savoring the Supremacy of God 
Studying the Word of GodStudying the Word of God
Shaping the People of GodShaping the People of God
Spreading the Gospel of GodSpreading the Gospel of God

MissionMission
By His grace and through His word we will cultivate By His grace and through His word we will cultivate 
in the hearts of Godin the hearts of God’’s people a passion for the s people a passion for the 
supremacy of God magnified in love for Him. supremacy of God magnified in love for Him. 

At Clearcreek Chapel we have a vision of the Christian life that we express in four memorizable statements, 
the 4 “S” statements that we found week after week on the fronts of the bulletins.  They are:  Savoring the 
Supremacy of God, Studying the Word of God, Shaping the People of God, and Spreading the Gospel of God.  
Our first priority is to know and love the God who made, sustains and saves us.  This God is the focal point 
and goal of our existence.  We were created to worship and find our satisfaction in Him and Him alone.  
We are able to understand this because He has revealed Himself to us, from the beginning in the Garden we 
are “revelation-receivers” and God has provided us a sure Word to know and love Him by.  God has chosen to 
tell us of his character and deeds as it has worked itself out in history by providing us with the authoritative 
interpretation of these deeds in a book that has come to be known to us as the Bible.  We must appropriate this 
knowledge to love and worship Him in a manner acceptable to Him.
We must give diligence to understand what he has revealed because in this revelation is all we need for life 
and godliness.  Hearing and obeying his words and commands will bring us into conformity with the image of 
his Son through the work of His Spirit.  
We will then in the overflow of the love and delight we have in this God we will share the message of hope 
that the gospel brings.  

This vision for Clearcreek Chapel is articulated in a mission that is intended to describe how this is 
accomplished.  We believe that “by His grace and through His word we will cultivate in the hearts of God’s 
people a passion for the supremacy of God magnified in love for Him.”
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VisionVision
By GodBy God’’s grace and through His Word, we will s grace and through His Word, we will 
cultivate in the hearts of the children of cultivate in the hearts of the children of 
Clearcreek Chapel a passion for the supremacy Clearcreek Chapel a passion for the supremacy 
of God that will become a love for Him and be of God that will become a love for Him and be 
seen in love for one another.seen in love for one another.
Our vision is to see the thoughts, emotions and Our vision is to see the thoughts, emotions and 
behaviors of the children of Clearcreek Chapel behaviors of the children of Clearcreek Chapel 
transformed by the Word of God so that God is transformed by the Word of God so that God is 
magnified by their faith in every aspect of their magnified by their faith in every aspect of their 
lives.lives.

We restate this for Children’s ministries as: “By God’s grace and through His Word, we will cultivate in the 
hearts of the children of Clearcreek Chapel a passion for the supremacy of God that will become a love for 
Him and be seen in love for one another.

This leads us to a particular view of the vision that we have expressed as:  “Our vision is to see the thoughts, 
emotions and behaviors of the children of Clearcreek Chapel transformed by the Word of God so that God is 
magnified by their faith in every aspect of their lives.”
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Partnering Ministry Partnering Ministry 
……providing a providing a frameworkframework for Scriptural for Scriptural 
knowledge that is congruent with the purposes knowledge that is congruent with the purposes 
and designs emphasized at Clearcreek Chapel.and designs emphasized at Clearcreek Chapel.
……developing program and material to be used developing program and material to be used 
in the in the familiesfamilies that comprise the Chapel.that comprise the Chapel.

As articulated by Pastor Devon so well last week, we also view Children’s Ministries as being in partnership 
with families.  We are intending to provide a framework for Scriptural knowledge that is congruent with the 
purposes and designs emphasized at Clearcreek Chapel.  
I know I have been asked many times by adults, “what can I read, or how can I enhance my personal 
discipleship?” and I usually respond by pointing them to resources that are going on in the ministries of the 
Chapel.  Adult Bible Education and Sermon series are all intentionally developed to proved structured growth 
and change.  Resources are available to enhance and take these issues further for your growth but the elders 
create these structures, not just to say we have done so but because we are giving you materials to grow.  
Often, rejection of these structures represents a rejection of authority which should be taken seriously.
In the same manner Children’s materials are produced.  We are consciously developing program and material 
to be used, not only within the walls of the Chapel, but in the families that comprise the Chapel, because of 
their direction, content and perceived goals for their lives. Children’s ministry should reflect a shepherding 
function and should be viewed as such by both the leadership and the flock.
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Ministry IdealsMinistry Ideals
…increase our emphasis on family
involvement
…continue to focus on ministry concepts
……develop staff discipleship and interpretive 
skills

With this in mind we are continually shaping this ministry to best fit the Scriptural model of learning, the 
content that the Scripture emphasizes, and to create an atmosphere where the relevance of Biblical material is 
understood and assumed.  Toward those goals, we hope to pursue these concepts even more fully:

1. We want to be more clear about and increase our emphasis on family involvement
2. We will continue to focus on “Ministry” concepts in the staff.  From the time I began in this ministry I have 

emphasized to those involved to view themselves primarily as engaged in heart-ministry to those entrusted to 
their care.  Often in children’s ministries the mind-set is one of “doing a job” or “teaching a lesson.” We hope 
to create an environment that seeks to apply the truths of the Scripture to lives.  This is a ministry oriented 
approach rather than a task oriented approach.

3. We hope to continue then by leadership to further develop our staff in its discipleship and interpretive skills
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Structure Structure 
Cultivating Hearts: Chapel Discipleship Ministries
Cultivating Hearts: Chapel Nurseries

Nursery Coordinator:  Dottie Engle
Three divisions:

Infant, Walker, and Toddler
Toddler Class

Classroom coordinator:  Becky Cook

Cultivating Hearts:  Chapel Children’s Ministries
Children’s Ministry Coordinator:  Cheryl Watkins

Age-developmental based
Beginner    4’s and 5’s 
Primary 1st – 3rd graders

Junior 4th  - 6th  graders

Cultivating Hearts:  Chapel Discipleship Ministries
Cultivating Hearts: Chapel Nurseries

Nursery Coordinator:  Dottie Engle
“Getting an overhaul with new curriculum thoughts and 

formatting.  We will be instituting a stronger spiritual emphasis even among the infant nursery, and 
strengthening the training and support structure and perhaps even putting a new face on the 
concept of nursery ministry.”

Three divisions:  Infant, Walker, and Toddler
“There are always staffing needs in the nurseries, we will 

likely have to streamline soon to accommodate our holes.”
Toddler Class 

Classroom coordinator:  Becky Cook
“This class will see change the soonest with new 

curriculum from Children Desiring God, children’s curriculum division of Desiring God Ministries 
and Bethlehem Baptist Church in Minneapolis (home of John Piper).”

Cultivating Hearts:  Chapel Children’s Ministries
Children’s Ministry Coordinator:  Cheryl Watkins

Age-developmental based
Beginners  4’s and 5’s 
Primary 1st – 3rd graders
Junior 4th  - 6th  graders 

“These groups also have Team Leaders that coordinate 
the staff working in each age.  The team leaders have adopted the ministry model for their 
respective age groups and see their role as ministry to children.  In the next year we will begin 
implementing ideas to better involve and engage the families in these areas as well.”
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StructureStructure
Scripture Scholars:  Sunday 9:15am

Scripture Scholars is The Chapel’s approach to the traditional 
Sunday School.  The focus is upon learning and mastering 
Scriptural content with the use of curriculum which is intentionally 
God-centered.

Learning Lambs: Sunday 10:30am
Learning Lambs then reviews the lesson taught during Scripture 
Scholars with added application. Recognizing the intent of the 
Bible to impact our thinking and doing, this class orients the facts 
of Scripture to the lives of the children in the Beginner and Primary 
age groups

Scripture Sowers Sunday 6:30 pm
Scripture Sowers is a club-type program emphasizing Scriptural 
memory.  The memory work is derived from the Scripture Scholars 
curriculum and the gospel presentation, Two Ways to Live.  Class 
time is intended to provide skills and backgrounds that will 
enhance the learning in the other Children’s Ministries areas.

This ministry structure is then arranged according to the times at which we meet.

Scripture Scholars:  Sunday 9:15am
Learning Lambs: Sunday 10:30am
Scripture Sowers Sunday 6:30 pm

Scripture Scholars is The Chapel’s approach to the traditional Sunday School.  The focus is upon 
learning and mastering Scriptural content with the use of curriculum which is intentionally God-
centered. 

Learning Lambs then reviews the lesson taught during Scripture Scholars with added 
application. Recognizing the intent of the Bible to impact our thinking and doing, this class orients 
the facts of Scripture to the lives of the children in the Beginner and Primary age groups 

Scripture Sowers is a club-type program emphasizing Scriptural memory.  The memory work is 
derived from the Scripture Scholars curriculum and the gospel presentation, Two Ways to Live.  
Class time is intended to provide skills and backgrounds that will enhance the learning in the other 
Children’s Ministries areas. 
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Curriculum: New for 2006Curriculum: New for 2006--20072007
Children Desiring GodChildren Desiring God

God-Centered theology:
“The curriculum reflects reformed theology emphasizing 

an all powerful, all loving, sovereign God directing everything to 
serve His glory and His good purpose.”

“We believe that the Bible is a book first and foremost 
about God.  The other characters in the Bible merely point to 
God…”

“Bibles are an essential tool for children studying Children 
Desiring God curricula…children are encouraged to look up 
scripture passages, discover and respond to the truth”
“We believe that before God, parents, not churches, have the 
primary responsibility for the spiritual nurture of their children.”
We would stress that the primary responsibility is the “church 
through the parents.”

“For that reason, we strongly encourage parental 
involvement…Parent Resource Page…”

Curriculum Change for 2006-2007
We are instituting a whole-scale curriculum change for 2006-2007, with the transition to the children’ s materials 
available through Desiring God Ministries.  They for several years have been writing children’s materials but it is just 
now that a full-orbed curriculum is available.  Their materials consistently fit our ministry goals (no single curriculum 
will fit exactly and neither does this, but the fit is better). We are choosing their material that reads through the 
redemptive history of the Bible in a single year as our key unit.  We are adapting it for both Primaries and Juniors (their 
curriculum is intentionally flexible with respect to age-ranges) and both groups will begin in the fall with this.  The 
remainder of the curriculum takes significant themes and traces them through the Bible as well.  

Some quotes from there materials will help you see our excitement in this project:

God-Centered theology:
“The curriculum reflects reformed theology emphasizing an all powerful, all loving, sovereign God directing everything 
to serve His glory and His good purpose.”
“We believe that the Bible is a book first and foremost about God.  The other characters in the Bible merely point to 
God…”
“Bibles are an essential tool for children studying Children Desiring God curricula…children are encouraged to look up 
scripture passages, discover and respond to the truth”

Here is one area we will “nuance” a bit differently but I think we agree in the main.
“We believe that before God, parents, not churches, have the primary responsibility for the spiritual nurture of their 
children.” We would stress that the primary responsibility is the “church through the parents.”
“For that reason, we strongly encourage parental involvement…Parent Resource Page…”
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CurriculumCurriculum
Scope and SequenceScope and Sequence

BeginnerBeginner
He Established a Testimony: OT storiesHe Established a Testimony: OT stories
He Has Spoken By His Son:  NT storiesHe Has Spoken By His Son:  NT stories

PrimaryPrimary
In the BeginningIn the Beginning……Jesus: Chronology of RedemptionJesus: Chronology of Redemption
Faithful to All His PromisesFaithful to All His Promises
Jesus, What a SaviorJesus, What a Savior
The ABCThe ABC’’s of Gods of God

JuniorJunior
In the BeginningIn the Beginning……Jesus: Chronology of RedemptionJesus: Chronology of Redemption
My Purpose Will StandMy Purpose Will Stand
To Be Like JesusTo Be Like Jesus
How Majestic is Your NameHow Majestic is Your Name

Curriculum
Scope and Sequence

• Beginner
He Established a Testimony: OT stories
He Has Spoken By His Son:  NT stories

• Primary
In the Beginning…Jesus: Chronology of Redemption
Faithful to All His Promises
Jesus, What a Savior
The ABC’s of God

• Junior
In the Beginning…Jesus: Chronology of Redemption
My Purpose Will Stand
To Be Like Jesus
How Majestic is Your Name
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The Chapel FlocksThe Chapel Flocks

Practical CommunityPractical Community

The Chapel Flocks
Practical Community

Russ Kennedy
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Chapel Mission StatementChapel Mission Statement

By GodBy God’’s grace and through His Word,s grace and through His Word,
we will cultivate we will cultivate 

in the hearts of Godin the hearts of God’’s peoples people
a passion for the supremacy of God a passion for the supremacy of God 

magnified in love for Himmagnified in love for Him
and manifested in love for one another. and manifested in love for one another. 

Chapel Mission Statement

Here is the Chapel’s Mission Statement. All the ministries we do are intended to be shaped by and to serve 
this mission statement. This statement is how we incarnate the Word of God in our day and place.

By God’s grace and through His Word,
we will cultivate in the hearts of God’s people

a passion for the supremacy of God 
magnified in love for Him

and manifested in love for one another. 
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Values Relating to our Life TogetherValues Relating to our Life Together
Increasingly visible, authentic, practical ways of loving Increasingly visible, authentic, practical ways of loving 
one another.one another.
Eager openness to new people and organized efforts Eager openness to new people and organized efforts 
to incorporate them in the life and ministry of the to incorporate them in the life and ministry of the 
church.church.
The importance of small groups (Flocks) for building The importance of small groups (Flocks) for building 
caring, faithcaring, faith--sustaining relationships and sustaining relationships and 
accountability.accountability.
Building lasting friendships as partnerships in Building lasting friendships as partnerships in 
cultivating holiness, ministry, and maturity.cultivating holiness, ministry, and maturity.
Being vulnerable and transparent in our imperfections Being vulnerable and transparent in our imperfections 
so as to encourage candor and openness for change so as to encourage candor and openness for change 
and growth.and growth.

Values Relating to our Life Together

As a church, we have identified the following cluster of values as relating to our life together. These values 
are the union of beliefs and wants stated as guiding and guarding principles. All of this is what we call 
community.

As a community of believers, we want to do all we can to grow in serving one another personally and 
practically as visible expressions of love for God and love for neighbor. These values express the focus of our 
community life together. Therefore, we value:

• Increasingly visible, authentic, practical ways of loving one another.
• Eager openness to new people and organized efforts to incorporate them in the life and ministry of the church.
• The importance of small groups (Flocks) for building caring, faith-sustaining relationships and accountability.
• Building lasting friendships as partnerships in cultivating holiness, ministry, and maturity.
• Being vulnerable and transparent in our imperfections so as to encourage candor and openness for change and 

growth.
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Chapel Flocks MissionChapel Flocks Mission
Mission StatementMission Statement

To cultivate and sustain Biblical shepherding, life, To cultivate and sustain Biblical shepherding, life, 
fellowship and ministry at the neighborhood level.fellowship and ministry at the neighborhood level.

Scripture FoundationsScripture Foundations
The Pattern for FlocksThe Pattern for Flocks
Acts 2:44; 20:20Acts 2:44; 20:20--21,2821,28

The Purpose for FlocksThe Purpose for Flocks
Ephesians 1:15Ephesians 1:15--19; 3:1419; 3:14--1919

The Practice by FlocksThe Practice by Flocks
Hebrews 3:12Hebrews 3:12--13;10:2313;10:23--2525

The Precept for ShepherdsThe Precept for Shepherds
1 Peter 5:11 Peter 5:1--44

Chapel Flocks Mission

Mission Statement
To cultivate and sustain Biblical shepherding, life, fellowship and ministry at the neighborhood level. 

Scripture Foundations
• The Pattern for Flocks Acts 2:44; 20:20-21,28

These are just two of many examples of flock/community life in the New Testament. We see that as soon as 
believers began to gather, they also began to fellowship and minister to one another. This involved all the 
believers serving one another and the elders shepherding the flock.

• The Purpose for Flocks Ephesians 1:15-19; 3:14-19
The emphasis in the New Testament is on the church as a community, a body, a functioning organism. The 
individualism that pervades the church today is steadily weakening the church and exposing her more and 
more to error. The great doctrinal and doxological truths flow into praying for people to grow to know the 
Lord and His power together. Then, as he prepares to launch into practical living as Christians, Paul also prays 
that they might experience the Lord and His power together. So the main purpose for flocks is to know and 
share in the Lord’s saving and transforming power together. 

• The Practice by Flocks Hebrews 3:12-13;10:23-25
The writer of Hebrews highlights the importance of our watch care over one another. Due to the grave danger 
sin poses, we must be together and speak with one another in encouraging exhortations. Growing in grace, 
being transformed by the Spirit, avoiding sin’s insidious creep in our lives are community projects. We do it 
together.
So, the writer of Hebrews also emphasizes the importance of gathering as a community. Out of our grand 
privileges of being able to draw near and having a High Priest, we are to draw near to God and hold fast our 
confession of faith. But this is not commanded as personal, private experience. The last exhortation is that we 
pay close attention to one another so that we may know how to stir up one another to love and good works. 
We have to be together enough and know each other well enough to know practically how to motivate each 
other. This requires gathering together. We must not then forsake the community gatherings. In fact, we must 
do it all the more as the end of days draws near. 

• The Precept for Shepherds 1 Peter 5:1-4
If gathering as a community is shaped by the analogy of flocks, then this exhortation to shepherds is 
important. We must organize ourselves in such a way that shepherds can actually care for the sheep. As a 
church grows in numbers, this means that some strategy must be designed and implemented to allow 
elders/shepherds to really shepherd the flock. Our strategy is called, Flocks.
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VisionVision
To establish, as the primary Chapel family ministry To establish, as the primary Chapel family ministry 
unit, community based and geographically defined unit, community based and geographically defined 
flocks.flocks.
To place over each Flock an elder who shall shepherd To place over each Flock an elder who shall shepherd 
that Flock according to the Word of God.that Flock according to the Word of God.
To meet together regularly for study, prayer, To meet together regularly for study, prayer, 
fellowship, onefellowship, one--anotheringanothering ministry and outreach.ministry and outreach.
To cultivate loving and caring relationships for To cultivate loving and caring relationships for 
discipleship, training and mutual care.discipleship, training and mutual care.
To establish evangelistic beachheads in each To establish evangelistic beachheads in each 
community in which the Chapel families live.community in which the Chapel families live.

Chapel Flocks Vision
The following vision statements say what we want Flocks to become. We launched the ministry several years 
ago. Over the course of the last 2-3 years, we have sharpened our thinking and re-shaped how we do this 
ministry. There is still work to do. Through Flocks, we aim:

• To establish, as the primary Chapel family ministry unit, community based and geographically defined flocks.

• To place over each Flock an elder who shall shepherd that Flock according to the Word of God.

• To meet together regularly for study, prayer, fellowship, one-anothering ministry and outreach.

• To cultivate loving and caring relationships for discipleship, training and mutual care.

• To establish evangelistic beachheads in each community in which the Chapel families live.
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Values Values 
ShepherdingShepherding

We value the importance of elders/pastors shepherding the churchWe value the importance of elders/pastors shepherding the church at the at the 
personal, facepersonal, face--toto--face level.face level.

CommunityCommunity
We value being together as believers in terms of community and oWe value being together as believers in terms of community and our ur 
shared life in Christ with one another.shared life in Christ with one another.

FellowshipFellowship
We value the sweetness of our fellowship as believers with God aWe value the sweetness of our fellowship as believers with God and one nd one 
another around shared meals, talk and recreation. another around shared meals, talk and recreation. 

Praying TogetherPraying Together
We value the greatness of our privilege to pray to God together We value the greatness of our privilege to pray to God together over our over our 
life together, its needs, problems, heartaches, pressures and prlife together, its needs, problems, heartaches, pressures and praises.aises.

Practical CarePractical Care
We value the unity, opportunity and challenges of helping one anWe value the unity, opportunity and challenges of helping one another in other in 
practical ways and expressing our love for God through sacrificipractical ways and expressing our love for God through sacrificial deeds al deeds 
of love for one another. of love for one another. 

Chapel Flocks Values

As we have prayed and reflected on the Scriptures , we have identified these values as shaping this ministry.

Shepherding
• We value the importance of elders/pastors shepherding the church at the personal, face-to-face level.

Flocks are designed then to make the shepherding by the elders more personal and practical. Each Flock has 
its own elders who will shepherd that flock in concert with the corporate body.

Community
• We value being together as believers in terms of community and our shared life in Christ with one another.

Flocks are intentional opportunities for getting to know those who live nearby. In them, we will be better able 
to share our joys and burdens together as well as to better carry our the one-anothering commands of the 
Bible.

Fellowship
• We value the sweetness of our fellowship as believers with God and one another around shared meals, talk and 

recreation. 
Flocks are structured so as to encourage friendships and fellowship. This is a central focus in the Flock 
meetings – we intend to work harder and think more clearly about cultivating this aspect of Flocks even more.

Praying Together
• We value the greatness of our privilege to pray to God together over our life together, its needs, problems, 

heartaches, pressures and praises.
Flocks are an opportunity to tell one another stories of God’s goodness, to share one another’s burdens, to be 
transparent about one another’s struggles and then to pray for one another.

Practical Care
• We value the unity, opportunity and challenges of helping one another in practical ways and expressing our love 

for God through sacrificial deeds of love for one another. 
Flocks are primarily how we will take care of one another practically. We have a Benevolent Fund for large 
needs or shared opportunities across Flocks. We encourage everyone know one another so well that we are 
motivated to move towards one another in very practical expressions of love.
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PurposesPurposes
ShepherdingShepherding

Elders shall use the Flock setting to teach, Elders shall use the Flock setting to teach, 
challenge and confront believers in regards to their challenge and confront believers in regards to their 
life and ministry together. Regular Christian life and ministry together. Regular Christian 
disciplines and duty should be explained, exhorted disciplines and duty should be explained, exhorted 
and examined.and examined.

DiscipleshipDiscipleship
Personal and small group discipleship should be Personal and small group discipleship should be 
modeled and encouraged among the Flock. This is modeled and encouraged among the Flock. This is 
the place where relationships may be cultivated for the place where relationships may be cultivated for 
Titus 2 ministry between our more mature and our Titus 2 ministry between our more mature and our 
younger believers. younger believers. 

Purposes
Shepherding

• Elders shall use the Flock setting to teach, challenge and confront believers in regards to their life and ministry 
together. Regular Christian disciplines and duty should be explained, exhorted and examined.

Discipleship
• Personal and small group discipleship should be modeled and encouraged among the Flock. This is the place 

where relationships may be cultivated for Titus 2 ministry between our more mature and our younger believers. 
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Guidelines for ImplementationGuidelines for Implementation
Neighborhood Oriented (Parish Ministry)Neighborhood Oriented (Parish Ministry)

Organized by GeographyOrganized by Geography
Membership by LocationMembership by Location

Elder/Shepherd OversightElder/Shepherd Oversight
Primary Focus for ShepherdingPrimary Focus for Shepherding
Primary Resource for CounselPrimary Resource for Counsel

Practical Care and Ministry OpportunitiesPractical Care and Ministry Opportunities
Care for the Senior SaintsCare for the Senior Saints
Care for the Widows and OrphansCare for the Widows and Orphans
Care for the Financially NeedyCare for the Financially Needy
Care for the SickCare for the Sick

Guidelines for Implementation

Neighborhood Oriented (Parish Ministry)
• Organized by Geography

Five Flocks have been established by geography within our ministry area. We will look at those boundaries in 
just a moment. 

• Membership by Location
Membership in a Flock is by residence and locale. You are in the Flock where you live. We do not allow 
people to move from Flock to Flock unless they have physically moved. Remember the purpose of Flock is to 
encourage the meeting together in a neighborhood fashion.

Elder/Shepherd Oversight
• Primary Focus for Shepherding

Your pastor(s) are the Elders/Shepherds of your Flock. They are the ones charged with the care of your soul. 
They will watch over your lives and shepherd your personally and practically. 

• Primary Resource for Counsel
You are to go to your Flock pastor for counsel, direction and help. While we all engage one another, even as 
shepherds over other flocks, we expect that you will be engaged with your Flock elders. Certainly, we help 
one another when crises discipleship is needed. But even that should come through your Flock Shepherd.

Practical Care and Ministry Opportunities
Flocks are how we take care of one another in practical deeds of sacrificial love.

• Care for the Senior Saints
Each Flock should identify and interact regularly with its senior saints, particularly those whoa are physically 
weak and shut-in.

• Care for the Widows and Orphans
Each Flock, assisted by the corporate body, is charged with the responsibility to care for and provide for the 
widows and orphans in that Flock.

• Care for the Financially Needy
When financial or practical needs arise, the Flock will be the first responders. As Flocks, we have taken care 
of houses, cars, bills, etc.

• Care for the Sick
Hospital visitation and care for those who are sick through meals, baby sitting and other ways is to be done 
first by the Flock. For long-term and large needs, Flocks may join together. Certainly, people in one Flock are 
encouraged to visit one another in hospital and in homes.
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What Flocks are NOT!What Flocks are NOT!
What the Church HasWhat the Church Has

Clearcreek Chapel does not Clearcreek Chapel does not havehave Flocks.Flocks.
Clearcreek Chapel Clearcreek Chapel areare Flocks.Flocks.
Clearcreek Chapel is Clearcreek Chapel is made up of made up of Flocks.Flocks.

Home Bible StudiesHome Bible Studies
Chapel Flocks are primarily intended to be where Christian Chapel Flocks are primarily intended to be where Christian 
community is lived out in all aspects with highlights on community is lived out in all aspects with highlights on 
fellowship and ministry care.fellowship and ministry care.

Cell GroupsCell Groups
Chapel Flocks are intended to be the neighborhood Chapel Flocks are intended to be the neighborhood 
gathered church of Clearcreek Chapel.gathered church of Clearcreek Chapel.

Optional MembershipOptional Membership
All members and regular attendersAll members and regular attenders
are a member of a Flock.are a member of a Flock.

What Flocks are NOT!
What the Church Has

• Clearcreek Chapel does not have Flocks.
We are not a church that does small groups..

• Clearcreek Chapel are Flocks.
Clearcreek Chapel are the people who make up all the Flocks. We are the gathered membership.

• Clearcreek Chapel is made up of Flocks.
Clearcreek Chapel is a corporate body made up of Flocks. The Flocks are the essential essence of the church. 
The Flocks gather together for corporate efforts in worship and ministry. 

Home Bible Studies
• Chapel Flocks are primarily intended to be where Christian community is lived out in all aspects with highlights 

on fellowship and ministry care.
Flocks are not home bible studies.

Cell Groups
• Chapel Flocks are intended to be the neighborhood gathered church of Clearcreek Chapel.

Flocks are not cell groups – however, some churches implementation of cell groups is very close to our 
thinking about Flocks. 

Optional Membership
• All members and regular attenders are a member of a Flock.

Membership is not optional nor is your choice of which Flock. When you become a part of the ministry here, 
you are a part of Flock. When you become a member, you become a formal member of your Flock. Flocks are 
not something you “join”. 
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Chapel FlocksChapel Flocks--BoundariesBoundaries

Chapel Flocks – Boundaries

From the church located in Springboro/Miamisburg
• South East Flock

All those living east of 741 and south of the Montgomery/Warren county line
• South West Flock

All those living west of 741 and south of the Montgomery/Warren county line extended (US 127)
• North West Flock

All those living west of 741 and north of the Montgomery/Warren county line extended (US 127)
• Central Flock

All those living between 741 and US 48 who are north of the Montgomery/Warren county line
• North East Flock

All those living east of US 48 and north of the Montgomery/Warren county line
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Chapel FlocksChapel Flocks

Name Neighborhood Shepherds 
Host 

Location 

Central 
Between 741 and 48 

North 
 of the county line 

Russ Kennedy 
Russ Kennedy 

211 Marsha Jeanne Way 
Centerville 

(937) 886-9126 

South East 
East of 741 

South 
 of the county line 

Dan Turner 
Linus Berger 

1131 Camp Creek Rd 
Waynesville, OH 

South West 
West of 741 

South 
of the county line 

Devon Berry 
Tadd Dieringer 

240 Clearbrook Drive 
Franklin 

North West 
West of 741 

North 
of the county line 

Greg Cook 
Tom Watkins 

120 W. Main Street 
West Carrollton 

North East 
East of 48 

North 
of the county line 

Dale Evans 
Chad Bresson 

Dale Evans 
1931 River Ridge Drive 

Spring Valley, OH 

Name Neighborhood Shepherds 
Host 

Location 

Central 
Between 741 and 48 

North 
 of the county line 

Russ Kennedy 
Russ Kennedy 

211 Marsha Jeanne Way 
Centerville 

(937) 886-9126 

South East 
East of 741 

South 
 of the county line 

Dan Turner 
Linus Berger 

1131 Camp Creek Rd 
Waynesville, OH 

South West 
West of 741 

South 
of the county line 

Devon Berry 
Tadd Dieringer 

240 Clearbrook Drive 
Franklin 

North West 
West of 741 

North 
of the county line 

Greg Cook 
Tom Watkins 

120 W. Main Street 
West Carrollton 

North East 
East of 48 

North 
of the county line 

Dale Evans 
Chad Bresson 

Dale Evans 
1931 River Ridge Drive 

Spring Valley, OH 

Chapel Flocks Grid
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North West 
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Greg Cook 
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120 W. Main Street 
West Carrollton 

North East 
East of 48 

North 
of the county line 

Dale Evans 
Chad Bresson 

Dale Evans 
1931 River Ridge Drive 

Spring Valley, OH 
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Flocks MeetingsFlocks Meetings
LocationsLocations

Meet in Host HomesMeet in Host Homes
See the Flocks Brochure for host.See the Flocks Brochure for host.

Aims and FormatAims and Format
To Eat and Fellowship togetherTo Eat and Fellowship together
To Share Burdens and Pray togetherTo Share Burdens and Pray together
To Meditate on the Sunday Messages togetherTo Meditate on the Sunday Messages together

JointJoint--FlocksFlocks
Summer MonthlySummer Monthly
Fun and FellowshipFun and Fellowship

Flocks Meetings

Locations
• Meet in Host Homes

As much as is physically possible, we want the Flock Meetings to be in homes. This presents its own 
challenges and opportunities for ministry and practical care in close fellowship.

• See the Flocks Brochure for host.
Aims and Format

• To Eat and Fellowship together
The first part of a Flock meeting is designed to foster fellowship. You should strive to be there for the 
meal/dessert/fellowship time. 

• To Share Burdens and Pray together
The second part of a Flock meeting is designed to bear one another’s burdens in prayer and to share one 
another’s joys in praise.

• To Meditate on the Sunday Messages together
The last part of a Flock meeting is designed to help engraft the Sunday messages into life. This is not a Bible 
study teaching time as much as a time to meditate on the Scripture together through questions and answers.

Joint-Flocks
• Summer Monthly
• Fun and Fellowship
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ConclusionConclusion
The Necessity for CommunityThe Necessity for Community

Biblically ShapedBiblically Shaped
Practically SharingPractically Sharing

Our Provision for CommunityOur Provision for Community
Formal Meeting in FlocksFormal Meeting in Flocks
Informal Fellowship with FlocksInformal Fellowship with Flocks

Our Obligations to CommunityOur Obligations to Community
Commanded by GodCommanded by God’’s Words Word
Commended by GodCommended by God’’s Peoples People

Your Participation in CommunityYour Participation in Community

Conclusion
The Necessity for Community

• Biblically Shaped
Flocks as a strategy for community is shaped by the Bible from Genesis to Revelation. God’s people have 
always been together as a community. In October, we are planning a Sunday Evening series on the church as 
community.

• Practically Sharing
Flocks (or something like them) are a practical necessity for a growing church. Corporate worship times are 
not designed and do not facilitate fellowship. This is what Flocks are for. 

Our Provision for Community
Flocks are our provision for the expression and experience of our community together.

• Formal Meeting in Flocks
• Informal Fellowship with Flocks

Our Obligations to Community
Your are living in community – you have joined by covenantal commitment. With Flocks as our strategy for 
community, your obligations to one another are:

• Commanded by God’s Word
• Commended by God’s People

Your Participation in Community
So, are you participating?

• Do you believe what the Bible teaches?
• Do you want what the Bible requires?
• Is your life organized by believing what the Bible teaches?
• Is your life oriented towards one-anothering as the Bible teaches?
• Do you live out this belief and want through Flocks?
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Worship and MusicWorship and Music

Psalm 150Psalm 150

Worship and Music
Psalm 150

Russ Kennedy
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IntroductionIntroduction
The The ““Worship WarsWorship Wars”…”…

The Issues of StyleThe Issues of Style……
The Issues of SubstanceThe Issues of Substance……
The Issues from ScriptureThe Issues from Scripture……

Worship that Pleases GodWorship that Pleases God
Will be Framed by the WordWill be Framed by the Word
Will be Focused on GodWill be Focused on God
Will be Free in ExpressionWill be Free in Expression

Introduction
The “Worship Wars”

I have been involved in the worship wars. In a past ministry, the transition to a blended, contemporary 
worship style brought the wrath of the traditionalists down on the worship and music ministry. Many churches 
have struggled with these issues. Many have simply settled into a pattern of a traditional service and a 
contemporary service, effectively creating two churches. There are many issues that people struggle with.

• The Issues of Style
While most resisting change don’t like it being called “style” never-the-less, this is what it is. People love 
certain styles of music. For some, most styles of modern music are worldly or carnal and cannot be used in 
worship. Then, to complicate further, there are styles that are cultural and ethnic. These present real problems 
for people.

• The Issues of Substance
I am convinced that we are too focused on style and less focused on substance. This is a grave danger. The 
words we use in worship must be true about God, congruent with the Scriptures and represent authentic 
Christian experience. Otherwise, they are idolatrous, singing about or to another god. They are false and 
possibly heretical, singing error. They are misleading and raise false expectations and possibly even foster 
false experiences and emotions. 

• The Issues from Scripture
In John 4:23-24, the Scriptures recast the issues as being about two key elements: spirit and truth. They shift 
from locales and postures and traditions to a focus on worshipping in spirit and truth. Jesus is saying here that 
God is seeking people who will worship Him with truth and in the realm of the spirit. This is not the Holy 
Spirit, but that new realm of the new creation, the realm of the heavenlies. In other words, even when it was 
highly formal and deeply regulated, worship was never primarily about the forms but about coming to God 
with all we are because of all He is for the greatness of His glory.

Worship that Pleases God
Worship then that pleases God has three main elements that we have sought to guide and guard all that we do 
in worship and music at the Chapel. 

• Will be Framed by the Word
Worship that pleases God will be by the truth, in the truth and with the truth. Worship that pleases God will 
gladly embrace the fences the Word places – it will hold the line and worship on the line.

• Will be Focused on God
Worship that pleases God will be primarily focused on Him, even when it is being sung to one another.

• Will be Free in Expression
Worship that pleases God has freedom to express itself through the diversity of “to all the people groups”. 
That freedom will worked out with the peacable, gentle, approachable wisdom God gives from above to those 
who ask in faith and do not doubt or are double-minded
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Chapel Mission StatementChapel Mission Statement
By GodBy God’’s graces grace

and through His Word,and through His Word,
we will cultivate we will cultivate 

in the hearts of Godin the hearts of God’’s peoples people
a passion for the supremacy of God a passion for the supremacy of God 

magnified in love for Himmagnified in love for Him
and manifested in love for one another. and manifested in love for one another. 

Chapel Mission Statement

Here is the Chapel’s Mission Statement. All the ministries we do are intended to be shaped by and to serve 
this mission statement. This statement is how we incarnate the Word of God in our day and place.

By God’s grace and through His Word,
we will cultivate in the hearts of God’s people

a passion for the supremacy of God 
magnified in love for Him

and manifested in love for one another. 

So, our worship intentionally seeks to: (highlights each portion of the mission statement)
Function by grace;
Follow God’s Word;
Cultivate the heart (beliefs, wants, minds, souls, wills, affections);
Express passion for God, particularly His glory and greatness;
Enlarge our love for God;
Enable our love for one another.
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Worship Mission StatementWorship Mission Statement
We will exalt the Savior, edify the saints, and We will exalt the Savior, edify the saints, and 
evangelize sinners through corporate worship evangelize sinners through corporate worship 
and music that exults in God, expresses Biblical and music that exults in God, expresses Biblical 
truth, experiences godly affections and truth, experiences godly affections and 
exemplifies musical diversity.exemplifies musical diversity.

Worship Mission Statement
We have set the following as our Worship Mission Statement:

We will exalt the Savior, edify the saints, and evangelize sinners through corporate worship and music that 
exults in God, expresses Biblical truth, experiences godly affections and exemplifies musical diversity.

While there is much that can be said just from this statement, we will be looking at how this statement reflects 
what we believe from the Scriptures. It sets the tone and trajectory of worship that is pleasing to God. Yes, it 
is a few words about a massive subject. But it demonstrates that worship is from the heart which overflows 
into praise and life. 
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Scriptural FoundationsScriptural Foundations
Psalm 150Psalm 150

The Object of our WorshipThe Object of our Worship (v.1(v.1--2)2)
The Means for our WorshipThe Means for our Worship (v.3(v.3--5)5)
The Call to our WorshipThe Call to our Worship (v.6a)(v.6a)
The Response by our WorshipThe Response by our Worship (v.6b)(v.6b)

Scriptural Foundations
Psalm 150

What scriptures provide a foundation for our corporate worship? We have already notice how Jesus casts 
worship in John 4. We could also go to Revelation 4-5 to see the worship around the throne of God. These 
texts as well as many others all inform and instruct our worship. But let us briefly go to the last song in the 
Psalter as the primary foundation for our worship.

The Object of our Worship (v.1-2)
God is the supreme and sole object of our worship. While at first this may be obvious, it is a much-needed 
clarion call today when our idols and false gods are often not competing religions. Much of what is passing for 
Christian worship is not about or to the God of the Bible and therefore, is idolatrous.

• The Location of that Worship
God is to be worshipped in His sanctuary – that is, in the heavens. We do not worship God as located in our 
hearts. Always and ever we worship God on His heavenly throne.

• The Content of that Worship
This is both what and why of our worship. We may worship God in His character and we may celebrate the 
wonders of all that He has done. So worship will involve a to Him and for us focus.

• The Standard of that Worship
God’s great excellence is the standard for our worship. This is not only for the leaders of worship, but for all 
participants – that His great excellence deeply engages our souls in all our worship.

The Means for our Worship (v.3-5)
Here is simply the amazing varieties of styles and instruments in worship. This tells what can be done but not 
necessarily what must be done. Running all through this is the sense great, exulting, engaging, and yes, even 
loud, praise. It is sometimes solemn but mostly joyous. Even in the midst of singing our pain in a minor note, 
we must turn it to praise in the major keys.

The Call to our Worship (v.6a)
The call to worship is universal. Everything that has breath. All creatures are to worship God. Unbelievers are 
called to worship God by believing and bowing, then exulting in Him. But it is the sacrifice of praise from 
regenerate hearts that smells the sweetest and sounds the best to God.

The Response by our Worship (v.6b)
The Psalm opens with an imperative, “Praise the Lord”. We respond with, “Praise the Lord!” here at the end. 
In our worship and through our worship, the Lord is be praised! He is to be made much of and said most 
about. He is to magnified and manifested. He is to be praised!
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ValuesValues
Values Relating to Spiritual AtmosphereValues Relating to Spiritual Atmosphere

These values create the context for worship. All our worship andThese values create the context for worship. All our worship and music will music will 
reflect and resonate with these values.reflect and resonate with these values.

Magnifying the worth of God in every thing that we doMagnifying the worth of God in every thing that we do
Going hard after God together as an allGoing hard after God together as an all--satisfying goal in Himself.satisfying goal in Himself.
Being shaped by the Scripture as the fully sufficient and trustwBeing shaped by the Scripture as the fully sufficient and trustworthy orthy 
revelation of God.revelation of God.
Treasuring truth as essential for engagement with theological Treasuring truth as essential for engagement with theological 
controversy.controversy.
Making prayer the visible engine of all our efforts in worship aMaking prayer the visible engine of all our efforts in worship and ministry.nd ministry.
Being humble and teachable by the Word of God so that we are Being humble and teachable by the Word of God so that we are 
constantly being stretched and sharpened in our grasp of Godconstantly being stretched and sharpened in our grasp of God’’s Word s Word 
and truth.and truth.
Recognizing the role suffering, selfRecognizing the role suffering, self--denial and selfdenial and self--discipline must have discipline must have 
in refining and maturing for effective ministry.in refining and maturing for effective ministry.

Values

Values Relating to Spiritual Atmosphere
These values create the context for worship. All our worship and music will reflect and resonate with these 
values.

• Magnifying the worth of God in every thing that we do
• Going hard after God together as an all-satisfying goal in Himself.
• Being shaped by the Scripture as the fully sufficient and trustworthy revelation of God.
• Treasuring truth as essential for engagement with theological controversy.
• Making prayer the visible engine of all our efforts in worship and ministry.
• Being humble and teachable by the Word of God so that we are constantly being stretched and sharpened in our 

grasp of God’s Word and truth.
• Recognizing the role suffering, self-denial and self-discipline must have in refining and maturing for effective 

ministry.
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ValuesValues
Values Relating to Spiritual AtmosphereValues Relating to Spiritual Atmosphere
Values Relating to Corporate WorshipValues Relating to Corporate Worship

These values frame and focus our worship and music.These values frame and focus our worship and music.
A public worship form that communicates the supremacy of A public worship form that communicates the supremacy of 
God in all of life.God in all of life.
A sustained sense of lingering worship culminating in A sustained sense of lingering worship culminating in 
fervent, lifefervent, life--related, Biblical exposition attended by the related, Biblical exposition attended by the 
ministry of the Holy Spirit.ministry of the Holy Spirit.
Music in our worship which is both GodMusic in our worship which is both God--centered and Godcentered and God--
ward and is an expression of the diversity of believers ward and is an expression of the diversity of believers 
among us.among us.
Being a singing people who, by the Word and the Spirit, Being a singing people who, by the Word and the Spirit, 
make a joyful noise to the Lord.make a joyful noise to the Lord.
Understanding that in singing psalms, hymns and spiritual Understanding that in singing psalms, hymns and spiritual 
songs, we are to edify, encourage and admonish one songs, we are to edify, encourage and admonish one 
another.another.

Values

Values Relating to Corporate Worship
These values frame and focus our worship and music.

• A public worship form that communicates the supremacy of God in all of life.
• A sustained sense of lingering worship culminating in fervent, life-related, Biblical exposition attended by the 

ministry of the Holy Spirit.
• Music in our worship which is both God-centered and God-ward and is an expression of the diversity of 

believers among us.
• Being a singing people who, by the Word and the Spirit, make a joyful noise to the Lord.
• Understanding that in singing psalms, hymns and spiritual songs, we are to edify, encourage and admonish one 

another.
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VisionVision
Our Vision for Biblical ExpressionOur Vision for Biblical Expression

Our Vision for Gathered ExaltationOur Vision for Gathered Exaltation

Our Vision for Musical ExcellenceOur Vision for Musical Excellence

Our Vision for Ministry ExperienceOur Vision for Ministry Experience

Vision
The Scriptures shape our vision for worship and music. We have broken that vision down into four major 
headings.

Our Vision for Biblical Expression
• This is our vision for Biblical authority and authenticity in our worship.

Our Vision for Gathered Exaltation
• This is our vision to be gathered with purity and passion in our praise.

Our Vision for Musical Excellence
• This is our vision to do all things well for the glory of our great God.

Our Vision for Ministry Experience
• This is our vision for the attitude, ability and approach of the musicians themselves.
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VisionVision
Our Vision for Biblical ExpressionOur Vision for Biblical Expression

We will seek to pattern our worship after and prepare our We will seek to pattern our worship after and prepare our 
worship for that of heaven.worship for that of heaven.
We will be free to worship in all the ways the Bible requires We will be free to worship in all the ways the Bible requires 
and allows.and allows.
We will be true to the Scriptures both in the content and the We will be true to the Scriptures both in the content and the 
effect of our worship and music.effect of our worship and music.
We will strive to implement the elements of worship given in We will strive to implement the elements of worship given in 
the Bible.the Bible.
We will use music as the primary vehicle for our worship.We will use music as the primary vehicle for our worship.
We will avail ourselves of all the musical instruments and We will avail ourselves of all the musical instruments and 
vocal gifts God has given us.vocal gifts God has given us.
We will be free to use a wide diversity of musical styles.We will be free to use a wide diversity of musical styles.

Our Vision for Biblical Expression
This is our vision for Biblical authority and authenticity in our worship.

We will seek to pattern our worship after and prepare our worship for that of heaven.
Worship is the unending and eternal purpose of the church. When the Bible reveals heavenly worship we pay 
close attention so as to take our cue from that.

We will be free to worship in all the ways the Bible requires and allows.
What we do in corporate worship will be joyously free in the field bordered by the fences the Bible has 
erected.

We will be true to the Scriptures both in the content and the effect of our worship and music.
The Bible will be at the center of the cause and consequence of our worship – truth and wants driving 
affections.

We will strive to implement the elements of worship given in the Bible.
The Bible defines and describes components, parts of our worship – things like music, scripture, testimony 
and preaching.

We will use music as the primary vehicle for our worship.
While the other arts may have a place (and that is debated) music has always been, from the beginning of 
creation when the morning stars sang for joy over creation to the new heavens and new earth where all 
creation joins the saints, elders and angels in praise to God..

We will avail ourselves of all the musical instruments and vocal gifts God has given us.
Musical instruments and musical abilities are a God given gift to be offered as spiritual sacrifices.

We will be free to use a wide diversity of musical styles.
We will not limit ourselves to a single style or ethnic type of music. We will be cautious about styles of music 
that are the edge of where sin and depravity are being expressed in our culture.
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VisionVision
Our Vision for Gathered ExaltationOur Vision for Gathered Exaltation

Our gathered worship will be marked by glorifying Our gathered worship will be marked by glorifying 
God.God.
We will make God the center of our worship.We will make God the center of our worship.
We will use thematic and musical movement to We will use thematic and musical movement to 
engage the worshipper and focus them on God.engage the worshipper and focus them on God.
We will be purposeful in the focus of different We will be purposeful in the focus of different 
services and venues for worship.services and venues for worship.
We will elevate the message of our worship and not We will elevate the message of our worship and not 
its musical form.its musical form.
We will encourage and enable full participation by We will encourage and enable full participation by 
all worshippers, as much as able.all worshippers, as much as able.

Our Vision for Gathered Exaltation
This is our vision to be gathered with purity and passion in our praise.

Our gathered worship will be marked by glorifying God.
We will magnify God, make Him look large in our eyes as we gather for worship.

We will make God the center of our worship.
Our worship will be about God in His revealing, redeeming and ruling works.

We will use thematic and musical movement to engage the worshipper and focus them on God.
Our intent in the music is to cause the congregation to worship God.

We will be purposeful in the focus of different services and venues for worship.
Our worship services will be shaped by intentional purposes that help define them and determine the music 
selected for them.

We will elevate the message of our worship and not its musical form.
In all the modern focus on style, we will spotlight the message and meaning of the music in worship.

We will encourage and enable full participation by all worshippers, as much as able.
Let everything that hath breath praise the Lord – we want everyone to praise God through worship, even if it 
may only be a joyful noise.
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VisionVision
Our Vision for Musical ExcellenceOur Vision for Musical Excellence

We will strive for as much excellence in our worship We will strive for as much excellence in our worship 
and music as God gives the ability to do.and music as God gives the ability to do.
We will seek to use those in leading worship who We will seek to use those in leading worship who 
are spiritually fit and musically able.are spiritually fit and musically able.
We will value the hymns of the past and the best of We will value the hymns of the past and the best of 
the new and contemporary.the new and contemporary.
We will recognize the growing ability of young or We will recognize the growing ability of young or 
novice musicians giving them opportunities in novice musicians giving them opportunities in 
worship.worship.

Our Vision for Musical Excellence
This is our vision to do all things well for the glory of our great God.

We will strive for as much excellence in our worship and music as God gives the ability to do.
The Bible sets a high standard of excellence in all that is done in worship. We will, as much as we are able, 
strive to maintain a level of excellence that demonstrates our seriousness about our gladness in worship.

We will seek to use those in leading worship who are spiritually fit and musically able.
Spiritual qualifications will be primary – no spiritually unfit worship leader or musician, no matter how good 
they are musically, will be leading or accompanying worship.

We will value the hymns of the past and the best of the new and contemporary.
We aim intentionally to incorporate a blend of the best from the past and present. We will only use songs 
regardless of age, tradition or style that are true.

We will recognize the growing ability of young or novice musicians giving them opportunities in 
worship.

Our striving for excellence will not deter the use of novice musicians nor simple music. It will be foundation 
for giving beginning musician opportunities to grow and become comfortable in public settings. 
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VisionVision
Our Vision for Ministry ExperienceOur Vision for Ministry Experience

We will play and sing so as to focus attention on the We will play and sing so as to focus attention on the 
Lord Jesus Christ.Lord Jesus Christ.
We will exhibit spiritual maturity as we select music We will exhibit spiritual maturity as we select music 
and texts that respect, reflect and respond to the and texts that respect, reflect and respond to the 
character of God and the content of Scripture.character of God and the content of Scripture.
We will be musicians who are first qualified in We will be musicians who are first qualified in 
character and conduct, then able as musicians.character and conduct, then able as musicians.
We will play and perform with God as our primary We will play and perform with God as our primary 
audience and the congregation as participants in audience and the congregation as participants in 
worship.worship.

Our Vision for Ministry Experience
This is our vision for the attitude, ability and approach of the musicians themselves.

We will play and sing so as to focus attention on the Lord Jesus Christ.
We as musicians will do all we can to put Christ at the center of our leading, accompanying and performing so 
as not exhibit His glory and not our own.

We will exhibit spiritual maturity as we select music and texts that respect, reflect and respond to 
the character of God and the content of Scripture.

We as musicians will seek to honor the Biblical standards for the message and meaning of our musical 
selections.

We will be musicians who are first qualified in character and conduct, then able as musicians.
We as musicians will recognize the importance of our walk with God. We affirm that musical ability is a 
secondary qualification for musical ministry.

We will play and perform with God as our primary audience and the congregation as participants in 
worship.

We as musicians see God as our audience. We will reject the notion of worship as entertainment where the 
congregation is the audience and we are playing and performing for them.
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PurposePurpose
Doxological PurposeDoxological Purpose

Exaltation is all that we do in terms of pursuing God in Exaltation is all that we do in terms of pursuing God in 
worship. This is the overarching purpose of the church. The worship. This is the overarching purpose of the church. The 
church exists to glorify God and to enjoy Him forever. church exists to glorify God and to enjoy Him forever. 

PurposesPurposes
We aim to worship with these as our primary purposes:We aim to worship with these as our primary purposes:

To savor the greatness of God, being delighted in all He is To savor the greatness of God, being delighted in all He is 
and has done.and has done.
To show the supreme worth and value of God in all of life, To show the supreme worth and value of God in all of life, 
being humbled by His mighty hand.being humbled by His mighty hand.
To share the truth about God and our joy in God with one To share the truth about God and our joy in God with one 
another, being filled with the Word of God.another, being filled with the Word of God.
To sing with all our hearts to God and to one another, being To sing with all our hearts to God and to one another, being 
filled by the Spirit.filled by the Spirit.

Purpose

Doxological Purpose
Exaltation is all that we do in terms of pursuing God in worship. This is the overarching purpose of the church. 

The church exists to glorify God and to enjoy Him forever. 
Purposes

We aim to worship with these as our primary purposes:
• To savor the greatness of God, being delighted in all He is and has done.
• To show the supreme worth and value of God in all of life, being humbled by His mighty hand.
• To share the truth about God and our joy in God with one another, being filled with the Word of God.
• To sing with all our hearts to God and to one another, being filled by the Spirit.
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StrategiesStrategies
Praying for wisdom from above, we will seek to Praying for wisdom from above, we will seek to 
implement our worship and music mission, vision, implement our worship and music mission, vision, 
purposes and values through the following means.purposes and values through the following means.

LeadershipLeadership
RepertoireRepertoire
Congregational WorshipCongregational Worship
ChoirChoir
Special Music Special Music 
ConcertsConcerts

Strategies
Praying for wisdom from above, we will seek to implement our worship and music mission, vision, purposes 
and values through the following means.

Leadership
The Worship and Music shall be overseen by a Pastor/Elder for Worship. The Pastor for Worship shall be 
responsible for the Scriptural soundness of the ministry, the general administration of the ministry and the 
organization of the worship services.
The Music Ministry shall be directed by a Chief Musician who shall be deacon qualified and an able musician. 
The Chief Musician will be responsible for music used in all the services, serving in whatever capacities and 
responsibilities as able and assigned by the Pastor for Worship. The Chief Musician may form teams to assist 
in leading worship, organizing the library of music and other ministry as needed.

Repertoire
We will establish a repertoire of music for congregational worship and guidelines for special music. We 
should always be asking, “Are the words true to the Word of God?” “Are the emotions invoked appropriate to 
the message and meaning?” “Is the experience described or commended God-honoring and God-pleasing?”
We should also always be asking “Does this music focus our hearts and minds on Christ?” “Does this music 
minister?” “Is the music distracting us from the message?”

Congregational Worship
The congregational praise and worship will be the central vehicle to worship and exalt the Savior together. 
Congregational worship is the primary ministry of music in the gathered church. Our faith is a singing 
faith. It is nice to have choirs, worship teams, praise bands, soloists, etc. but we believe that congregational 
singing is the most important form of music in a Bible-believing church. It actively involves the sopranos, 
altos, tenors, basses, and even the monotones from all walks of life.
Scripture says “Let everything that has breath praise the Lord”. So if we’re breathing we should be using that 
breath to praise Him! Our corporate worship should be vibrant, enthusiastic, alive and joyful, not mechanical, 
dull, or lifeless. If the singing is weak and uninspired, we should be asking one another, “Is there a lack of joy 
or satisfaction in Christ? Is this a sign that something is wrong?”
We also want to be sure that we are not using worship for wrong reasons. We will not do worship:

•To entertain visitors (or even members);
•Because it is traditional – we HAVE to sing because that’s what we always do;
•In order to fill time;
•To give latecomers a chance to find a seat;
•To give people a chance to stretch and look around to see who’s here 
•To get people “warmed up” for the message or approach it as the “Music is just the preliminaries for the 
message”.
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StrategiesStrategies
Praying for wisdom from above, we will seek to Praying for wisdom from above, we will seek to 
implement our worship and music mission, vision, implement our worship and music mission, vision, 
purposes and values through the following means.purposes and values through the following means.

LeadershipLeadership
RepertoireRepertoire
Congregational WorshipCongregational Worship
ChoirChoir
Special Music Special Music 
ConcertsConcerts

Strategies (2)
Choir

The choir exists to worship and exalt the Savior as a larger group through music that is Christ-centered and 
musically more challenging than the average congregational music. The choir is not for everyone musically; 
there needs to be some modest musical talent. However, the message of the song is one of the highest 
priorities. The choir should be a worship-leading choir by setting the example in worship for others to follow 
when they are on the platform

Special Music 
Special music will be used to worship and exalt the Savior as individuals and small groups with music that is 
Christ- centered and musically more challenging than the average congregational music or choir 
music. Special music is not for everyone musically; there needs to be some good musical talent. Great 
consideration should be given to the lyrical content. The words should be theologically correct and point the 
listeners to Christ. Special music is not a time to show off; however, if the Lord has gifted someone with a 
solo voice, they should be using their talents to their fullest potential to serve and honor Christ.

Concerts
Concerts at the Chapel are designed to worship and exalt the Savior with music that is Christ-centered and of 
the highest musical quality by gifted and skilled musicians. Again, these musicians should not be there to be 
showy, but to lead God’s people in worship of the Composer and Creator of music and to edify and encourage 
believers.
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ImplementationImplementation
Worship ServicesWorship Services

Morning WorshipMorning Worship
Aim in WorshipAim in Worship
2 Seasonal Formats2 Seasonal Formats

Evening WorshipEvening Worship
Closer Walk Closer Walk ServiceService
Worship SuitesWorship Suites

Other ServicesOther Services
ConferencesConferences
CelebrationsCelebrations

OrdinancesOrdinances
Integral Part of the ServiceIntegral Part of the Service
Varieties of Context and ExpressionVarieties of Context and Expression

Implementation
Worship Services

Implementing this mission and vision into worship services is at the heart of this ministry. We have given 
careful thought to the aim and purpose as well as the actual format of our services.

Morning Worship
• Aim in Worship

The morning service centers around the grand themes of the Bible with an emphasis on all that we do together 
in worship: prayers, scripture reading, giving, singing and being ministered to by the choir and special music. 
It tends to be more formal but still blends the classical, the traditional hymns and the contemporary praise and 
worship songs.

• 2 Seasonal Formats
The service has two main formats: one during the choir season and one during the summer season.

Evening Worship
• Closer Walk Service

This service is designed to allow more upbeat tempo songs. Sometimes, there is a slower, more serious, more 
reflective tone. The services tend to more designed to see us together – walking together and worshipping 
together as God’s people.

• Worship Suites
Service is planned around 2 suites, special music and the ministry of the Word. Between the worship suites, 
we have a regular rotation of Sentences of Praise, Member Testimonies, Missions Pray and Proclaim, Prayer 
in Threes and Scripture Readings.

Other Services
• Conferences
• Celebrations

Ordinances
• Integral Part of the Service
• Varieties of Context and Expression
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ImplementationImplementation
Worship ServicesWorship Services
Worship ConcertsWorship Concerts

Thanksgiving Praise and Worship ServicesThanksgiving Praise and Worship Services
Advent/Christmas CantataAdvent/Christmas Cantata
Cookies and CarolsCookies and Carols
Resurrection CantataResurrection Cantata
Resurrection Praise and WorshipResurrection Praise and Worship
Festival of FavoritesFestival of Favorites

Implementation
Worship Concerts

Thanksgiving Praise and Worship Services
We aim to express our thanksgiving to God through great praise and worship music as a congregation and 
with special music.

Advent/Christmas Cantata
We tell the story of the Advent and Incarnation through a cantata, through music and narration.

Cookies and Carols
We fellowship together in the music of the season, both religious and popular.

Resurrection Cantata
We tell the story of the death and resurrection through a cantata, through music and narration.

Resurrection Praise and Worship
We rejoice in the saving work of Christ in the death and resurrection through congregational and special 
music.

Festival of Favorites
We choose our favorite music and musicians and celebrate our relationship with God and one another in 
music.
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ImplementationImplementation
Worship ServicesWorship Services
Worship ConcertsWorship Concerts
Guest Concerts and Special MusicGuest Concerts and Special Music

Focus in Musical MinistryFocus in Musical Ministry
To reverence as we gatherTo reverence as we gather
To reflect their worship back to GodTo reflect their worship back to God
To respond to God through gifted musiciansTo respond to God through gifted musicians

Standards for Guest MusiciansStandards for Guest Musicians
In their TheologyIn their Theology
In their MinistryIn their Ministry
In their MusicalityIn their Musicality

Implementation
Guest Concerts and Special Music

Focus in Musical Ministry
• To reverence God as we gather
• To reflect their worship back to God
• To respond to God through gifted musicians

Standards for Guest Musicians
• In their Theology

The doctrine and distinctives of  the church
The worship philosophy of the church

• In their Ministry
A determination to honor God
A rejection of an entertainment mentality

• In their Musicality
A musical giftedness in service to God
A craft and art in their music 
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ImplementationImplementation
Worship ServicesWorship Services
Worship ConcertsWorship Concerts
Guest ConcertsGuest Concerts
Worship TeamsWorship Teams

Ministry AimsMinistry Aims
Musical AbilitiesMusical Abilities
Service AgendaService Agenda
AccompanimentAccompaniment

Implementation
Worship Teams

Ministry Aims
• To lead as worshippers
• To lead in worship
• To lead with humility

Musical Abilities
• Generally able to read music
• Measure of technical proficiency
• Able to blend

Service Agenda
• Morning Worship Team – 4 part vocal – ladies and men
• Evening Worship Team – 3 part vocal – men and Chief Musician

Accompaniment
• General platform instruments
• Additional occasional instruments
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ImplementationImplementation
Worship ServicesWorship Services
Worship ConcertsWorship Concerts
Guest ConcertsGuest Concerts
Worship TeamsWorship Teams
RepertoireRepertoire

Music and Message StandardsMusic and Message Standards
Planning and Ordering SelectionsPlanning and Ordering Selections
Music and Library StoringMusic and Library Storing

Implementation
Repertoire

Music and Message Standards
The Pastor for Worship and the Chief Musician select and review new music
Strive for truth in content, authenticity in experience and appropriateness in style

Planning and Ordering Selections
• In the Planning of the Services

AM Service – planned by Chief Musician
PM Service – planned by Pastor for Worship

• In the Purpose of the Services
The general theme of the service
The emotional tone of the service
The musical movement of the service
The preaching transition in the service

Music and Library Storage
• Libraries

Choir music is purchased, filed and re-used as needed.
Congregational music is copied and stored for re-use.
CCLIC License maintained.

• Librarian
Music Librarian – Beck Cook at the time of this writing
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ConclusionConclusion
All true worship is GodwardAll true worship is Godward
All people are commanded to worshipAll people are commanded to worship
All worship is the overflow of the heartAll worship is the overflow of the heart
All worshippers are to be pleasing to the LordAll worshippers are to be pleasing to the Lord

Conclusion

All true worship is Godward
• Godward worship delights in blessing God in praise
• Godward worship overflows in blessing for the worshipper

All people are commanded to worship
• The command to worship is universal
• The commended worship is by believers

All worship is the overflow of the heart
• Worship is from the heart which overflows into praise and life.
• Worship is something we do. It is an expression of the state of our hearts.

All worshippers are to be pleasing to the Lord
• Do you prepare your heart for worship?
• Do you participate wholeheartedly in worship?
• Do you promote worship that is pleasing to God?
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Series IntroductionSeries Introduction
PurposePurpose

The aim of this series will be to explain how we take The aim of this series will be to explain how we take 
the Scriptures and turn them into the ministry we do the Scriptures and turn them into the ministry we do 
here at the Chapel.here at the Chapel.

ObjectivesObjectives
To ground the ministry in the Word of GodTo ground the ministry in the Word of God
To explain how the ministries we do are derived To explain how the ministries we do are derived 
from the Wordfrom the Word
To show how we work out doing ministry by wisdomTo show how we work out doing ministry by wisdom
To give each ministry an opportunity to lay out its To give each ministry an opportunity to lay out its 
mission, vision, objectives and goals.mission, vision, objectives and goals.

Series Introduction
Purpose

• The aim of this series will be to explain how we take the Scriptures and turn them into the ministry we do here at 
the Chapel.

Objectives
• To ground the ministry in the Word of God
• To explain how the ministries we do are derived from the Word
• To show how we work out doing ministry by wisdom
• To give each ministry an opportunity to lay out its mission, vision, objectives and goals.
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IntroductionIntroduction
DangersDangers

Mishandling of finances incurring judgmentMishandling of finances incurring judgment
Poor planning jeopardizing ministryPoor planning jeopardizing ministry
Questionable use undermining confidenceQuestionable use undermining confidence
ParaPara--church competition diverting resourceschurch competition diverting resources

DesiresDesires
To glorify God in all we doTo glorify God in all we do
To wisely plan for future ministryTo wisely plan for future ministry
To use financial resources with integrityTo use financial resources with integrity
To encourage full participation in giving to the To encourage full participation in giving to the 
ChapelChapel

Introduction

Dangers
• Mishandling of finances incurring judgment
• Poor planning jeopardizing ministry
• Questionable use undermining confidence
• Para-church competition diverting resources

Desires
• To glorify God in all we do
• To wisely plan for future ministry
• To use financial resources with integrity
• To encourage full participation in giving to the Chapel
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Chapel Mission StatementChapel Mission Statement
By GodBy God’’s graces grace

and through His Word,and through His Word,
we will cultivate we will cultivate 

in the hearts of Godin the hearts of God’’s peoples people
a passion for the supremacy of God a passion for the supremacy of God 

magnified in love for Himmagnified in love for Him
and manifested in love for one another. and manifested in love for one another. 

Chapel Mission Statement

Here is the Chapel’s Mission Statement. All the ministries we do are intended to be shaped by and to serve 
this mission statement. This statement is how we incarnate the Word of God in our day and place.

By God’s grace and through His Word,
we will cultivate in the hearts of God’s people

a passion for the supremacy of God 
magnified in love for Him

and manifested in love for one another. 

So, our finances intentionally seek to: (highlights each portion of the mission statement)
Function by grace enabling each aspect of our stewardship;
Follow God’s Word in every aspect of our finances;
Express the heart (beliefs, wants, choices, affections) through our finances;
Submit to the supremacy of God over our finances;
Enlarge our love for God by loosening the cords that bind our wallets;
Enable our love for one another through opportunities to share sacrificially our financial resources.
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Finances Mission StatementFinances Mission Statement
We will show the supremacy of Christ in money We will show the supremacy of Christ in money 
and stewardship by believing God in an obeying and stewardship by believing God in an obeying 
way in our giving, our receiving, our recording, way in our giving, our receiving, our recording, 
our managing and our using of the resources our managing and our using of the resources 
entrusted to us by God as faithful stewards of entrusted to us by God as faithful stewards of 
the grace of God. the grace of God. 

Finances Mission Statement
We have set the following as our Finances Mission Statement:

We will show the supremacy of Christ in money and stewardship by believing God in an obeying way in our 
giving, our receiving, our recording, our managing and our using of the resources entrusted to us by God as 
faithful stewards of the grace of God. 
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Scriptural FoundationsScriptural Foundations
MinistryMinistry

To Support the Ministry Leaders in the ChurchTo Support the Ministry Leaders in the Church
1 Timothy 5:171 Timothy 5:17--18; 1 Corinthians 9:318; 1 Corinthians 9:3--1818

To Support the Ministry Work of the ChurchTo Support the Ministry Work of the Church
Philippians 4:14Philippians 4:14--2020

To Support the Benevolent Needs in the ChurchTo Support the Benevolent Needs in the Church
Acts 2:45; 4:34Acts 2:45; 4:34--3737

To Support the Global Efforts and Needs of other ChurchesTo Support the Global Efforts and Needs of other Churches
2 Corinthians 9:122 Corinthians 9:12--1515

OversightOversight
Governed by the EldersGoverned by the Elders

Acts 4:35; 11:27Acts 4:35; 11:27--3030
Delegated to OthersDelegated to Others

Acts 6:1Acts 6:1--66

Scriptural Foundations
In both the Old Testament and New Testament, there is abundant evidence for the financial support of the 
work, first in the Temple and now, by local, gathered congregations. Please do not confuse the finances and 
stewardship of the Temple and Levites with that of the Kings and government. Even in the Old Testament, 
there was a distinction between giving of tithes to support the ministry of the priesthood and temple and the 
taxes levied by the kings. The New Testament simply takes that Old Covenant instruction, sees it through the 
person and work of Christ and then operates on the principles that were the foundation under the OT Laws.

Ministry
The New Testament illustrates several categories of finances in the church. 

• To Support the Ministry Leaders in the Church 1 Timothy 5:17-18; 1 Corinthians 9:3-18
The churches were responsible to vocationally support those who labored in preaching and administration. 
They were to be supported by the offerings taken. The word honor here is in reference to material support 
given the surrounding context of widows and the OT quote.

• To Support the Ministry Work of the Church Philippians 4:14-20
Paul here alludes to his being provisioned by the church at Philippi. Here is the work of ministry, missions and 
missionaries, being supported by churches. There is distinct sense of the church soliciting, gathering, and then 
sending the support to Paul.

• To Support the Benevolent Needs in the Church Acts 2:45; 4:34-37
The offerings being given were being used to support the needy in the church. There was a whole-hearted 
generosity to give through the church to meet people’s needs.

• To Support the Global Efforts and Needs of other Churches 2 Corinthians 9:12-15
Offerings were being taken with global ministry in mind. Here, the church at Jerusalem needed help due to the 
drought and famine. An offering was covenanted and collected from churches all over the known world and 
being give to the church at Jerusalem.

Oversight
The New Testament illustrates the general and specific oversight of finances in the church

• Governed by the Elders Acts 4:35; 11:27-30
Consistently, we see contributions being brought to the Apostles/Elders of the church for them to distribute as 
they saw need. The general principle of eldership governance requires it and the practical examples reinforce 
it.

• Delegated to Others Acts 6:1-6
But the Apostles/Elders saw the practical need of delegation. So here is an example of appointing others to an 
assigned task to free the Elders for their primary ministries.
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Scriptural FoundationsScriptural Foundations
MinistryMinistry
OversightOversight
GivingGiving

Sacrificially Sacrificially –– The Pattern in ChristThe Pattern in Christ’’s Selfs Self--GivingGiving
2 Corinthians 8:12 Corinthians 8:1--99

Joyously Joyously –– The Poise of the HeartThe Poise of the Heart
2 Corinthians 9:72 Corinthians 9:7

Proportionally Proportionally –– The Principle from the ScripturesThe Principle from the Scriptures
1 Corinthians 16:21 Corinthians 16:2--4; 2 Corinthians 8:34; 2 Corinthians 8:3--55

Generously Generously –– The Provision for GivingThe Provision for Giving
2 Corinthians 9:62 Corinthians 9:6--1212

Graciously Graciously –– The Power by the SpiritThe Power by the Spirit
2 Corinthians 8:12 Corinthians 8:1--22

IntegrityIntegrity 2 Corinthians 8:162 Corinthians 8:16--2424
In the Church AppointmentIn the Church Appointment
In the Public AccountabilityIn the Public Accountability
In the Practical AdministrationIn the Practical Administration

Scriptural Foundations
Ministry
Oversight
Giving

Briefly, the New Testament makes little argument to prove that you ought to give. The Apostles seem to simply assume 
that from  the whole of the Bible and the depth of Christian experience giving will be a spiritually natural outflow. 
Resistance to Biblical giving arises from sinful hearts.

• Sacrificially – The Pattern in Christ’s Self-Giving 2 Corinthians 8:1-9
The marvelous grace of God is exhibited in Jesus’ becoming poor materially in order to enrichen us spiritually. This is 
set forward as a model and a motivation for our own giving.

• Joyously – The Poise of the Heart 2 Corinthians 9:7
Whatever we plan and purpose to give, we should so believe God and desire His will, His work and His worth that our 
giving is the glad overflow of grace accompanied by the affection of gratitude. This is the poise of the heart – if it is 
different, we need to repent of whatever beliefs and desires are holding us back.

• Proportionally – The Principle from the Scriptures 1 Corinthians 16:2-4; 2 Corinthians 8:3-5
The Old Testament set the principle of proportional giving, using the tithe or 10% as what was required (Malachi 3:6-12, 
is an example). When we come to the New Testament, proportional giving based on our “increase” or “income” is also 
taught. In other words, while the amount of the % may be discussed and different, the fact of giving in accordance with 
our income is not. Once again, if you are going to argue against the tithe, then you must be freed to give more not less.

• Generously – The Provision for Giving 2 Corinthians 9:6-12
Can you define the word “generously”? Do you understand it in all other parts of your life? What is a generous portion 
of ice cream? Paul tells us that God has supplied so that we can give generously. If we give what He has given us to 
give, then God will increase the harvest, the results of our righteousness and generally increase us so that we can give 
more.

• Graciously – The Power by the Spirit 2 Corinthians 8:1-2
Over and over again, Paul tells the Corinthian church that they are giving by grace – the divine enablement both 
materially and spiritually comes from God by His grace. Giving is a grace of God.

Integrity 2 Corinthians 8:16-24
• In the Church Appointment

They are functioning within church oversight. The church appointed those whose character and conduct commended 
them for this work.

• In the Public Accountability
They were doing all they did with an eye toward public integrity and accountability. God knew, for certain. But they also 
were concerned that there was little room for misunderstanding or blame.

• In the Practical Administration
It was important that the methods they used in collecting, administering and distributing the gifts being collected 
highlighted their concern for integrity in handling the money.
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ValuesValues
Values Relating to Church MinistryValues Relating to Church Ministry

The spiritual shepherding and leadership by elders.The spiritual shepherding and leadership by elders.
The diaconal care of our people and serviceThe diaconal care of our people and service--related related 
ministries.ministries.
The importance of Biblical Counseling for all of life, The importance of Biblical Counseling for all of life, 
particularly the development of our Biblical Counseling particularly the development of our Biblical Counseling 
Center as a place to train effective Biblical counselors, offer Center as a place to train effective Biblical counselors, offer 
hope and help to sinhope and help to sin--laden people, laden people, 
Use, with excellence, of the spiritual gifts given to all the Use, with excellence, of the spiritual gifts given to all the 
members of the congregation in ministries of worship, members of the congregation in ministries of worship, 
discipleship, service and evangelism.discipleship, service and evangelism.
Efficient administrative structures shaped by the Word and Efficient administrative structures shaped by the Word and 
sustained by prayer.sustained by prayer.
Openness and integrity in the wise use of the financial Openness and integrity in the wise use of the financial 
resources given by Godresources given by God’’s people.s people.
Full participation in the stewardship of proportional giving by Full participation in the stewardship of proportional giving by 
every household. every household. 

Values

Values Relating to Spiritual Atmosphere
These values create the context for our stewardship. All that we do with our financial resources will resonate 
with these principles.

• The spiritual shepherding and leadership by elders.
• The diaconal care of our people and service-related ministries.
• The importance of Biblical Counseling for all of life, particularly the development of our Biblical Counseling 

Center as a place to train effective Biblical counselors, offer hope and help to sin-laden people, 
• Use, with excellence, of the spiritual gifts given to all the members of the congregation in ministries of worship, 

discipleship, service and evangelism.
• Efficient administrative structures shaped by the Word and sustained by prayer.
• Openness and integrity in the wise use of the financial resources given by God’s people.
• Full participation in the stewardship of proportional giving by every household.
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VisionVision
A Biblically based, grace enabled, faith fueled, elder governed,A Biblically based, grace enabled, faith fueled, elder governed, team team 
managed ministry to handle the finances of the church;managed ministry to handle the finances of the church;
A Biblical philosophy of giving and stewardship that acknowledgeA Biblical philosophy of giving and stewardship that acknowledges all the s all the 
Bible teaches in planned, purposeful and proportional giving; Bible teaches in planned, purposeful and proportional giving; 
A ministry orientation to the finance and stewardship ministry tA ministry orientation to the finance and stewardship ministry that sees itself hat sees itself 
as enabling all the ministry the elders and the church desire toas enabling all the ministry the elders and the church desire to do;do;
A budget philosophy which serves to give guidelines for spendingA budget philosophy which serves to give guidelines for spending and a and a 
target for giving that is flexible and dynamic;target for giving that is flexible and dynamic;
A Finance Team of spiritually qualified and gifted, practically A Finance Team of spiritually qualified and gifted, practically able, fiscally able, fiscally 
solid people to manage the finances on a daysolid people to manage the finances on a day--toto--day basis;day basis;
A Finance and Stewardship Handbook that guides and guards the haA Finance and Stewardship Handbook that guides and guards the handling ndling 
of the churchof the church’’s financial resources;s financial resources;
A regular, accessible, understandable system of reporting the fiA regular, accessible, understandable system of reporting the financial nancial 
status of the church to the Elders and, as desired, to the congrstatus of the church to the Elders and, as desired, to the congregation. egation. 

Vision
The Scriptures shape our vision for handling our financial resources. The Scriptures speak of finances through 
precepts and principles, expecting us to make wisdom application in the context of our place in redemptive 
history and culture. Therefore, we establish the following as our vision for Finances and Stewardship. We 
have a vision for:

• A Biblically based, grace enabled, faith fueled, elder governed, team managed ministry to handle the finances of 
the church;

• A Biblical philosophy of giving and stewardship that acknowledges all the Bible teaches in planned, purposeful 
and proportional giving; 

• A ministry orientation to the finance and stewardship ministry that sees itself as enabling all the ministry the 
elders and the church desire to do;

• A budget philosophy which serves to give guidelines for spending and a target for giving that is flexible and 
dynamic;

• A Finance Team of spiritually qualified and gifted, practically able, fiscally solid people to manage the finances 
on a day-to-day basis;

• A Finance and Stewardship Handbook that guides and guards the handling of the church’s financial resources;
• A regular, accessible, understandable system of reporting the financial status of the church to the Elders and, as 

desired, to the congregation.
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PurposePurpose
To establish pleasing  God in the handling of all To establish pleasing  God in the handling of all 
our financial resources as our overarching aim;our financial resources as our overarching aim;
To enable the solid financial foundation and To enable the solid financial foundation and 
provision for all the ministries of the Chapel;provision for all the ministries of the Chapel;
To encourage the faithful stewardship of giving To encourage the faithful stewardship of giving 
in all the Chapel family;in all the Chapel family;
To ensure the practical use of financial To ensure the practical use of financial 
resources with integrity; resources with integrity; 
To energize the ministry focus in the use of our To energize the ministry focus in the use of our 
financial resources. financial resources. 

Purpose

We have established the following as our purposes, our aims and objectives, with our financial resources.
• To establish pleasing  God in the handling of all our financial resources as our overarching aim;
• To enable the solid financial foundation and provision for all the ministries of the Chapel;
• To encourage the faithful stewardship of giving in all the Chapel family;
• To ensure the practical use of financial resources with integrity; 
• To energize the ministry focus in the use of our financial resources. 
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StrategiesStrategies
Praying for wisdom from above, we will seek to implement Praying for wisdom from above, we will seek to implement 
our Finances and Stewardship mission, vision, purposes and our Finances and Stewardship mission, vision, purposes and 
values through the following means.values through the following means.

OversightOversight
Finance TeamFinance Team
GivingGiving
BudgetingBudgeting
BookkeepingBookkeeping
RequisitioningRequisitioning
BankingBanking
Credit CardsCredit Cards
Capital Projects and DebtCapital Projects and Debt

Strategies
Praying for wisdom from above, we will seek to implement our worship and music mission, vision, purposes 
and values through the following means.

Oversight
The Elders, as a body,  oversee the Finances of the church. The officers of the Elders serve as the trustees of 
the church in legal matters.
The Elders appoint one among themselves to be the Finance Team Coordinator on the Eldership. This person 
should be familiar with finance and able to administrate. He shall not have unilateral authority over the 
finance, but shall coordinate the Elders and the Finance Team. He shall be a member of the Finance Team and 
attend its meetings.
The Elders appoint either one among themselves or a deacon qualified person to be the Finance Team leader 
as the Chapel Treasurer. 

Finance Team
• See Ministry - Finance Team.doc for the Finance Team Guidelines.

The Elders appoint a Finance Team who shall be given the responsibility the management and the reporting of 
the day-to-day finances of the church. The finance team serves through directives given them by the Elders, 
give counsel and recommendations to the Elders, are responsible for the recording and reporting of the 
finances of the Chapel and develop and maintain the Chapel Finances and Stewardship Handbook.
The Finance Team has some among its number who are appointed as the Executive Finance Team. One of 
them is the treasurer designated above, the Elder coordinator and at least two other members recommended to 
and approved by the Elders. The Executive Finance Team has all the responsibilities and authorities given to 
the Finance Team and may delegate those responsibilities to the Finance Team as needed. The Finance Team 
has one who is designated as the bookkeeper who shall be responsible for the day-to-day entering of the 
financial receipts and transactions of the church.

Giving
The Elders teach that it is the responsibility of every Christian to give in a planned, purposeful and 
proportional way, enabled by the grace of God and aimed at pleasing and glorifying God. We teach that God 
has given to each believer all that is necessary spiritually and materially for giving and Christians ought to be 
faithful stewards of that grace
The Chapel functions primarily by the giving of the congregation. Special projects, funds and other giving 
vehicles may be used as approved by the Elders.
All designated gifts received by the Chapel are treated as a request and are under the control of the Elders who 
seek to honor the request when possible. 
The Chapel is recognized by the IRS as a tax-exempt, non-profit church and thus giving is tax-deductible. We 
will give each contributor an annual report of contributions. Contributions for which a direct benefit is 
received are not tax-deductible.
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Strategies (Cont)Strategies (Cont)

Strategies
Budgeting

The Chapel budget is a guideline for spending and a target for giving. The Elders have directed that the budget 
be flexible and dynamic as needed to sustain a ministry orientation.  The annual budget is developed on a 
three phase process: requests by the ministry teams, proposed by the finance team, approved by the elders. It is 
presented along with a financial report to the congregation seeking affirmation and commitment to give 
towards the approved budget.

Bookkeeping
The Chapel maintains a standard bookkeeping system for the recording of contributions, receipts, receivables, 
payables and the handling of designated and restricted funds. 

Requisitioning
The Chapel maintains a system of requisitions for expenditures. The forms and procedures for the system shall 
be written, published and available to all ministry members needing incurring ministry expenses.
The approval of requisitions is the responsibility of the Executive Finance Team.

Banking
The Chapel maintains banking accounts for its business. The Treasurer and designated people on the Finance 
Team are authorized to sign checks. All checks require a double signature. All accounts are  reconciled 
monthly if at all possible.

Credit Cards
The Chapel is authorized to secure credit cards. The use of these cards is generally limited to budget 
authorized expenditures. All credit cards are reconciled and paid in full every month if possible.

Capital Projects and Debt
The church will seek to do capital projects, improvements and expansion with cash through long-term 
planning as much as is possible. However, we do not teach that debt is sinful. Therefore, when necessary the 
church may incur debt for major projects as recommended by the Finance Team, approved by the Elders  and 
affirmed by the members.
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ImplementationImplementation
EldersElders
Elder/Finance Team CoordinatorElder/Finance Team Coordinator
Executive Finance TeamExecutive Finance Team
Finance TeamFinance Team
BookkeeperBookkeeper
Administrative SystemsAdministrative Systems

Financial Management Financial Management –– QuickBooksQuickBooks
Contributions Counting Contributions Counting –– Excel SpreadsheetExcel Spreadsheet
Contributor Management Contributor Management –– Chapel Management Chapel Management 
SystemSystem

Implementation

Elders
The Elders as a team oversee the finances at the Chapel. We establish the general principles for finances, give 
directives to the Finance Team to implement and approve the budget.

Executive Finance Team
The Executive Finance Team are charged with the management of the financial resources at the Chapel. They 
are experienced and skilled in finance, have a ministry mindset and are committed to the principles that guide 
and guard our finances. They meet with the Elders once a month to give a report, counsel and to receive 
direction. They are responsible to organize the Finance Team to do the work of the ministry. 

Finance Team
• Meets monthly to review reports, discuss status, correct problems and advise the Executive Finance Team.
• Counts offering weekly by dividing into teams of two who count on a rotating basis
• Responsible to review and sign checks

Bookkeeper
• Staff Deaconess - Joni McNeese
• Member of the Finance Team
• Enters and maintains all the financial transactions and records.
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ImplementationImplementation

Implementation

Church Finance System 
• Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
• Established and Counseled by CPA’s
• Maintained in QuickBooks from Intuit
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ImplementationImplementation

Implementation
Counting Contributions

• By no less than 2 counters
• Entered into a spreadsheet
• Generally deposited same day
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ImplementationImplementation

Implementation
Contributor Management

• In-house developed Chapel Management System
• Contributor and contribution management integrated with membership and ministry management.
• Entered during the week
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ConclusionConclusion
Gratitude for GodGratitude for God’’s Graces Grace
Confidence in our Fiscal ResponsibilityConfidence in our Fiscal Responsibility
Commitment to Give GenerouslyCommitment to Give Generously
Challenge to Grow and ExpandChallenge to Grow and Expand

Conclusion

Gratitude for God’s Grace
We have experienced the grace of God in our finances and in our stewardship. We need to be so thankful for 
what God has done and expectant about what He will do for us and through us.

Confidence in our Fiscal Responsibility
We aim to foster your confidence in the way we handle our money here. While we are not congregationally 
governed, we do want you to have a sense of assurance that your stewardship is being handled Biblically here. 

Commitment to Give Generously
We want to challenge you to give Biblically and generously. The series we do each September is designed to 
encourage you to self-examination in all areas of stewardship. We also want you to be free to give with grand 
generosity, enabled by grace and exhibiting the glory and greatness of God.

Challenge to Grow and Expand
We aim to establish strong fiscal and stewardship principles as a foundation for courage, conviction and 
commitment as we grow in the future.

So, may we be able, like Paul over churches in his day, be able to rejoice in your participation in this grace 
from God as well.
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